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9.1 left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp.

The background SO2 concentration was set at 1 ppbv (1000 pptv)

and the acid production was semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate

daylight hours. Concentration is adjusted to STP units. Right:

Concentrations calculated numerically as functions of time for molec-

ular sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above 0.5 nm),

and aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm. For

comparison, the data for 25 nm aerosols and greater from (Clement

et al., 2006) are given by the green line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187

9.2 left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp.

The background SO2 concentration was set at 40 pptv and the acid

production was semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight hours.

Concentration is adjusted to STP units. Right: Concentrations

calculated numerically as functions of time for molecular sulphuric
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numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm. . . . . . . . . . . 188

9.3 left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp.

The background SO2 concentration was set at 100 pptv and the
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hours. Concentration is adjusted to STP units. Right: Concen-

trations calculated numerically as functions of time for molecular
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9.4 left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp.

The background SO2 concentration was set at 200 pptv and the

acid production was semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight
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trations calculated numerically as functions of time for molecular
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9.5 left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp.

The background SO2 concentration was set at 300 pptv and the

acid production was semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight

hours. Concentration is adjusted to STP units. Right: Concen-

trations calculated numerically as functions of time for molecular

sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above 0.5 nm), and

aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm. . . . . . . 192
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Abstract

An abstract of the thesis of David A. Waddicor, PhD, December 16, 2010.

Title: Aerosol in the Tropical Tropopause Layer.

This thesis details the ACTIVE campaign in the tropics of northern Australia

during 2005-2006 (based in Darwin). The focus of the campaign was to find the

influence of tropical convection on the aerosol and chemical content of the Tropical

Tropopause Layer [TTL] and the cirrus cloud cover in the area, which is important

for the global energy budget. This study details the background climatology of

the Darwin region with statistical categorisation of the trace gases and particles.

The TTL had regions of extremely high aerosol number concentration, much

higher than that of the PBL. The 10 to 1000 nm particle concentrations were as

high as 25,000 cm−3 and 100 to 1000 nm were as high as 1000 cm−3. High aerosol

concentrations were usually found in cloud-free conditions; cloudy regions were

typically low in aerosol number. Wind data and trajectories (BADC) were used

to find the origin of the high particle concentrations. Aerosols were found to be

nucleating in outflow regions of convective anvils. SO2 oxidation to H2SO4 is a

widely accepted mechanism for nucleation. A binary mechanism (H2O-H2SO4),

with SO2 as the precursor, was found to be inadequate in explaining the nucleation

and growth rates – tested using an aerosol sectional model. However, it was found,

via back trajectory analysis, that the climatology of Darwin was influenced by

local and long-range sources, including advection from Indonesia and the Tropical

Warm Pool. These distant sources could have introduced condensable matter,

with aerosol precursor properties (certain organic compounds). The aerosol model

found a condensable precursor concentration of at least 300 pptv was necessary

to replicate the observations.
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Chapter 1

The Tropics and the TTL

1.1 Tropical Dynamics

This thesis describes data from a large, broad-scoped and well-equipped campaign

in the tropics of northern Australia: the Aerosol and Chemical Transport in trop-

Ical conVEction [ACTIVE] (Vaughan et al., 2008; May et al., 2008). Based in

Darwin, Northern Territory, the campaign used aircraft, sondes and ground sys-

tems to survey tropical convection, cloud particles, aerosols and chemical species

in the region.

The tropics are a driving force for many of the Earth’s climatological and me-

teorological phenomena. A combination of high solar irradiance, high moisture

and a low Coriolis force provides unique conditions for atmospheric phenomena.

50% of the Earth’s surface lies between 30◦N and 30◦S. The tropics can have

a global impact beyond the boundaries of the tropics and tend to show great

temporal and spatial variation, meridionally and zonally. For example, summer

monsoons affect South Asia as high as 30◦N but to only 20◦N in West Africa,

while in late summer and autumn tropical hurricanes may affect ‘extra-tropical’

areas of East Asia and eastern North America. Furthermore, not only do tropical

boundaries seasonally extend poleward, but in zones between major subtropical

high-pressure cells there are frequent interactions between temperate and tropi-

cal disturbances (Barry and Chorley, 2003). A number of basic parameters shape

tropical climatology. First, the Coriolis force approaches zero at the equator,

meaning winds can significantly depart from geostrophic balance. The pressure
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gradients are generally weak, except where tropical storms form. Second, temper-

ature gradients are also rather weak. Spatial and temporal variations in moisture

content is a more typical factor in determining tropical climate. Third, diur-

nal land/sea breezes play an important role in tropical meteorology and storm

formation, as a result of the almost constant day length and high solar irradi-

ance. Due to these factors, the tropics are a region of high convective activity

and net uplifting regime across the tropical troposphere. Significantly for the

present study, large convective storms in the tropics can lift air and its chemical

and particulate constituents into the higher reaches of the troposphere and the

stratosphere where it can be transported globally. The thermal structure of the

tropical troposphere is determined by radiative-convective equilibrium up to 12 -

14 km, which is the level of maximum outflow from convective storms (Vaughan

et al., 2008). Above this level, convective outflow drops off with altitude, and

at the cold point tropopause, the outflow is very much reduced. The layer of

the tropical atmosphere between the main convective outflow and the cold point

tropopause is known as the tropical tropopause layer (TTL). At some altitude

within it, the net radiative heating changes from cooling to warming. This is

around 15 km in clear air, though it depends quite sensitively on the cloud cover

in and below the TTL. Above this altitude, large-scale dynamics dominate and

the corresponding vertical diabatic transport is a slow background on top of which

rapid adiabatic oscillations occur. Air will tend to ascend slowly into the tropical

middle stratosphere, although there is some isentropic exchange with the extra-

tropical lowermost stratosphere. This part of the TTL forms the base of the

Brewer-Dobson circulation, determining the eventual composition of the global

stratosphere (Vaughan et al., 2008). Therefore, the TTL can be seen to be not

only the interface between two dynamical regimes but also as an entrance point

to the stratosphere for atmospheric tracers such as water vapour and Very Short

Lived Substances (VSLS), which all have an impact on atmospheric chemistry

(Fueglistaler et al., 2009).
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1.2 Global circulations

Global circulation refers to the large-scale wind and pressure patterns that persist

throughout the year or recur seasonally. The primary driving force is the imbal-

ance in solar irradiance from lower to higher latitudes but it is also important to

appreciate the methods by which energy is transferred in the atmosphere. Un-

equal heating of the earth and its atmosphere generates potential energy, some of

which is then converted into kinetic energy by rising, warm, low-density air and

the sinking of cooler air – a convective cell circulation. The kinetic energy of mov-

ing air, on all scales, is typically dissipated by frictional effects and small-scale

turbulent eddies (due to internal viscosity). The rates of kinetic energy genera-

tion and dissipation are estimated to be 2 Wm−2, which amounts to only 1 per

cent of the globally absorbed energy budget from solar radiation – in effect the

atmosphere is an inefficient heat engine (Barry and Chorley, 2003). A second con-

trolling factor is the conservation of angular momentum. This is the tendency for

the atmosphere to move with the earth as it rotates beneath it. Since the angular

momentum is proportional to the angular velocity and the square of the distance

from the axis of rotation. This means that angular momentum decreases from a

maximum at the equator to zero at the poles. Conservation of angular momentum

requires that an air parcel travelling meridionally will change its angular velocity

in order to conserve angular momentum. This effect has very important conse-

quences for circulation in the atmosphere. Moving air will acquire lateral velocity

as it travels poleward; this effect is also known as the Coriolis force and it has

a major role in zonal wind flow and cyclogenesis. The continual poleward trans-

port of momentum can be appreciated by the maintenance of the mid-latitude

westerlies. The earth’s frictional effect would soon lead to the dissipation of the

westerlies unless there is a continuous transport of angular momentum from lower

latitude regions.

There are two possible ways in which the atmosphere can transport heat and

momentum. The first is by transport in the vertical plane as in figure 1.1, which

has 3 meridional cells in each hemisphere. This is based on the concept of con-

vective cells and was first proposed as a atmospheric mechanism by G.Hadley

in 1735. Warm air near the equator was thought to rise and then return to-

wards the equator via a low-level flow. Hadley suggested that the low-level flow
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would attain a deflection cue to the earth’s rotation, thus explaining the north-

east and southeast trades. W.Ferrel expanded this model, in 1856, by considering

conservation of angular momentum as an explanation for the easterlies because

the Coriolis force would be too small in the tropics. Poleward counter-currents

would complete the low-latitude cell, with the air sinking at about 30◦ due to

radiative cooling (Barry and Chorley, 2003). This theory was not completely

correct because the fact that solar radiation is incident on all the earth’s surface,

not just the equator, was neglected. Also, the trade winds are not continuous

around the globe and the upper poleward flow occurs mainly at the western ends

of the subtropical high cells aloft (Barry and Chorley, 2003). Figure 1.1 shows

the presence of a polar cell with descending cool air from a polar high pressure.

This is likely to be a simplified model of the global circulation, in particular, in

the polar cell. The intermediate Ferrel cell is thermally indirect and is driven by

the other two cells. Momentum considerations would indicate the necessity for

easterlies aloft in the Ferrel cells but it was found that westerly winds existed

in the midlatitude upper troposphere. Rossby modified the three cell model to

propose that westerly momentum was transferred to the middle latitudes from

the upper flows of the high and low latitude cells – troughs and ridges in the

upper flow could provide this westerly flow (Barry and Chorley, 2003). This the-

ory held popular opinion until about 1948 when it was calculated that heat and

momentum could be transported by horizontal circulations (cyclonic and anti-

cyclonic cells). It was shown that midlatitude horizontal circulation transported

most of the required heat and momentum poleward. This mechanism works

through a series of quasi-stationary highs and travelling highs and lows near the

surface acting together with their associated wave patterns at the upper tropo-

sphere/stratosphere boundary (Rossby waves). This eddy-like energy transport

is the modern view of the zonal wind patterns, ultimately derived from travelling

waves. In the lower latitudes, eddy transport is not sufficient to explain the total

energy transport required for energy balance. This is the reason that the mean

Hadley cell representation of general circulation (figure 1.1) is still used. The

tropical circulation is considered to be complex, with large-scale vertical trans-

port produced by large cumulonimbus clouds. These disturbances occur in the

tropical low pressure trough, which is located on average 5◦S in January and

10◦N in July (Barry and Chorley, 2003). The Hadley cell of the winter hemi-

sphere is by far the most important, since it allows low-level transequatorial flow
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into the summer hemisphere. The traditional global circulation model of twin

symmetrical cells only exists in spring/autumn. Longitudinally the Hadley cells

are linked with the monsoon regimes of the summer hemisphere. Rising air over

South Asia (and also South America and Indonesia) is associated with east-west

(zonal) outflow, these systems are known as Walker circulations. The poleward

return transport of the meridional Hadley cells takes place in troughs that extend

into low latitudes from midlatitude westerlies. This tends to occur at the western

ends of the upper tropospheric subtropical high-pressure cells. Horizontal mixing

predominates in the higher and midlatitudes, although there is thought to exist

a weak cell in the midlatitudes but on a reduced scale to that envisaged in the

three cell model (Barry and Chorley, 2003).

Figure 1.1: Global circulation model. The polar cells are centred over the two
poles and the Ferrel cells are intermediate between the Hadley and polar cells, in
the midlatitudes. Source: Barry and Chorley (2003), adapted from NASA.

1.3 Walker circulations

As the Hadley circulations represent a meridional (north - south) link in the gen-

eral atmospheric circulation, so the Walker circulation (see figure 1.2) represents

the large-scale zonal (east - west) link in the tropics. Tropical weather differs

from midlatitude climate due to a much weaker Coriolis force (zero at the equa-

tor),with a resulting departure from geostrophic winds. The Walker circulation is
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driven by zonal pressure gradients caused by differences in vertical motion (Barry

and Chorley, 2003). Spatial and temporal variations in moisture, and continental

and oceanic heating develop the Walker circulation. Areas of enhanced heating,

typically over continental regions (lower heat capacity) but also certain warmer

parts of the ocean, produce rising air mass. On the other hand, air subsides over

cooler parts of the oceans, over continental regions where deep high pressure sys-

tems have become established, and in association with subtropical high pressure

cells.

Figure 1.2: The Walker circulation. Top is non-ENSO; bottom ENSO. Source:
Barry and Chorley (2003).

The effect was first noticed by Sir Gilbert Walker from 1922 to 1923 by his

discovery of an inverse correlation between the pressure over the eastern Pacific

Ocean and Indonesia (Barry and Chorley, 2003). The strength and phase of this

is called the Southern Oscillation and is commonly measured by the pressure

difference between Tahiti (18◦S, 150◦W) and Darwin, Australia (12◦S, 130◦E).

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) has two extreme phases:

• positive when there is a strong high pressure in the southeast Pacific and a
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low centred over Indonesia with ascending air and convective precipitation;

• negative (or low) when the area of low pressure is displaced eastwards to-

wards the central Pacific.

Positive [negative] SOI implies strong easterly trade winds [low-level equatorial

westerlies] over the central-western Pacific. These Walker circulations are sub-

jected to fluctuations in which an oscillation (El Niño/Southern Oscillation –

ENSO) between high phases (non-ENSO events) and low phases (ENSO events)

is of great impact:

• High phase (top panel, figure 1.2) This consists of 4 major zones of rising

low pressure air and increase precipitation over Amazonia, central Africa

and Indonesia/India. Conversely there is subsidising high pressure limbs

and decreased precipitation over the eastern Pacific, South Atlantic and

western Indian Ocean. During this phase low-level easterlies strengthen

over the Pacific and subtropical westerly jet streams in both hemispheres

weaken, as does the Pacific Hadley cell.

• Low phase (lower panel, figure 1.2) This phase has five major zonal cells

involving rising low pressure air and increased precipitation over the South

Atlantic, the western Indian Ocean, the western Pacific and the eastern

Pacific. Subsidising air and decreased precipitation is found over Amazonia,

central Africa, Indonesia/India and the central Pacific. Low-level westerlies

and high-level easterlies dominate over the Pacific and subtropical westerly

jet streams in both hemispheres intensify, as does the Pacific Hadley cell

(Barry and Chorley, 2003).

The ENSO events are believed to be caused by shifting oceanic circulations. The

vast heat reservoir of the Pacific Ocean switches gradient like a giant ‘see-saw’.

In this regime, the sea surface temperatures in the eastern Pacific increase (a

sea surface temperature > 27 ◦C is conducive for marine convection); the higher

surface temperatures in the eastern ocean ‘skew’ the Walker circulation, so that

low pressure rising is found over the Pacific ocean - particularly near the coast of

Peru and Ecuador. Conversely, there is subsiding high pressure air in the central-

western Pacific. It was a high phase SOI during ACTIVE 2005/2006, with a

positive value for most of the latter part of 2005 and early 2006 (see table 1.1).

There was one exception during November 2005 when a weak low phase event of
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-2.7 occurred.

Year Jan Feb Mar Oct Nov Dec
2005 – – – 10.9 -2.7 0.6
2006 12.7 0.1 13.8 – – –

Table 1.1: S.O.I. – Southern Oscillation Index for ACTIVE related period. Data
from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM)

1.4 The importance of aerosols and the TTL

Tropical convection has often been considered an important source of aerosol in

the upper tropopause (above 10 km) and the TTL (e.g. Junge et al., 1961; Rosen

et al., 1978; Perry and Hobbs, 1994; Brock et al., 1995; Schröder and Ström, 1997;

Twohy et al., 2002). The troposphere and the stratosphere both have distinct

features and the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL) is the transition region be-

tween the two where features of both are observable. Quantities such as altitude,

temperature variability, ozone, potential temperature and vorticity and even con-

vective outflow are all used to define the TTL region, thus leading to a different

definitions of the TTL in the literature (Fueglistaler et al., 2009). At about 200

hPa (350K/12.5 km), the meridional temperature gradient reverses sign, which

is also the level of the core of the subtropical jet. The lower bound of the TTL

is typically taken to be above the level of main convective outflow (Fueglistaler

et al., 2009), i.e. at about 150 hPa (355 K/14 km). Below, air is radiatively

cooling (subsiding), and ascent occurs predominantly in moist convection. Above

that level, air is radiatively heated under all sky conditions. The level of zero

radiative heating (LZRH) under clear sky conditions is slightly higher, at about

125 hPa (360K/15.5 km) as shown by the dashed line in figure 1.3. The upper

bound of the TTL is set at about 70 hPa (425 K/18.5 km), and laterally the

TTL is bounded by the position of the underlying subtropical jets (i.e. equator-

wards of about 30◦ latitude) (Tuck et al., 2004; Fueglistaler et al., 2009). In the

lower part of the TTL, meridional transport is limited by the large gradients in

potential vorticity associated with the subtropical jets. In the upper part of the

TTL, rapid horizontal transport to higher latitudes and mixing into the tropics

from higher latitudes is observed (Tuck et al., 2004; Fueglistaler et al., 2009).
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Above the TTL (above 60 hPa/450 K), the inner tropics become relatively iso-

lated (the tropical pipe). The definition of the TTL is primarily motivated by

the observed large-scale dynamical structures. The horizontal circulation and

temperature structure of the TTL are strongly influenced by the distribution of

convection in the troposphere, while vertical motion is increasingly dominated by

eddy driven circulations typical of the stratosphere. Detrainment of deep convec-

tive clouds may occur throughout the TTL, and likely has an impact on tracer

concentrations, and perhaps the heat budget, of the TTL (Fueglistaler et al.,

2009) – as investigated during the ACTIVE (and the cooperative SCOUT-O3

and TWP-ICE) campaign.

The tropics climatology (Reid and Gage, 1996) is dominated by large thunder-

storm (cumulonimbus) that can uplift vast amounts of boundary layer air into

the upper troposphere (UT) and possibly the TTL (Dessler, 2002). The content

of the air could have a large impact on the chemistry of the atmosphere and the

evolution of the cloud; there is also the potential to inject aerosols or aerosol

precursor material into the cold, dry TTL – ideal for aerosol formation (nucle-

ation) to occur (Ekman et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004). The TTL is also believed

to act as a transition region with the lower stratosphere, as seen in figure 1.3, by

Fueglistaler et al. (2009).

Fast convection can also inject short-lived species, with a high degree of mass

conservation, from the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL), such as source gases

for halogen radicals – that can destroy ozone in the TTL and LS (e.g. Fueglistaler

et al., 2009; Larin and Yermakov, 2010; Mebarki et al., 2010). Cumulonimbus

clouds are typically areas of intense lightning activity that produce large amounts

of nitrogen oxides (NOx) (Huntrieser et al., 2002). Uplifted CO and hydrocarbons

from the polluted boundary layers can react with NOx in the UT/LS to produce

ozone [see equations 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 in section 2.3.2]. Ozone in the stratosphere

is a very important global species that absorbs much of the incoming UV radiation

and also initiates many photochemical reactions [e.g. SO2 oxidation, see section

2.3.2 for example]. Aerosols are also expected to influence the moisture balance in

the TTL and stratosphere (Smith et al., 2006) – moisture levels can affect ozone

chemistry in the stratosphere. Furthermore, the TTL is an area that links the

troposphere to the stratosphere and the circulatory winds therein. The TTL is

found at the limit of the uplift region of the Hadley cells; this potentially allows
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of cloud processes and transport left and zonal mean cir-
culation right. Source: Fueglistaler et al. (2009). Arrows indicate circulation,
black dashed line indicates clear sky level of zero net radiative heating. (a) Deep
convection: Main outflow around 200 hPa, outflow rapidly decays with height
in TTL, rare penetrations of tropopause. Fast vertical transport of tracers from
boundary layer into the TTL. (b) Radiative cooling (subsidence). (c) Subtrop-
ical jets, limit quasi-isentropic exchange between troposphere and stratosphere
(transport barrier). (d) Radiative heating, balances forced diabatic ascent. (e)
Rapid meridional transport of tracers, mixing. (f) Edge of the ‘tropical pipe’, rel-
ative isolation of tropics and stirring over extratropics (‘the surf zone’). (g) Deep
convective cloud. (h) Convective core overshooting its level of neutral buoy-
ancy. (i) Ubiquitous optically (and geometrically) thin, horizontally extensive
cirrus clouds, often formed in situ. Note: The height-pressure-potential temper-
ature relations shown are based on tropical annual mean temperature fields, with
height values rounded to the nearest 0.5 K.

the transport of TTL air and its constituents into the subtropical stratosphere and

beyond. A residual wind called the Brewer-Dobson circulation (e.g. Holton et al.,

1995; Fueglistaler et al., 2009) provides a meridional link between the tropics

and the polar regions through the lower stratosphere. Within this context, the

motivation for the ACTIVE project was to improve understanding of the aerosol

and chemical processes that occur in the TTL and the tropics.
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1.5 Aerosol and radiation

Aerosols are known to play a significant role in the absorption, reflection and

scattering of solar and terrestrial radiation (IPCC, 2007; Kiehl and Trenberth,

1997). The Sun, with a surface temperature of roughly 6000 K, has a black-

body radiation curve shifted to smaller wavelengths – visible and ultraviolet –

and with a greater integrated energy flux than the Earth (the Sun has a super-

high temperature plasma [corona] which is theoretically 106 K; this alters the

output spectrum somewhat from that expected of an ideal black-body (Tobiska

et al., 2000)). The Earth has an average surface temperature of ∼ 298 K and

therefore has a radiation flux of much lower energy and shifted towards infrared

wavelengths. The amount of incoming solar and outgoing terrestrial radiation ab-

sorbed is determined by the composition of the Earth’s atmosphere (chemistry,

cloud, aerosol, etc.) and the density and size of these components – figure 1.4

shows a schematic of the global and annual radiation balance.

Aerosol and radiation interaction is defined by four broad categories. Black car-

bon absorbs solar radiation and can as a result affect the vertical temperature

gradient. Water-soluble inorganic species (SO2, NO3, NH4) - have a backscatter-

ing effect on solar radiation; furthermore, they indirectly have an effect on the

reflection of solar radiation by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) – cloud

properties and lifetime are determined to a large degree by the aerosols. Con-

densed organic species also behave with similar radiative properties to the inor-

ganic species. Finally, the larger mineral dust particles can absorb and backscat-

ter solar radiation, act as ice nuclei and therefore aid cloud formation, and ab-

sorb/emit infra-red radiation.

Sulphate aerosols are predicted to cause a global radiative forcing of -0.4 W m−2;

biomass burning aerosols produce a forcing of -0.1 W m−2 (fossil fuel organic

carbon) and fossil fuel black carbon yields a +0.2 W m−2 forcing. Mineral dust

has a more variable and unpredictable effect on the global radiation budget. The

current estimates for the direct effect are 0.5 to -0.6 W m−2 and for the indirect

effects on cloud particle production, 0 to -2.0 W m−2 (Andronache et al., 1999).

The overall effect of aerosol acting as CCN on radiation forcing is not very well
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of global and annual mean energy balance, including ra-
diation (units in Wm−2). Figure from IPCC (2007) [schematic originally from
Kiehl and Trenberth (1997)].

defined but expected to be cooling. A ±15% change in CCN in marine stratus

cloud, which covers about 25% of the Earth’s surface, could provide ±1 W m−2

to the global energy budget.

Cirrus cloud is ‘wispy’ ice cloud that is formed in the high altitude (on a global av-

erage, higher than 4 km), cold regions of the UT/TTL. Tropical convection cloud

begins to glaciate (ice crystals) as the updraught columns rise. As the cloud top

reaches equilibrium, the outflow region of the cumulonimbus spreads out into a

characteristic ‘anvil’ form. This anvil is of utmost importance to the global ra-

diative budget because high speed winds circulate over great distances and can

spread the cloud over many hundreds of kilometres. Cirrus cloud (Seifert et al.,

2004a; Gallagher et al., 2005; Wang, 2005a,b; Choularton et al., 2008) can reflect

solar radiation in the visible spectrum and re-emit infrared at shifted frequencies

(Chou and Neelin, 1999; Sherwood et al., 1994; Hartmann et al., 2001a,b) back

towards the Earth.

There is also an increased understanding of the influence of subvisible cirrus cloud;
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these low number concentration clouds can still have a major impact on the radia-

tive forcing in the UT/TTL (Lawson et al., 2008); these clouds form in the TTL

cold point [∼ 17 km] (Dinelli et al., 2009; Vaughan et al., 2008). In the study

by Thomas et al. (2002), a high altitude aircraft (the Russian Geophysica) was

used to sample subvisible cloud, at 17 km, 190 K temperature; significant findings

were: 1) the horizontal extent of the clouds were in the hundreds of kilometres;

2) they persisted for at least three hours and 3) had geometric thickness of 100 -

400 m. The particle size range was 0.4 to 23 µm with typical concentrations of

0.1 to 0.3 cm−3. The Costa Rican CR-AVE campaign (Lawson et al., 2008) mea-

sured subvisible cirrus cloud in the TTL and found much larger ice crystal sizes

than other experiments: typical ice crystal diameters were 100 µm, with sizes ex-

tending up to 165 µm. The ACTIVE campaign was joined by two collaborating

experiments, SCOUT-O3 and TWP-ICE (see section 5.1 and references Brunner

et al. (2009); May et al. (2008)), that yielded a large dataset of in situ cirrus cloud

measurements (anvil, aged, thin, etc.) – a thorough discussion of cirrus cloud is

found in the references. However, the exact production mechanism is still not

fully understood; despite this, they are strongly believed to play a role in the

tropical, and even global, radiative forcing (e.g. radiative and dynamic model,

Durran et al., 2009). The importance of subvisible cirrus is that they exhibit

much wider extent than visible cirrus. Jensen et al. (1999) also concluded that

the humidity of deep convection allowed subvisible cirrus to form in the TTL. It

was concluded that the outgoing longwave radiative flux is reduced by 1 - 2 W

m−2, with an accompanying increasing in the radiative heating of the UT/TTL.



Chapter 2

Introduction - Aerosols

2.1 Aerosols in the Atmosphere

Aerosols are described as well dispersed suspended particles of liquid or solid

constitution, some being a complex mixture of both phases. They are found in

most environments around the world and their generation, origin and composition

is studied by a broad range of disciplines: physics, meteorology, chemistry, etc.

Particles have been detected in the tropics, arctic, in marine environments, from

the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) to the upper Troposphere/lower Strato-

sphere (UT/LS). They are ubiquitous in the earth’s atmosphere and play a key

role in the climate. Aerosols can directly effect incoming and outgoing radiation

by reflection and scattering and indirectly by their role in cloud formation – this

contributes to global climate forcing, to an as yet unknown degree.

Aerosols can be produced by the mechanical action of wind and erosion, such

as sea salt droplets from the action of wind on the surface of the sea and the

erosion of rock and sand – referred to as primary aerosols. They can be produced

naturally, such as organic plant matter, or by anthropogenic means, such as sul-

phur based pollution from power stations and soot from coal burning. Particles

can also form from precursor gases, where molecular clusters form stable nuclei

on which further condensation and coagulation can occur (see figure 2.4) – re-

ferred to as secondary aerosols. Aged aerosol also undergo oxidation and become

progressively more internally mixed (composed of various compound fractions),

35
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particularly organic aerosol (Alfarra et al., 2006; Duplissy et al., 2008). The

larger, supermicron aerosols, such as mineral dust, tend to sediment out of the

atmosphere in fairly short timescales (∼ 2 days). The sub-micron sulphate and

nitrate dominated aerosols have an important and intrinsic role to play in the

evolution and chemical composition of cloud and of the atmosphere in general.

Aerosols can grow through condensation of vapour and coagulation. These are

very dependent on size, composition and atmospheric conditions. Atmospheric

water vapour hydrates aerosol particles and eventually lets the particles grow

into cloud droplets. At supersaturated conditions, aerosols that grow beyond the

so-called activation diameter (Köhler theory) are typically called Cloud Conden-

sation Nuclei (CCN) and are very important for the formation of clouds and the

climate in general.

This thesis will attempt to further the understanding of aerosols’ role in the at-

mosphere, particularly in the UT/TTL. To do this, a comprehensive dataset of

airborne measurements, from a large tropical campaign, will be presented and dis-

cussed. The Aerosol and Chemical Transport in tropIcal conVEction [ACTIVE]

(Vaughan et al., 2008; May et al., 2008) was a broad scoped and well-equipped

campaign in the tropics of northern Australia that yielded a wealth of scientific

data and information.

2.1.1 Aerosol size, composition and mass distribution

The size, mass and volume modes for aerosol populations tend to be defined in 4

literature categories: Nucleation mode (less than 3 nm – although very hard to

detect with current technology), Aitken mode (typically, 10 to 100 nm), accumu-

lation (100 to 1000 nm) and the supermicron (greater than 1 µm) coarse mode.

There is some variability in the definitions but the general definitions are: nu-

clei mode are the initial aerosol regime produced from molecular clusters; Aitken

mode are removed relatively quickly by deposition and growth; accumulation

mode, as the name suggests, are usually harder to remove from the atmosphere

(reduced Brownian motion due to their intermediate size); the coarse mode gen-

erally has a low lifetime, because of its high mass, it settles out of the atmosphere
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through sedimentation. The relative distribution of these modes is usually de-

scribed by log-normal distributions. The location (marine, urban, rural, etc.),

the height and the age of the air mass determines to a large degree the number,

size, mass and chemical composition of aerosol population.

Zaizen et al. (2004) surveyed the aerosol size distribution in the free troposphere

(above the boundary layer – altitude greater than 2 km) of the North West Pacific

Ocean region (example of the size distribution is given in figure 2.1), including

areas with continental Asian outflow. They found that the aerosol number con-

centration and size distribution were different in different air masses – divided by

fronts in the subtropics. In the extratropical region there was a low fine aerosol

(less than 150 nm) population fraction, a large accumulation mode fraction (150

to 500 nm) and a large modal radius (30 to 60 nm); the air was found to be

aged pollution from the Asian continent with a mixture of sulphates and soot –

the aged nature of the aerosols explains the increased modal radii. In the more

convectively active subtropical region there was a high number of fine aerosol,

below 150 nm; this produced a small modal radius in this region: 10 to 30 nm.

The accumulation mode was significantly lower in concentration than in the ex-

tratropical regions: less than 10 cm−3 (STP), showing a less aged aerosol loading.

The study also found that there was an increase in fine aerosols (up to 3000 cm−3

STP) with altitude, up to 11 km, in the region 15 to 31 ◦N. They theorised that

this is due to homogeneous nucleation (section 2.3) occurring in the UT from the

high mixing ratios of SO2 (0.25 to 0.50 ppbv at 11 km) in the Asian Pacific at-

mosphere. Further discussion of the transport mechanism of the pollutant SO2 is

not discussed but other studies go into more depth and explain convective uplift

as a quick input route into the UT/TTL.

Froyd et al. (2009) undertook an aircraft campaign from 2004 to 2006 in the

UT/TTL over Costa Rica. They found some distinctive aerosol population re-

gions that were often defined by convective activity in the area. The maritime

influence was found to increase the burden of acidic, sulphate-rich aerosols in the

convective outflow regions up to 12 km. Continental air tended to loft organic

rich particles and precursors into the TTL (see also, Murphy et al. (2007)); these

organics had undergone some degree of oxidation, many also contained nitrates.
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Figure 2.1: Size distribution over Saipan Island (15◦ N, 145◦ E), Northwestern
Pacific Ocean. Figure from Zaizen et al. (2004).

Above the tropopause the regime returned to a sulphate dominated aerosol pop-

ulation. Regardless of recent convective input, the TTL aerosol composition was

remarkably consistent. Accumulation mode particles were internal mixtures of

highly oxidized organic material and partially or fully neutralized sulfate. In this

case it was discovered that maritime convection, over the Pacific, even recent, had

only a weak influence on TTL aerosol properties: it was much more influenced

by continental input from South America. Organics are believed to play a role in

the nucleation and hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles, in some cases reducing

hydration, in some cases increasing water uptake (Andreae et al., 2001; Andreae
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and Merlet, 2001; Sjogren et al., 2007). However, the interplay between organic

and inorganic compounds and their effect on aerosol particle’s surface tension,

hygroscopic uptake and particle generation (nucleation) properties are believed

to be very complex, with variations from species to species.

Liu et al. (2005) performed a modelling study into the composition of aerosols in

the different size modes, in a global aerosol model. Using a method of moments

and modes – two modes for sulphate aerosols: nucleation and accumulation –

the model predicted high sulphate aerosol number concentrations in the nucle-

ation mode (> 104 cm−3) particularly in the tropical upper troposphere. The

concentration of larger accumulation mode aerosols was found to be in the range

50 to 500 cm−3 anywhere in the free troposphere. 80% of global sulphate by

mass exists as pure sulfate aerosols (9.7% in nuclei and 69.8% in accumulation

mode), with 14.3% on carbonaceous aerosol, 3.3% on dust, and 2.7% on sea salt.

However, they found that in the planetary boundary region there was a 40% sul-

phate association with non-sulphate aerosols, whereas in the upper troposphere

it was less than 10%. Investigating the mass fraction of carbonaceous-sulphate

aerosols, it was found that carbonaceous aerosols are generally internally mixed

with sulphate in most of the troposphere; this provided the aerosols with a degree

of hygroscopicity. The exception was close to source regions where the carbona-

ceous emissions were unaged – mixed mass fraction in this case was less than 5%

– and were hydrophobic. They found an average carbonaceous aerosol lifetime of

3 - 4 days. It has been shown in previous studies, such as in the Amazon (An-

dreae et al., 2001; Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Jones et al., 2001), that biomass

burning by-products (acetonitryl, methyl chloride, hydrocarbons, etc.) are preva-

lent in the UT/TTL. They found correlation with recent convective activity and

biomass burning episodes and the high loading of the UT with aerosols, organics,

NO, O3, CO, CO2, etc. These studies demonstrate the complexities that exist

when there are many source regions that contribute to an aerosol population. In

Darwin there were various influences on the regional climatology that changed

with the monsoon winds: there was a dry season (pre-monsoon) with biomass

burning (soot/carbonaceous organics), oceanic input from the Indian and Pacific

Oceans, pollution from the built-up areas of Australia and Indonesia and organic

compounds from the rural/forested areas of these land masses. ACTIVE pro-

vided an opportunity to investigate the effect of these background sources on the

tropospheric climatology and storm dynamics.
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2.2 Aerosol in the Upper Troposphere and TTL

A wide range of aerosol population concentrations have been observed in the TTL

during field campaigns. Brock et al. (1995) presented data from the UT which

suggested that aerosol production was taking place in situ from binary homo-

geneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and water, H2O-H2SO4. Homogeneous nu-

cleation of H2O-H2SO4 particles near the tropical tropopause and vertical trans-

port/mixing, was put forward as an explanation for the relative uniformity of the

aerosol composition in the lower stratosphere. The paper finds maximum aerosol

concentrations of 30,000 cm−3 from direct measurements in the TTL over Fuji.

An aircraft survey over Western Europe in summer 1994 (Schröder and Ström,

1997) detected aerosols throughout the troposphere and into the lower strato-

sphere. High concentrations of aerosols (diameter greater than 18 nm) were

found in the troposphere (above 4 km), with maxima as high as 2×104 cm−3

and medians of 1400 cm−3 ( all values in STP values – standard temperature

and pressure, 273.15 K and 1013.25 hPa); these high maxima were similar to the

TTL number concentrations seen by Brock et al. (1995) and other later cam-

paigns and were seen to increase with altitude up to about 10 km. The smaller

nucleation mode was seen to be very variable throughout the troposphere, this

is an expected effect due to the sudden and relatively localised nature of nucle-

ation bursts. There were measurements of almost zero aerosol concentrations

and maxima up to 104 cm−3, with a median of 300 cm−3. Above the tropopause

there were lower number densities of aerosols greater than 18 nm in diameter;

concentrations were between 102 and 103 cm−3 with a median of 400 cm−3. The

nucleation mode was observed in similar quantities to that in the troposphere.

The results revealed that nucleation mode aerosols became more abundant the

higher the altitude, concluding that the UT was the most effective source region

for nucleation bursts and aerosol generation by sulphate gas-to-particle conver-

sion – these bursts had horizontal extents of 10 to 30 km. Accumulation mode

aerosols (greater than 120 nm in this study) were found to be more prevalent

where coagulation, condensation and cloud processing were more important, in
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the lower troposphere (below 6 km). Interestingly, there was not found to be

any solid link between clean, low preexisting aerosol number, environments and

high nucleation mode, ∼ 7 nm, aerosols (Strom et al., 1999; Clement et al., 2006;

Boy et al., 2008). There was no anti-correlation between the nucleation mode

particles and the accumulation mode; furthermore, there were not any significant

reductions in accumulation mode particles in the vicinity of nucleation bursts, in

contrast to other experiments (e.g. Clement et al., 2002; Young et al., 2007; Boy

et al., 2008). Andreae et al. (2001) found that cloud inhibited aerosol generation

and caused aerosol removal; 85 - 90% of the accumulation were removed by con-

vective transport. It was suggested that the removal of the accumulation mode

benefited the production of nucleation mode aerosols when precursor gases were

detrained from storms into the UT/TTL.

Secondary aerosol particle generation in the atmosphere is a result of gas-to-

particle conversion; the precursors involved and the exact mechanism is not fully

understood but sulphate chemistry is known to be very important in this pro-

cess. Dimethyl sulphide (DMS) has been argued to be an important source of

SO2 over the remote oceans for the Marine Boundary Layer (MBL) and the free

troposphere. SO2 can be further oxidised to sulphuric acid, H2SO4 – sulphuric

acid is known to be a prime, aerosol forming, precursor gas because of its low

vapour pressure. Thornton et al. (1997) presented DMS and SO2 concentrations

for the western Pacific Ocean, using aircraft data from the Pacific Exploratory

Mission-West(PEM-West), and considered its origin and role in aerosol genera-

tion. In the same way as aerosol was found to increase with altitude in Schröder

and Ström (1997), the vertical concentration of SO2 was found to increase with

height. This was explained as a result of its detrainment from continental con-

vective storms and then long-range transport to the western Pacific Ocean. This

campaign found elevated numbers of aerosol in regions of high SO2 and NO. With

concentrations of NO reaching 1000 pptv and UV upwelling above cloud tops, the

OH levels could be enhanced significantly. It is stated by Thornton et al. (1997)

that levels of SO2 could reach 100 pptv in the UT with 8×106 cm−3 OH molecules;

this would be sufficient to produce sulphuric acid in such quantities as to drive

aerosol nucleation in the UT with concentrations of 104 nuclei within a few hours.

In conclusion, Thornton et al. (1997) found that DMS, during the west Pacific

Ocean campaign (PEM-West), was not a major source of SO2 in the UT and the
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majority of SO2 was due to volcanic emission and anthropogenic sources. DMS

on average only provided 1% of overall SO2 production during 1991; in 1994, the

main sources were again volcanic and anthropogenic emissions with <10% DMS

– the fact that the DMS contribution was higher in 1994 was due to the fact

that overall SO2 levels were considerably lower during that time. The high UT

concentrations of SO2 were found to be a result of convective uplift and long-

range transport; coinciding with these high levels of SO2 were large numbers of

nucleation mode aerosols (∼ 7 nm, 104 cm−3) – also of importance was the high

concentrations of NO (possibly lightning produced in convective storms) and its

involvement in OH production (see section 2.3 for a more detailed discussion

about nucleation and chemistry).

The Stratosphere-Troposphere Experiment by Aircraft Measurements (STREAM)

took place in July 1994 (Strom et al., 1999). It was a campaign over north western

Europe that looked at cumulonimbus properties, the associated ice crystals, trace

gases and aerosols. High CO concentrations, above 130 ppbv, were seen inside

convective anvil cloud; CO was anticorrelated with ozone and was used as a tracer

of convectively influenced air. Other studies have shown raised CO and ozone

in anvil cloud; this has been explained as convective air mixing with high ozone

concentration stratospheric air but it depends on the height of the convection and

the degree of tropopause disturbance (Smith et al., 2006). Strom et al. (1999)

also confirmed that the condition of the boundary layer plays an important role

in shaping the UT/TTL composition during quick convective injection; CO was

correlated to boundary layer variations from day to day. Higher aerosol concen-

trations were found in areas of lower crystal ice number (cloud), conjectured to

be an effect of cloud particle scavenging of aerosols. The coagulation of aerosols

and cloud particles would be sufficient to remove any local maxima. The cloud

ice crystal number densities reached as high as 100 cm−3 (STP) – cloud water

content of 1 g m−3 – in the cumulonimbus, furthermore, the convection was in-

tense enough to pierce the tropopause and inject water vapour, CO and aerosols

into the stratosphere – demonstrating the potential of convection to influence

the composition of the photochemically active lower stratosphere. The high CO,

convectively influenced air, was found to contain ∼ 15,000 cm−3 (STP) particles

larger than 18 nm and as high as 20,000 cm−3 particles larger than 7 nm (typical

nucleation mode). Strom et al. (1999) suggested that the these aerosol particles
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could be generated during convective uplift or in the anvil outflows. However, it is

expected (e.g. Pirjola, 1999; Wang and Prinn, 2000; Clement et al., 2002; Twohy

et al., 2002; Clement et al., 2006) that such small nucleation particles could not

form in a highly scavenging environment of cloud particles (liquid drops and ice

crystals).

De Reus et al. (1998) presented data from the STREAM-96 campaign, which

flew tropopause missions above Britain and Ireland in May-June 1996. The

study showed that water vapour mixing ratios and aerosol concentration corre-

lated, showing the importance of convective and frontal uplift, and cloud particle

evaporation for moisture in the UT and subsequent nucleation. Nucleation was

modelled for UT conditions and was found to be dependent on a lower threshold

of preexisting particle number density, above which aerosols would not be pro-

duced. Mixing of tropospheric and stratospheric air were seen to influence the

aerosol concentrations and possibly activate aerosol nucleation. The measured

aerosol concentrations were 500 to 2000 cm−3, with isolated events up to 10,000

cm−3 (STP).

The CARIBIC programme (Heintzenberg et al., 2003; Hermann et al., 2003; Bren-

ninkmeijer et al., 2007) placed air sampling equipment on commercial flights be-

tween Germany and southern Africa and also over the Middle East to the Indian

subcontinent – destinations also included the east coast of China (Guangzhou,

2006). These flights crossed the convectively active equatorial tropics, over land

that had undergone considerable biomass burning. Heintzenberg et al. (2003)

found many aerosol nucleation events in the TTL: particles with diameters be-

tween 4 and 12 nm had concentrations in the range 10,000 to 30,000 cm−3 (STP)

and those with diameters between 12 and 18 nm had an overall campaign median

concentration of 9000 cm−3 (STP). Figure 2.2 shows the aerosol time line for a

flight between Munich and Colombo, 5 June 1998; it can be seen that aerosol

number concentrations are consistently above 10,000 cm−3 in the tropics. In the

UT over the eastern seaboard of China (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007) there were

even examples of ∼ 140,000 cm−3, in both size groups, > 4 nm and > 12 nm.

Nucleation was found to be linked to convective activity, particularly in the trop-

ics and subtropics; the Guangzhou case showed particularly high aerosol loadings
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that are expected to be a result of high concentrations of anthropogenic pollu-

tion, with subsequent particle formation in the UT. Similarly, Twohy et al. (2002)

studied the outflow from a mesoscale convective system in the USA. They found

extremely large concentrations of aerosol downwind of the storm: 45,000 cm−3

(STP) for particle sizes ≥ 25 nm, spread over a 600 to 800 km horizontal region,

2 km vertical depth. These high particle concentrations were highly correlated

with various trace gases, such as methane, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides

and hydroxyl radicals. These gases were detected in similar ratios inside the

convective cloud region, indicating the air had passed through the storm before

being outgassed into the tropopause. No correlation was found with the cloud

particles, suggesting that the aerosol production was independent of the cloud

formation/evaporation. This study shows the potential for convective uplift to

produce high number concentrations of aerosols in the UT – however, the precise

mechanics of the nucleation are still not fully understood.

Young et al. (2007) investigated enhanced aerosol numbers in the northern midlat-

itude tropopause. Measurements were made with aircraft during the NSF/NCAR

GV Progressive Science Missions, December 2005. Number concentrations and

size distributions were made between 4 and 2000 nm (N4−2000) diameters in order

to detect signs of air mass mixing and associated nucleation events – nucleation

events were found to coincide with tropopause folds, when stratospheric air mixes

with upper tropospheric air. In agreement with other studies, Young et al. (2007)

believe that the UT/LS are prime regions for particle production due to low tem-

perature, low surface area density of preexisting aerosols and high sun exposure.

The nucleation mechanism is still uncertain, with a number of possible candidates

identified (see section 2.3): binary, ternary, ion induced and organic induced. In

the low temperature UT/LS there is expected to be almost barrierless nucleation

(Kulmala et al., 1998). Barrierless nucleation derives from the Gibbs free energy

equations (see section 3.2); this equation describes the balance between the sum

of the chemical potentials of the species and the surface tension of a liquid drop.

It is the surface tension and the creation of ‘new surface area’ that forms an en-

ergy barrier to particle formation. Curtius (2006) derived an expression for the

critical radius of a stable nucleation cluster for a single species. Working from

Gibbs free energy expression,
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Figure 2.2: Particle number concentrations from the CARIBIC flight Colombo-
Munich on 5 June 1998. N12 (black area) indicates the Aitken plus accumu-
lation mode (i.e. greater than 12 nm). N4−12 (gray area) indicates the ultra-
fine/nucleation aerosols. The thick dashed line is flight pressure and the thin
solid line is the ozone mixing ratio. TP indicates the tropopause. Data and
figure from Hermann et al. (2003).
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Figure 2.3: Thermodynamic representation of aerosol nucleation. A nucleation
barrier of height ∆ G∗ exists. The critical cluster size R∗ is defined by the
maximum of the barrier. Figure from Curtius (2006).

The energy barrier and critical radius are shown graphically in figure 2.3. Studies

(e.g. Lushnikov and Kulmala, 1995; Kulmala et al., 1998; Clement and Ford,

1999a,b) have demonstrated that at colder temperatures, such as in the TTL, the

critical radius approaches molecular dimension and the energy barrier becomes

smaller – this is ultimately due to the saturation vapour pressure decreasing with

temperature.

The uncertainty in understanding nucleation processes has led to many differing

aerosol concentrations being detected in the UT/LS and varying explanations

for their origin. Several observations in the free troposphere showed that new

particle formation can be activated by convection (De Reus et al., 1998, 2000;

Clement et al., 2002; Twohy et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 2006b),

due to the uplifting of large concentraions of SO2 and SO2 precursors from the

PBL up to the UT/LS. Agreeing with the importance of convection, Young et al.

(2007) also state that further nucleation can be activated in the lower stratosphere

when a tropopause folds occur, allowing air mixing. The numbers detected are

somewhat lower than those detected by other studies (Twohy et al. (2002), for
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example), particularly those in the TTL; average N4−9 concentrations were 460 to

490 cm−3 and N4−2000 were 620 - 730 cm−3. In the enhanced particle production

tropopause fold regions there were 700 to 3960 cm−3 N4−9 particles and 1000 to

3990 cm−3 N4−2000 particles (all non-STP) – emphasizing the importance of mix-

ing of air with differing humidities, particle and gas loading for aerosol nucleation.

The question of whether short or long-range influences effect the local tropopause

composition is still uncertain. In the Froyd et al. (2009) study there were seen

to be many influences on the aerosol population throughout the troposphere and

lower stratosphere. It was seen that there were both long-range and short-range

chemical signatures in the aerosol composition and an overall external mixture

throughout the troposphere. The aerosol properties in the tropics were defined

by their source and ultimately the tropical dynamics. With higher organic con-

tent coming from continental sources, in particular trajectories that crossed the

Amazon, more sulphate dominated aerosol from maritime convection and indus-

trial plumes, and biomass from rural/jungle areas, it is apparent that there are

many varied sources that can affect the tropical troposphere composition. Transit

times from convective systems were ∼ 5 to 10 days, indicating that lofted material

spent several days in the free troposphere without further boundary layer influ-

ence. Froyd et al. (2009) also reached the same conclusion concerning the origin

of fresh regions of ultrafine particle: that maritime convection in remote regions

promotes new particle formation in the upper troposphere from convective loft-

ing of aerosol precursors. Continental convection was seen to inject aerosol and

precursor gases into the TTL and even into the lower stratosphere – a significant

motivation for the ACTIVE campaign. Despite the sporadic and localized nature

of convection, the TTL residence time is considerably higher than the lower tro-

posphere and for zonal transport. A final conclusion is that intense convection

can seed the TTL and LS with primary aerosols and secondary aerosol material

(precursor gases, SO2, DMS, organics, etc.) The long residency times, nucleation

and gas-phase accumulation in the TTL act to decouple the aerosols’ character-

istics from its sources.

Heyes et al. (2009) also found long-range transport was more influential for back-

ground TTL composition than local convective input during ACTIVE. Using
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ozone data and back trajectory analysis, it was shown that the high variability in

TTL ozone concentrations, except during active monsoon conditions, was due to

variability in the origin of long-range sources. High ozone concentrations were ad-

vected from Indonesia and Asia whilst much lower concentrations typically came

from the remote Pacific; the advection was generally found to ascend the 500 hPa

level ∼ 5 days before in situ measurements took place around Darwin – the air

would be mostly unchanged during this upper tropospheric transport. Overall,

it was concluded that the TTL over Darwin was governed by the composition

of the wider Tropical Warm Pool (TWP) region rather than just local boundary

layer injection through convection. On the other hand, there were clear signs

of local boundary layer input into the TTL, when vigorous convection is in the

vicinity; the anvils and cloud outflows from these regular storms did contain sig-

nature CO boundary layer ratios. This paper supports the idea that the tropical

tropopause layer is influenced by many varied sources across a wide hemispheric

range. Similar conclusions were reached in Mari et al. (2000): there was found

to be low concentrations of PBL gas in convective outflows. A ‘ladder’ effect was

envisaged as air was entrained and detrained at different levels and phases of the

clouds growth, in effect, air was entrained from throughout the free troposphere.

In summary it can be seen that there has been direct detection of high numbers of

aerosols in the troposphere and particularly in the UT/TTL; for aerosols greater

than 7 nm diameter there are found concentrations of the order 103 to 104 cm−3.

These high concentrations were typically found in cloud-free areas but in air that

had recently been affected by convective activity. This activity had been seen, in

numerous campaigns, to loft high concentrations of known precursor gases (such

as, SO2) into the UT/TTL. It is still unknown what gases play a role in aerosol

nucleation, what exact mechanism is involved and what are the threshold con-

ditions required for nucleation; the survivability of aerosols formed in the PBL

and transported through convection is also not fully known. There seems to be

a consensus on the importance of clean air with low preexisting aerosol loading,

high humidity, and precursor gases where nucleation occurs. Cloud particles are

also generally seen to be inhibitive for aerosol generation but some studies (e.g.

Kulmala et al., 2006b; Kazil et al., 2007) propose that small ‘seed’ nuclei (insolu-

ble organics) could exist interstitially in cloud and then become activated in the

cold TTL after detraining from cloud. This thesis aims to increase the dataset
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and knowledge of TTL aerosol population and generation.

2.3 Aerosol nucleation and growth

2.3.1 Basics of Nucleation

Nucleation is the production of particles, of the order of a few nanometers, from

the binding of free-molecular gases (Curtius, 2006). Aerosols are often emitted

as primary sources (e.g. direct aerosol production, from industrial combustion);

when gases are emitted into the environment, by anthropogenic or natural means,

they can become ‘processed’ (reactions) by the environment and can then develop

into compounds ideally suited to aerosol nucleation. When involved in the nucle-

ation process, gases are referred to as ‘precursor’ and the aerosols are considered

secondary source. An aerosol particle is initially formed as a stable nucleus;

it can vary in size and composition depending on the environment and vapour

concentrations present. Gases that are thought to be major precursors include:

H2SO4 which is often formed from dimethyl sulphide (DMS) and sulphur diox-

ide (SO2). Ammonia is a very soluble, reactive and condensable gas that has

many global sources – e.g. agricultural fertilisers, microbial action and plant pro-

cesses. Ammonia and its related compound, ammonium (NH4
+), also play an

important role in aerosol and cloud processing (e.g. Napari et al., 2002b). Many

other atmospheric compounds (e.g. organics) are considered as possible nucle-

ation precursors, either as a nuclei themselves or through their interaction with

other inorganic/organic compounds (e.g. Alfarra et al., 2006; Laaksonen et al.,

2008b).

DMS, which is often released in coastal and marine environments (e.g. Davis et al.,

1998, 1999; O’Dowd et al., 2007) and SO2, which has both natural (e.g. volcanoes,

DMS) and anthropogenic (e.g. industrial burning of fossil fuels) sources, can be

oxidised to sulphuric acid (H2SO4) which is believed to be a major precursor of

homogeneous (meaning direct from gas-phase with no surface interactions) binary

nucleation (Viisanen et al., 1997; Hellmuth, 2006). The chemistry, reactivity

and water affinity of the gases are of prime importance when considering their
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of aerosol nucleation and growth. Figure from Curtius
(2006).

suitability for particle production. Because of the many potential sources and

the complexity of the chemistry, aerosol nucleation is still not fully understood.

Theoretically, many models describe the nucleus using macroscopic concepts such

as density and surface tension, rather than a more laborious but accurate quantum

chemistry model. These uncertainties manifest themselves in the aerosol number

concentration and composition in theoretical models. The dominant nucleation

processes are debated in the current literature, with 4 major mechanisms all

competing; these are: binary, ternary, ion recombination (Wilhelm et al., 2004;

Sorokin et al., 2006; Sorokin and Arnold, 2007) and organic compounds (Kulmala

et al., 2006b). Furthermore, the last 2 models are thought to interact with the

binary and ternary mechanisms and aid or hinder the production and growth

of particles. Once a nucleus is formed, growth can ensue via condensation and

coagulation (Kulmala et al., 2004, 2006a).

2.3.2 Binary Nucleation

In the binary hypothesis, sulphuric acid and water, H2O-H2SO4, form molecu-

lar clusters that are sufficiently energetically stable (critically sized cluster) for

continuous vapour deposition to occur (Viisanen et al., 1997; Laaksonen et al.,
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2000; Arnold et al., 2006); this growth will continue into detectable aerosol size

ranges (∼ 3 nm), provided there is an adequate supply of condensable material

(Clement et al., 2006; Boy et al., 2008; Iida et al., 2008). Some studies have

determined a critical cluster size: Curtius (2006) concluded, from experimental

derived parameterisations, that ∼ 8 sulphuric acid molecules are needed to reach

the critical number, for typical boundary layer temperatures and pressures (293K,

1013 hPa).

In the case of TTL nucleation, the low temperature and low saturation vapour

pressure of sulphuric acid make for ideal nucleation conditions – nucleation is con-

sidered to be barrierless (a stable monomer nuclei) (Kulmala et al., 1998; Clement

and Ford, 1999b; Clement et al., 2002; Curtius et al., 2001), with a production

rate only 10 times less than the classical binary collision rate (Kulmala et al.,

1998).

Sulphuric acid is typically produced by the oxidation of SO2(e.g. Clement and

Ford, 1999a,b; Clement et al., 2002; Twohy et al., 2002; Berglen et al., 2004).

The following set of equations show the possible pathway for H2SO4 production

in the UT/TTL. Ozone and NOx compounds are very important components in

the chemical cycle of the UT/TTL and they play an vital role in H2SO4 produc-

tion, as seen in the reaction equations.
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SO2 + OH + M → HOSO2 + M, kSO2
∗ ' 7.848× 10−13 (2.3)

for average oxygen and nitrogen (air [M])

molecular concentrations at P = 200 hPa

HOSO2 + O2 → HO2 + SO3, kHOSO2
∗ = 1.3× 10−12e−

300
T (2.4)

kHOSO2 = 3.37× 10−13, for T = 222 K

SO3 + 2H2O → H2SO4 + H2O, kSO3
∗ = 8.5× 10−41e

6540
T [H2O]2 (2.5)

kSO3 ' 21s−1

, for T = 222 K and 2×1014 cm−3 of H2O

where the second H2O molecule acts by association. This reaction is very de-

pendent on the moisture in the atmosphere, which is usually low in the UT and

LS (lower stratosphere), unless there is an uplifting mechanism such as convec-

tion. Deep convective thunderstorms can provide localised areas of high relative

humidity that can promote chemical reactions in the UT/LS (Wang and Prinn,

2000).

∗ References for rate constants: 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 – Atkinson et al. (1989); Pirjola and Kulmala
(1998); 2.6 – Bahe et al. (1979); 2.7 – Atkinson et al. (1992); Pirjola and Kulmala (1998). Rate
coefficient (K) is s−1 for unimolecular reactions and cm3 molecule−1 s−1 for others.
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O3 + hν(λ < 320 nm) → O2 + O(1D), JO3
† = (2.6)

∫ λ2

λ1
σ(λ, T )φ(λ, T )I(λ)dλ

λ is wavelength, σ is cross-section,

φ is quantum yield

and I is Irradiance (Js−1m−2Sr−1Hz−1)

JO3 ' 0.7− 20× 10−6s−1, λ = 306 nm

depending on solar zenith angle, etc.

O(1D) + H2O → 2OH, kO(1D)
† = 1.63× 10−10e

60
T (2.7)

kO(1D) = 2.1358× 10−10, for T = 222 K

The production of OH radicals via this primary route mechanism (equations 2.6

and 2.7) is dependent on the degree of photodissociation by daytime solar radia-

tion – which in the TTL is invariably high – and the moisture content.

This was theoretically considered the primary route to the hydroxy radical, OH,

(Levy, 1971) but in the past 15 years HOx (OH and peroxy, HO2) detection has

been possible. Three campaigns in the 1990s were amongst the first to detect

OH in situ in the UT and TTL: STRAT, SUCCESS and SONEX (Jaeglé et al.,

2001). The data revealed that concentrations were up to 4 times higher than

that expected solely from ozone dissociation; a 24 hour average gave values of

1.6, 5.2, 0.95 pptv, respectively for the three campaigns. This suggested that

the UT was more photochemically active than previously thought (Jaeglé et al.,

2001) and that there was a more important role for ozone, due to anthropogenic

emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO and NO2) and various hydrocarbons such

as acetone (Jaeglé et al., 2001), which increased the overall OH production rate.

An increased ozone, and OH, production rate would also increase the oxidation

† References for rate constants: 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 – Atkinson et al. (1989); Pirjola and Kulmala
(1998); 2.6 – Bahe et al. (1979); 2.7 – Atkinson et al. (1992); Pirjola and Kulmala (1998). Rate
coefficient (K) is s−1 for unimolecular reactions and cm3 molecule−1 s−1 for others.
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rate of sulphur dioxide (SO2), ultimately producing sulphuric acid (H2SO4 (g)),

which is a major precursor of atmospheric aerosols (e.g. Russell et al., 1994;

Viisanen et al., 1997; Laaksonen et al., 2000)

CO + OH + ( O2) → CO2 + HO2, kCO−OH
‡ = 2.4× 10−13 (2.8)

HO2 + NO → OH + NO2, kHO2−NO
‡ = 3.7× 10−12e

240
T (2.9)

kHO2−NO = 1.09× 10−11, for T = 222 K

NO2 + hν(λ < 410 nm) + (O2) → NO + O3, kNO2
‡ ' 9− 30s−1 (2.10)

depending on solar zenith angle

NOx (e.g. Pirjola and Kulmala, 1998; Wang and Prinn, 2000; Jaeglé et al., 2001)

has anthropogenic and natural sources (e.g. soil and plants). Lightning NOx

(Huntrieser et al., 2002; Labrador et al., 2004), from thunderstorms, is one of

most important source of NOx in the free troposphere; it can be produced in

the high altitude columns of cumulonimbus and can thus influence the chemistry

of the UT. However, its global annual production rate has not been precisely

defined and the uncertainty in this measurement affects the accuracy of tropo-

spheric chemistry models. Furthermore, there is also evidence that NOx can be

transported throughout the TTL with lifetimes up to 5 days when widespread

convection (typical in monsoon conditions) is present (Labrador et al., 2009).

NOx interacts with and acts as a precursor for ozone, O3; therefore an increased

concentration of NOx should theoretically produce an increase in O3 through

photochemical reactions [see Atkinson and Lloyd (1984); Atkinson et al. (1984,

1986, 1989, 1990, 1992) and Simpson (1992) for a full list of reactions and rate

constants; or Pirjola and Kulmala (1998) for a summary]. Equations 2.8, 2.9 and

‡ References for rate constants: 2.8 and 2.9 – Atkinson et al. (1992); Pirjola and Kulmala
(1998); 2.10 – Seinfeld (1986). Rate coefficient (K) is s−1 for unimolecular reactions and cm3

molecule−1 s−1 for others.
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2.10 show the reactions involving NOx that lead to the production of ozone; note

that the OH radical is not lost (shown in equation 2.9), therefore conserving the

OH reservoir and its role in sulphuric acid formation (equation 2.5).

Aqueous phase chemistry is important in warm clouds and significant chemical re-

actions take place in cloud particles. In particular, SO2 oxidation can take place

with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in aqueous phase (Jaeglé et al., 2001; Berglen

et al., 2004). This cloud processing is considered a significant mechanism for

chemical reactions and aerosol processing. This has been seen in the Marine

Boundary Layer (MBL) when cloud evaporates (Coe et al., 2000). Scavenging of

trace gases was modelled by Mari et al. (2000); the study found that although

trace gases, such as SO2, H2O2 and HNO3, were efficiently scavenged in warm

(low level) clouds, glaciated cloud often released H2O2 due to low retention ef-

ficiency of ice. This was used to explain why some trace gases, such as HNO3,

were depleted in convective outflow and others, such as H2O2, were enhanced.

Mari et al. (2000) showed that the scavenging of trace gases in convective cloud

is dependent on temperature of the cloud, cloud phase and maturity, the chem-

ical species involved and the concentrations uplifted and entrained in the cloud.

Ultimately there is a complex relationship between the amount of trace gas in the

PBL and free troposphere and the amount outgassed in the convective outflow.

Entrainment and detrainment were seen to be very important in the lifecycle of

trace gases; very little PBL gas reached the UT due to low level (warm cloud) de-

trainment (also, Heyes et al., 2009). High level (glaciated cloud) entrainment was

also an important factor that effected the concentration at outflow. Instead, Mari

et al. (2000) propose a ladder effect where midlevel outflow during the convective

growing phase is re-entrained into the convective plume as the cloud glaciates

and matures. Therefore outflow gases may have both local and long-range ori-

gins (also, Heyes et al., 2009), as they are entrained from all levels of the free

troposphere.

The rate of nucleation has been formulated with theory and parametrization. It

is believed that in certain conditions, in the cold UT/TTL for example, that a ki-

netic regime exists whereby single sulphuric acid molecules are sufficiently stable

to act as nucleation nuclei (Kulmala et al., 2006a; Sihto et al., 2006; Boy et al.,
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2008); this is a form of barrierless activation that yields a nucleation rate that is

proportional to the square of the vapour concentration [H2SO4]
2. The alternative

to the kinetic regime is the activation regime (Kulmala et al., 2006a; Sihto et al.,

2006; Boy et al., 2008). In this mechanism, stable molecular clusters exist that

contain one sulphuric acid molecule; the ‘activation’ can occur through heteroge-

nous chemical reactions, for example. The presence of a single sulphuric acid

molecule means that there is a linear dependence to the nucleation rate (J): J ∝
[H2SO4]. This is thought to be more relevant to the PBL where higher temper-

atures require stable clusters to form before aerosol ‘activation’ can occur. The

observations show power-law dependencies with an exponent, n, (J ∝ [H2SO4]
n)

somewhere between 1 and 2 (Kulmala et al., 2006a; Riipinen et al., 2007). Close

correlations between H2SO4 and nucleation mode particles (size range: 3 to 6

nm) were also found during QUEST (Hyytiälä, Finland, March-April 2003 and

Heidelberg, Germany, March-April 2004). The percentage contribution of sul-

phuric acid to particle growth, in these two PBL locations, was below 10% and

to initial growth, below 20% (Fiedler et al., 2005). Furthermore, the growth rate

from 1 nm to a detectable 3 nm was inferred by the time lag between H2SO4 con-

centration plots and the 3 nm concentration curve. The time lag was 20 minutes

and 100 minutes for Riipinen et al. (2007) and Fiedler et al. (2005), respectively,

giving a growth rates of 6 and 1.2 nm h−1 for the initial nuclei growth (in PBL,

forested, conditions).

The binary scheme is based on classical theory with the sulphate aerosols treated

as liquid droplets. Vehkamäki et al. (2002) recently developed parameterised

equations for the sulphuric acid-water nucleation under atmospheric conditions,

in which nucleation was a function of the surface tension, density of the solu-

tion and equilibrium vapour pressures of both sulphuric acid and water above

the solution. This parameterisation is a revision of the initial work of Kulmala

et al. (1995), Kulmala et al. (1998) and Viisanen et al. (1997); it corrected the

activity coefficients and errors made in the kinetic assumptions in the previous

parameterisation. However, the original theoretical framework was formulated by

Wilemski (1984). The new parameterisation of the nucleation rate was shown to

be in good agreement with theoretical rates for the temperatures between 230 and

300 K, relative humidities (RH) between 0.01% and 100% and for total sulphuric

acid concentrations between 104 and 1011 cm−3. However, the parameterisation
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Figure 2.5: Nucleation rates as a function of sulphuric acid concentrations, at 236
K and 55% humidity. The experimental data are from Eisele and Hanson (2000)
and the old parameterisation is based on Kulmala et al. (1998). The theoretical
size of the critical cluster is also shown. Figure and data from Vehkamäki et al.
(2002).

was limited by the number of molecules in the critical cluster: if it exceeded 25

there was poor agreement between the complete theoretical model and the pa-

rameterised values.

One of the main problems with binary theory is the discrepancy between observed

concentrations of condensable vapour (H2SO4) and the theoretical threshold for

nucleation to begin. In some cases atmospheric nucleation occurs at H2SO4 con-

centrations 2 - 4 orders of magnitude lower than the binary nucleation rate would

suggest (Laaksonen et al., 2008a). In the PBL it represents a major obstacle to

the satisfactory explanation of nucleation. In the PBL temperatures are typically

above 250 K, at this temperature stable nuclei are believed to require a significant

number of sulphuric acid molecules (8 according to Curtius (2006)). The most

popular explanation is that a third compound is involved such as ammonia (see

ternary nucleation) but recent research (Berndt et al., 2005; Laaksonen et al.,
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2008a) has suggested that the formation of free radicals, HSO5, in pace with

H2SO4, during SO2 oxidation can provide a stabilising effect on the nuclei. The

theory proposes that the HSO5 reacts with an, as yet unspecified, atmospheric

species that then provide heterogeneous sites for H2SO4 nucleation and vapour

growth. In the case of the UT/TTL, the temperatures are considered too low for

HSO5 radicals to form in sufficient numbers to interfere with H2SO4 nucleation.

2.3.3 Ternary Nucleation

It has been found in certain circumstances that nucleation rates have been much

higher than that predicted by a binary mechanism. This suggested the role of

a third component (Napari et al., 2002b,c); the obvious candidate is ammonia.

Ammonia is one of the most abundant tropospheric compounds; it also has the

property of lowering the vapour pressure of H2SO4 above the solution surface

(H2O-H2SO4-NH3). Laboratory work and modelling (Napari et al., 2002b,c) have

suggested that ternary nucleation could increase the homogeneous nucleation rate

by several orders of magnitude compared to binary. Merikanto et al. (2007) used

a more up-to-date parameterisation to produce lower nucleation rates that match

more closely the observed values: at UT temperatures their parameterisation

produced 106 to 107 cm−3 s−1. Napari et al. (2002a) tested a hypothesis whereby

H2SO4 was replaced by other inorganic acids in the ternary process: nitric acid,

hydrochloric acid, methane sulfonic acid. The study found that the replacement

acids yield nucleation rates only marginally higher than that for binary nucleation

and H2O-H2SO4-NH3 ternary reactions still presented the most likely mechanism

for quick nucleation. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis of the parameters showed

that a varying NH3 mixing ratio, above 100 pptv, had no significant effect on the

nucleation rate except at very low sulphuric acid concentrations (Holmes, 2007).

The parameterised model was found to fit between the limits of the full models

calculations but was limited in the low ammonia regime because the mole fraction

of the critical cluster changes rapidly, causing the classical theory to fail.

The ternary process is a mechanism that is applied more often to the boundary

layer; this is due to the fact that ammonia is mainly emitted from agriculture
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processes, fertilisers, plant and microbial action.

Like binary theory, the ternary mechanism has shown discrepancies when com-

pared to observation. Standard H2O-H2SO4-NH3 cluster formation is predicted

to produce orders, or even tens of orders, of magnitude higher nucleation rates

than that typically seen in the environment for given vapour concentrations. The

ternary theory, in some conditions, predicted that cluster formation would even

surpass that of kinetic collision rate, which is obviously impossible. Therefore,

ternary nucleation theory, as it stands, cannot be a complete explanation for all

situations, particularly in the relatively high temperatures of the PBL. Anttila

et al. (2005) noticed that the original theory (Napari et al., 2002b,c) neglected

the formation of ammonium bisulphate compounds, which have a similar effect

to hydrate formation, in that ammonium bisulphate and hydrate clusters have

a smaller nucleation potential than free sulphuric acid. This adapted ternary

nucleation mechanism produces nucleation rates orders of magnitude lower than

traditional ternary predicts and in greater agreement with the available observa-

tions.

Due to its high solubility, ammonia based ternary nucleation is not expected to

be particulary relevant in the TTL (Barth et al., 2001). Most of the ammonia

would have been absorbed into cloud droplets and then washed out during precip-

itation. Therefore, a pathway that involves binary nucleation, with the possible

assistance of ions (Yu and Turco, 2001; Laakso et al., 2002, 2003, 2007) and/or

organic compounds (Kulmala et al., 2006b; Sihto et al., 2006), is expected to

dominate in the TTL.

2.3.4 Aerosol Nucleation in the TTL

Kulmala et al. (2006b) and Sihto et al. (2006) propose a hypothesis that aerosol is

produced in cloud by water insoluble trace gases. The reduced levels of sulphuric

acid inside clouds (due to cloud particle uptake) would greatly inhibit the role

of binary, ternary and ion nucleation. With typical SO2 concentrations of the

order of 108 - 1010 cm−3 out of cloud, an in cloud concentration would be 102
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- 105 cm−3, due to the SO2 sink in/on cloud particles. In most current binary

nucleation theories, this is taken to be far too low for nucleation to occur inside

cloud. This does not however curtail sulphuric acid production and aerosol nu-

cleation in outflow regions of convection when unscavenged SO2 survives in-cloud

transport and is then outgassed into the TTL. The insoluble compounds would

have a saturation ratio 1 or 2 orders of magnitude higher in the upper troposphere

compared to the boundary layer, due to cooling of 50 - 60 K. Major candidates

for this role are water insoluble organic compounds [possible candidates were not

identified in the study]. Organics may survive the transport process within the

cloud or they may help contribute to the growth rate once the molecular clusters

form (Kulmala et al., 2006b; Henson, 2007). Sorjamaa and Laaksonen (2007)

proposed a new theoretical framework in which the traditional Köhler theory,

which is based on soluble or partially soluble compounds, is extended to include

a term for insoluble species. The growth and activation of such particles was

described by substituting the solute effect in Köhler theory by a term that can be

obtained from any multilayer adsorption model. With this revision, and under

certain conditions, activation could be achieved for insoluble 100 nm particles

– ultimately this work provides some theoretical basis for the insoluble particle

hypothesis. The survival of the water insoluble gases and aerosols, in the cloud,

would allow the formation of small clusters that are not significantly scavenged

by the cloud particles. Once the the particles are in cloud-free air, any sulphuric

acid, can begin to nucleate into aerosol particles. But in this hypothesis there is

the added influence of the surviving water insoluble clusters that can be used as

nuclei upon which the sulphuric acid and water molecules are able to condense.

Lee et al. (2004) also found high levels (up to 3000 cm−3) of ultrafine (3 - 9 nm)

particles existing interstitially within cirrus cloud. Kulmala et al. (2006b) ulti-

mately conclude that there is some alternative mechanism to H2O/H2SO4 binary

nucleation occurring in the UT/TTL that works either solely to nucleate aerosols

or enhances the binary process. Furthermore, high aerosol concentrations near

convective cloud outflow show very short particle production timescales; these

timescales are expected to be too short for SO2 oxidation to H2SO4, in sufficient

quantities – strongly supporting their hypothesis.
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2.4 Modelling of Aerosol nucleation and growth

Modelling simulations have been used to gain an insight into the process of aerosol

nucleation (Clement et al., 2006; Boy et al., 2008; Iida et al., 2008). These simu-

lations provide a way of testing hypotheses and determining controlling parame-

ters. The limited number of precise, in-situ observations of aerosol nucleation and

growth, in the TTL, has meant that computer models have proven a convenient

method for testing theories. The difficulty in location and instrument detection

limitations has meant that there is still a lot of uncertainty concerning aerosol

production. The role of other species, such as organics, is still not fully known

nor is the relative importance of the acid concentration, SO2 and OH concentra-

tions (Boy et al., 2008) and the condensational sinks (preexisting aerosol). The

sensitivity of nucleation growth rates to the change in a given parameter can be

simulated in models. A number of important controlling factors have been found

in these studies. For instance, the preference of nucleation to occur in ‘clean’

(low preexisting aerosol population) environments rather than polluted. Other

important factors include the acid production rate (from SO2 oxidation) and the

growth rate of the newly formed particles: as the aerosol particles become large

enough they begin to compete for condensable vapour and thus inhibit further

nucleation (Clement et al. 2006).

Clement et al. (2006) looked, analytically and numerically, at the rate of nucle-

ation and its controlling factors. The model was set up to show a transition

in acid production – via SO2 and OH radicals – throughout the day. The OH

production maximum occurred at midday, when the photodissociation of ozone

to OH is greatest, and the production was halted at nighttime (7 hours in their

simulation). This was parameterised as a maximum H2SO4 production rate of 105

cm−3s−1 from an estimated SO2 concentration of 1 ppb. Their analysis showed

that after 21 minutes a nucleation mode (∼ 3 nm) burst appeared. After 1 hour,

a ‘shoulder’ appeared in the size distribution as condensational growth contin-

ued on the nucleated particles and coagulation occurred (see figure 2.6). The

nucleation peak remains large as long as acid production remains high. The sim-

ulations by Clement et al. (2006) showed that levels of aerosol produced (see

figure 2.6) were typically 103 - 104 cm−3, for sizes above 20 nm; the total aerosol

concentration (sized over 3 nm) was between 104 - 106 cm−3 - this was from a
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H2SO4 production rate of 105 cm−3s−1. The final number of aerosol produced

is found to be independent of the initial number of nucleated particles and is

related more to the acid production rate. This production will only occur in

the daylight; beyond this, the nucleation mode aerosol will coagulate into the

larger size ranges and the remaining acid will condense onto aerosol particles.

Clement et al. (2006) suggest that the nucleation events will be cut-off when the

background aerosol concentration is above a certain value. This will be lower for

low SO2 and acid source rates and higher for high SO2 and acid concentrations.

This is logical, due to the high solubility of the acid sources: aerosols and cloud

droplets will scavenge the trace gases as they grow. Therefore, evaporating cloud

regions of the storm outflow would be the best areas for nucleation to occur. The

release of trace gases and the cleansing of the air (reduced background aerosol

content) would provide ideal conditions for aerosol production from H2SO4/H2O

clusters. The Aitken mode aerosol (typically defined as 10 to 100 nm size range)

is expected to grow more efficiently into the accumulation mode (100 to 1000 nm)

by coagulation rather than H2SO4-H2O condensation alone (Ekman et al., 2004)

- this is a result of the surface tension (Kelvin effect) reducing condensation for

smaller radii particles.

The growth rates of nucleated aerosol, during simulation, are typically 1 - 3 nm

h−1 (Boy et al., 2008; Nishita et al., 2008). Boy et al. (2008) is more specific

and defines a growth rate of 3.96 nm h−1, for particles between 1 and 15 nm;

for particles greater than 15 nm, the growth rate dropped slightly to 3.02 nm

h−1. Boy et al. (2008) also found that sulphuric acid contributed 5 - 25%, by

number, to the growth of nucleation mode aerosol (3 - 20 nm); this contribution

dropped as the particle grew into the Aitken mode (10 - 100 nm). Up to 3 nm,

however, there is expected to be a 10 - 35%, by molecular number, dependence on

sulphuric acid deposition for growth of sulphuric acid molecules in the formation

of energetically stable clusters. The percentage of water molecules to acid in the

aerosol nuclei is determined by the relative humidity and relative acidity in the

atmosphere (Jaecker-voirol and Mirabel, 1988; Kulmala et al., 1998).

Ion-ion recombination (Laakso et al., 2002, 2003, 2007) or ion mediated nucle-

ation (Yu and Turco, 2000), is expected to play a significant role in nucleation,

especially as cosmic rays are more penetrative into the lower stratosphere/upper
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Figure 2.6: Numerical calculations of size distribution with time. Figure from
Clement et al. (2006).

troposphere than the lower troposphere and PBL (Kazil et al., 2006). The num-

ber of nucleation particles (∼ 3nm) produced are expected to increase in the case

of an ion-assisted mechanism; Laakso et al. (2003) also found a growth rate of ∼
1 nm h−1, for 3 nm nucleated particles.



Chapter 3

Binary nucleation: theory and

modelling

As mentioned previously, nucleation is the production of particle clusters from

gas phase precursors. For nucleation to occur an energetically stable ‘embryo’

must form, upon which further gas phase particles can bind – condensation, in

macroscopic language. Herein lies one of the great problems of current nucleation

models: whether to treat nucleation with a more accurate but computationally

intensive quantum chemistry theory or use macroscopic concepts, such as density

and surface tension to simplify the numerical calculations. The basis of most

nucleation models involves a thorough analysis of gas-to-particle thermodynamics

and in particular the Gibbs free energy parameter, for a mixed vapour-liquid

phase population. The benefit of Gibbs free energy analysis is that the main

variables, pressure and temperature, are readily measurable. This macroscopic

treatment was used in this analysis and is discussed in section 3.2. The Gibbs free

energy method has been used with some accuracy to replicate experimental and

analytical work (e.g. Wilemski, 1984; Jaecker-voirol et al., 1987; Jaecker-voirol

and Mirabel, 1988; Kulmala et al., 1998; Clement et al., 2006) and was therefore

chosen as a reasonably accurate and timesaving numerical model for use in this

study.

The conceptual model applied in this study encompassed a compartmentalised

system whereby nucleation, nucleation rate, condensation and coagulation were

64
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all treated in discrete modelling blocks: operational splitting of tasks. The sim-

ulation was simplified to a box-model (1D) that ignored wind shear, turbulence,

mixing and any other type of translational motion in the air mass – the outflow

was assumed to be in freestream laminar flow in the UT/TTL. Therefore, a Brow-

nian motion scheme was chosen to simulate the effect of diffusional coagulation

in the box-model (chap.11, Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). The calculation of the

critical nucleus size and nucleation rate are typically some of the most compu-

tationally intensive components of an aerosol model. This model therefore made

use of a number of parameterisations (Kulmala et al., 1998) for the nuclei mod-

elling section. Condensational growth was represented by standard vapour-liquid

interface theory, embodied in the Köhler equation; this equation combines the

Kelvin effect (surface tension for droplets) and the Raoult term, which describes

the vapour pressure of an ideal solution (Kulmala, 1993). This is dependent on

the vapour pressure of each chemical component and the mole fraction of the com-

ponents present in the solution; in this study there was a binary water-sulphuric

acid mixture. Coagulation was modelled as Brownian diffusion, which is largely

dependent on the cross-sectional areas of the two incident particles and their rela-

tive difference in area (chap.11, Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). These components

were then integrated into a sectional size distribution: a set number of fixed size

bins containing a fixed number of sulphuric acid molecules. This was different

to other models that use a number of shifting log-normal distributions (usually

3 or 4 to model the nucleation, Aitken, accumulation and coarse modes). The

system was evolved using an Eulerian forward differencing time step. The nu-

merical methodology was programmed in Fortran 90 and the verbatim code can

be viewed in appendix A.

First, the fundamentals of the model will be discussed, together with the chemical

species that were incorporated.

3.1 Chemical species

The formulae that follow were used in the modelling study and are basic binary

theory for nucleation and growth; a sectional model is used to describe the aerosol

size distribution, based on the AEROFOR methodology (Pirjola and Kulmala,

1998). A number of size bins are used to divide the size distribution in to bins
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of a set size width, each bin also has a set number of sulphuric acid molecules

per particle (the model considers the dry radius only). To start with, the mass

balance of a given chemical species, ci, is:

dci

dt
= pi − lici +

ei

h
− vdci

h
, (3.1)

where ci is the concentration of species i, pi is the chemical production rate,

lici is the chemical loss rate, ei is the direct emission rate, vd is the deposition

velocity and h is the height of the mixing layer as emissions and depletions are

only relevant in the PBL (Pirjola and Kulmala, 1998). In the case of the nuclei

precursor sulphuric acid (Na is the number concentration), the mass balance

equation is:

dNa

dt
= Qa − n∗aJ −Na

nclass∑
i=1

CiNi − vd

h
Na, (3.2)

where Qa is the chemical net effect of production and loss in the gas phase. n∗a is

the number of sulphuric acid molecules in the critical cluster, Ci is the condensa-

tion rate of sulphuric acid onto particles in size class i and Ni is the total number

concentration of particles in class i (Pirjola, 1999).

A kinetic rate equation for the production of H2SO4 is presented in Clement et al.

(2002) and is used in the AEROFOR model for this study:

Qa = 10−18[OH][SO2]cm
−3s−1, (3.3)

where [OH] = n(air)c(OH) and [SO2] = n(air)c(SO2), with the concentrations c

being the observed mixing ratios. The rate coefficient is calculated by Clement

et al. (2002) at a typical TTL temperature of 215 K.

The nucleation rate, J, as discussed already, is a complex concept to model;

the simplest way is to treat it as a classical macroscopic problem rather than a

detailed quantum chemistry model. Computation time is greatly reduced by us-

ing parameterisation for modelling nuclei and production rates (Wilemski, 1984;

Jaecker-voirol and Mirabel, 1988; Kulmala et al., 1998). The parameterisation
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by Vehkamäki et al. (2002), which built on previous works, has been shown to

agree well with more detailed nucleation models, up to a point of 25 sulphuric

acid molecules in the critical cluster – such large clusters are not expected to

be necessary in the cold TTL environment for stability. The model is therefore

based on the revised parameterisation work from (Wilemski, 1984) which is ther-

modynamically correct and takes into account the effect of hydrate formation

(Jaecker-voirol et al., 1987). The critical cluster is also parameterised to save

computational time; it is a function of temperature, relative humidity and rela-

tive acidity, as described in Kulmala et al. (1998).

3.2 Critical cluster parameterisation

Microscopically, for a cluster to form, there must initially be a binding of two

molecules. The binding or sticking probability (Clement et al., 1996) is deter-

mined by the internal energy of the vapour mixture. The internal energy is the to-

tal energy (kinetic and potential) contained by a thermodynamic system. Kinetic

energy encompasses the translational, rotational and vibrational energy of the

molecules; potential energy is associated with the static constituents of matter,

static forces (in lattice crystals, for example) and electromagnetic forces related

to molecular ‘sticking’. Electromagnetic intermolecular forces (such as electron

cloud fluctuations: van der Waals force) are ultimately responsible for the bind-

ing of molecules into clusters. Two-body collisions between incident molecules

in which energy and momentum are exchanged must result in molecular sticking

rather than reflection, for the cluster to form; naturally, the thermal (kinetic)

energy of the molecules plays an important role in this matter. If molecules

do manage to bind, their bind energies are usual small and are still therefore

susceptible to break-up due to thermal agitation. However, if a vapour is su-

persaturated there is an excess of gas-phase molecules with a resulting pressure

increase caused by the high particle number density. This reduction in mean free

path results in an increase in particle collisions and hence an increased likelihood

of a successful binding occurring; this in effect reduces the pressure in the system

and returns it to equilibrium. Furthermore, polar molecules (such as sulphuric

acid, ammonia and water) have an increased possibility of successfully binding
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due to the presences of opposing charges on the ‘poles’ of a single molecule. Polar

charges are a result of electron cloud disturbance caused by nuclear force effects

in the molecule; typically a larger nucleus, such as an oxygen nucleus in a water

molecule, attract electrons more strongly (higher electronegativity) than the two

hydrogen nuclei. This produces a distinct polar effect, where the oxygen atom

appears to have a slight negative charge and the two hydrogens have a resulting

positive charge.

The molecular model is macroscopically and theoretically described using the

statistical thermodynamic concept of Gibbs free energy for fluctuating particle

populations (see for example, chapter 7, Pruppacher and Klett (1997)). With

temperature and pressure fixed, a closed thermodynamic system will be in equi-

librium when the Gibbs free energy is minimal. If a substance is supersaturated

in the gas phase and far away from any other surfaces on which the gas-phase

molecules could condense on, the system is metastable and the vapour molecules

would generally prefer to undergo a phase transition to the condensed phase as a

lower value of G (Gibbs free energy) could be obtained due to the lower chemical

potential of the bulk liquid. In the case of water and sulphuric acid the Gibbs

free energy is given by:

∆G = nw∆µw + na∆µa + Aσ, (3.4)

where ∆G is the change in Gibbs free energy when nw molecules of species w

and na molecules of species a shift from vapour to liquid phase. ∆µw and ∆µa

are the differences in the chemical potential for a water and acid phase change

from vapour to liquid; A and σ denote the surface area and the surface tension of

the droplet (see Wilemski (1984) and Kulmala et al. (1998) for a more thorough

derivation). Graphically, ∆ G, for a single species, is shown by figure 2.3. The

figure clearly shows that for the aerosol embryo to become stable, a critical radius

must be reached; this is dependant on the thermodynamic properties of the closed

system. However, for the binary mixture considered here, the critical nucleus is

found by locating the three-dimensional saddle point on the ∆G, nw and na

surface, that is, setting (d∆G/d ni)nj
= 0 – this is equivalent to the R∗ point in

figure 2.3 (if the system contained only a single species [2D]). Note that technically

ni = nil +nis, where nil is the number of molecules of species i that are within the

surface of tension and nis is the surface excess number of molecules that corrects
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for the difference between the density profiles of our uniform droplet model and

the actual cluster. Continuing with the derivation of saddle point and hence the

critical radius,

(d∆G/dni)nj
=

(
∆µi + σ

∂A

∂ni

)
dni + nidµil + njdµjl + Adσ = 0. (3.5)

Using the Gibbs-Duhem relation (Kulmala et al., 1998),

nildµil + njldµjl = 0, (3.6)

and the Gibbs adsorption isotherm,

nisdµil + njsdµjl + Adσ = 0 (i = a, w), (3.7)

the Kelvin equations can be derived:

∆µi +
2σvi

r∗
= 0 (i = a, w), (3.8)

where vi is the partial molecular volume for species i the asterisk denotes critical

nucleus. The two equations in 3.8 can then become:

va∆µw = vw∆µa. (3.9)

The free energy of formation of the critical cluster is given by:

∆G∗ =
4

3
πr∗2σ. (3.10)

The chemical potential for species i is:

∆µi = −kT ln
Aiv

Ail

, (3.11)

where Ail = pi,sol/pi,s and Aiv = pi/pi,s, pi, pi,s and pi,sol denote the partial

pressure, saturation vapour pressure and the pressure over the surface of the
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binary solution, respectively. The saturation pressures can be found using the

following equations:

pw,s = exp{77.3449129− 7235.42465/T − 8.2 ln T + T (5.711× 10−3)}, (3.12)

for water, and for sulphuric acid,

pa,s = exp{27.7849206− 1015.0/T}. (3.13)

The activity of the liquid drop is a function of the mole fraction of sulphuric acid

in the nuclei, Ail = γiXil, where γi is a coefficient that is related to Raoult’s law,

it can be found parametrically (Kulmala et al., 1998):

log10(γw) =
A11X

2
al

(Xal + B11Xwl)2T
, (3.14)

and,

log10(γa) =
A12X

2
wl

(Xwl + B12Xal)2T
, (3.15)

where,

A11 = 2.989× 103 − 2.147× 106

T
+

2.33× 108

T 2
, (3.16)

A12 = 5.672× 103 − 4.047× 106

T
+

4.421× 103

T 2
, (3.17)

and finally,

B11 = 0.527 = 1/B12. (3.18)

To find the molar fraction we use another parameterisation from Kulmala et al.

(1998):
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Xal = 1.2233− 0.0154RA

RA + RH
+ 0.0102 ln Nav − 0.0415 ln Nwv + 0.0016T, (3.19)

where Nav and Nwv are the vapour concentrations cm−3 for sulphuric acid and

water vapour, respectively. RA (partial pressure over saturation pressure, pa/pa,s)

is the relative acidity and RH (pw/pw,s) is the relative humidity, divided by 100%.

This equation is very important for the nucleation model because many of the

parameterisations depend on it.

The number of sulphuric acid molecules in the critical cluster can be calculated

from the mole fraction parameterisation:

n∗a =
4
3
πr∗3ρ

Ma + 1−Xal

Xal
Mw

, (3.20)

where ρ is the density of the droplet (parameterised), Ma and Mw are the masses

of a sulphuric acid and water molecule, respectively. V = XalVa + (1−Xal)Vw is

the average volume of a molecule in a droplet.

3.2.1 Hydrate correction factor

Hydrates are clusters of water molecules around a single sulphuric acid molecule;

clusters are expected to have no more than 10 water molecules. The theory of

hydrates was developed by Jaecker-voirol et al. (1987) to explain lower nucleation

rates than expected with a standard binary mechanism (H2O-H2SO4). Hydrates

have an affinity to form clusters; these clusters can affect sulphuric acid vapour

activity. With a hydrate correction (from Jaecker-voirol et al. (1987)), the acid

activities become:

(
ln

Aav

Aal

)

cor

= ln
Aav

Aal

+ ln C, (3.21)

where the hydration correction factor, C, is given by,
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C =

[
1 + K1pw,sol + ... + K1K2 × ...×Kkp

k
w,sol

1 + K1pw + ... + K1K2 × ...×Kkpk
w

]na

, (3.22)

where w and a refer to water and sulphuric acid. Kk is the equilibrium constant

for formation of hydrate containing k water molecules. It can be safely assumed

that the occurrence of hydrates with more than 10 water molecules is negligible

(Jaecker-voirol et al., 1987), that is k ≤ 10.

Jaecker-voirol et al. (1987) gave an approximate expression for Kk:

ln(Kk) = ln
Awv

Awl

− 2σvw

kTrk

, (3.23)

where rk is the radius of the, assumed spherical, hydrate cluster. To determine

the composition and size of the critical nucleus, the corrected chemical potential

(equation 3.21) is used for sulphuric acid – from this, the critical radius (equa-

tion 3.8) can be determined. Surface tension, σ, and density, ρ, of the nuclei are

required in the critical nuclei parameterisation. This requires some quite lengthy

equations; they can be found in the appendix of Kulmala et al. (1998). The final

step required to solve equation 3.8 is to input the molecular volume for sulphuric

acid (taken to be 8.844×10−29 m−3, from density considerations); this then al-

lows the critical radius to be found and thus the Gibbs free energy of the critical

cluster (equation 3.10).

3.3 Nucleation rate

The binary nucleation equation is expressed as:

J = NvABAV Z exp(−∆G/kT ), (3.24)

Nv = Nwv + Nav +
∑

h=1,10 Nh is the total number density of the vapour phase,

A is the surface area of the nucleus, BAV is the average growth rate, and Z is

the Zeldovich non-equilibrium factor. The vapour is assumed to consist of water
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monomers, sulphuric acid monomers, and hydrates containing 1 acid and 1 to 10

water molecules. The average growth rate is then given by:

BAV =
BwBa − (

∑
h Bh)

2

Bw sin2 Θ + Ba cos2 Θ− 2
∑

h Bh sin Θ cos Θ
, (3.25)

where Θ is the angle between the nw axis and the direction of growth at the saddle

point in the three-dimensional space (∆G,nw, na). The condensation rates of the

monomers are taken from kinetic gas theory (Kulmala et al., 1998):

Bi = Niv

√
kBT

2π

(
1

mi

− 1

m∗

)
(i = a, w), (3.26)

mi is the molecular mass of species i and m∗ is the mass of the critical nucleus;

kB is the Boltzmann constant. The condensation rate of the hydrates is given by:

Bi = Nh

√
kBT

2π

(
1

mh

− 1

m∗

)
(h = 1, ..., 10), (3.27)

where mh = ma + hma.

The growth angle, Θ, is found by the angle of steepest descent:

tan Θ ≈ Xal/Xwl. (3.28)

The Zeldovich factor is calculated by considering the critical nucleus as consisting

of fictitious ‘average’ monomers with volume VAV = XwlVw + XalVa; this reduces

the calculation to one-component nucleation:

Z =

√
σ

kBT

VAV

2πr∗2
. (3.29)

The pre-exponential is the most likely source of error in numerical calculations of

nucleation rate. The errors produced by the growth angle and Zeldovich factor

expressions used here are expected to result in no more than 1 order of magni-

tude error in the final nucleation rate (Viisanen et al., 1997; Kulmala et al., 1998).
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3.4 Sectional model

This model is a sectional, rather than modal, representation of an aerosol size dis-

tribution. It is based on work by Pirjola and Kulmala (1998) and Pirjola (1999)

called AEROFOR that incorporates nucleation, condensational growth and co-

agulation (dry deposition and emission can be included but it is only significant

in the PBL, not in the high altitude TTL). The chemical model (equations 3.1

and 3.2) can be made more complicated by including chemical species other than

SO2 and OH (such as acetone, NOx, ozone, etc.) and a detailed solar radiation

model (UV flux, photochemistry, sinusoidal daylight variation, etc.); Pirjola and

Kulmala (1998) used AEROFOR together with a full (67 compounds) chemical

scheme. The calculations presented later in this thesis used a simple SO2 and

OH kinetic rate equation (Clement et al., 2002) for the production of H2SO4.

The model can represent the effect of pre-existing aerosol or it can be used with

only fresh nucleation as the particle source. The sections divide the size range

into log-scale classes with fixed lower and upper bounds; the classes (or bins)

also contain a fixed number of sulphuric acid molecules, considering a 100% acid

composition (dry radius only).

For the sectional model, the number of sections, nclass, between rmin = 0.5×10−9

and rmax = 1×10−6 m, was set at 27. The lower bound of each section (dry radius

of droplet ri) is determined logarithmically by:

log10(ri) = log10(rmin) +
log10(rmax)− log10(rmin)

nclass

(i− 1). (3.30)

The sectional boundaries are therefore time invariant, as opposed to a moving

modal scheme. The drops in a given section [ri, ri+1] have a fixed number of

H2SO4 molecules:

ni =
4

3
πr3

i ρa/Ma, (3.31)
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where ρa is the density of pure liquid sulphuric acid.

The time evolution of the particle number concentration in section i is given by

Raes and Janssens (1986):

dNi(t)

dt
= J

n∗ − ni−1

ni − ni−1

δn∗, ]ni−1,ni ] + J
ni+1 − n∗

ni+1 − ni

δn∗, ]ni,ni+1 ] (3.32)

+
Ci−1

ni − ni−1

Ni−1(t)Na(t)− Ci

ni+1 − ni

Ni(t)Na(t)

+
i∑

j=1

i∑

k=j

Kj,k

1 + δj,k

Nj(t)Nk(t)
((nj + nk)− ni−1)

(ni − ni−1)
δnj+nk, ]ni−1,ni ]

+
i∑

j=1

i∑

k=j

Kj,k

1 + δj,k

Nj(t)Nk(t)
(ni+1 − (nj + nk))

(ni+1 − ni)
δnj+nk, ]ni,ni+1 ]

−Ni(t)

nclass∑
j=1

Ki,jNj(t)− λi
depNi(t).

J is the nucleation rate, Ci is the rate of condensational growth for droplets in

section i, Ki,j is the Brownian coagulation coefficient between particles in section

i and j (e.g. Pirjola and Kulmala, 1998; Pirjola, 1999). Kronecker’s delta is:

δnj+nk, ]ni,ni+1 ] =

{
0, /∈ ] ni < nj + nk ≤ ni+1,

1,∈ ] ni < nj + nk ≤ ni+1.
(3.33)

The dry deposition of particles in section i is given by λi
dep; it is controlled by

Brownian diffusion and interception (Schack et al., 1985). The dry deposition is

neglected for the current study since the deposition velocity is negligible for TTL

altitudes.

3.4.1 Condensational growth

Since the water vapour concentration is so much higher than sulphuric acid

vapour, the new droplet solution is soon in equilibrium with water vapour (Pirjola
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and Kulmala, 1998). The vapour pressure of H2SO4 above the droplet surface is

assumed to be zero to maximise the condensation flux. The complete condensa-

tional growth equation, Ci, is given by:

Ci =
4πβD

kBTNa

(pa − pa,kelvin) (3.34)

where pa,kelvin is the sulphuric acid vapour pressure above the spherical droplet

surface,

pa,kelvin = pa,sol exp

(
2vfracσdrop

RTrdrop

)
, (3.35)

where the exponential is the Kelvin term for spherical surface (tension) effects.

vfrac is the molar fraction of sulphuric acid, σdrop is the surface tension for a

droplet of radius rdrop and R is the gas constant (8.3145 J/mol.K). pa,sol is the

pressure above the, flat, solution surface (Raoult effect). However, this equation

is not required in most cases, as pa,kelvin is much smaller than pa, and it was

assumed to be zero for the current study. Thus, equation 3.34 reduces to:

Ci =
4πβDpa

kBTNa

, (3.36)

where pa/kBTNa cancels (since Na is in units volume−1), to leave,

Ci = 4πβD. (3.37)

D is the diffusion coefficient of sulphuric acid in air and β is the transitional

correction factor (Pirjola and Kulmala, 1998):

β =
Kn + 1

0.377Kn + 1 + 4
3
α−1K2

n + 4
3
α−1Kn

(3.38)

α is the sticking coefficient, which is usually assumed to be 1 (Clement and Ford,

1999a). The Knudsen number is Kn = λv/r, with the mean free path given by:

λv = 3

√
πMa

8kBT
D. (3.39)
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The diffusion coefficient is a semi-empirical equation with the following form:

D = 0.00143T 1.75

√
M−1

air + M−1
vap

P
(
D

1/3
x,air + D

1/3
x,vap

)2 , (3.40)

the units are cm2s−1, Mair and Mvap are the masses of air and sulphuric acid

molecules, P is the atmospheric pressure in bar, Dx,air = 19.7 and Dx,vap = 51.66

are the diffusion volumes for air and sulphuric acid molecules respectively.

3.4.2 Coagulation

Coagulation is the increase in particle size by the accumulation of smaller parti-

cles to make larger particles; smaller particles are greatly affected by Brownian

motion and can as a result collide and stick to larger particles. The collisions

and subsequent sticking of particles result in a reduction in overall particle con-

centration but an increase in the size distribution as increasing-sized particles

are coagulated. Particles undergoing relative Brownian diffusion have a finite

probability of colliding and sticking to one another; i.e., they may experience

thermal or spontaneous coagulation. The sticking probability or sticking effi-

ciency of aerosol particles is a complicated function of their shape and surface

conditions (roughness, absorbed vapors, etc.), the relative humidity of the air,

the presence of foreign vapours in the air, and other factors. Although little is

known quantitatively about the sticking efficiency of aerosol particles, the fact

that the kinetic energy of the colliding particles is very small makes bounce-off

unlikely (chap. 11, Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).

Table 3.1 gives an impression of the the effect of particle size and concentration

on coagulation rates. For monodisperse particle populations, it can be seen that

decreasing size increases the rate of coagulation due to the increased effect of

Brownian motion. An increased particle concentration also intuitively increases

the coagulation rate because of the greater chance of particle collisions occurring.

The coagulation mechanism turns out to be more efficient between particles of

greater size difference; the coagulation coefficient, Ki,j is an expression of the

efficiency of collision and sticking of particles of size i and j. The following theory
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Table 3.1: Coagulation times t1/2 for aerosols of a given uni-
form size, r, and concentration, n, for 15◦C and 1000 mb.
Data taken from Pruppacher and Klett (1997) in order to
given an impression of the effect of size and concentration on
coagulation rates. d = days, h = hours, m = minutes.

r (µm) 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01

n (cm−3) 104 103 104 102 105 104

Cc
a 1.0926 1.0926 1.993 1.993 12.8 12.8

t1/2
b 85.6 h 35.6 d 46.8 h 195.2 d 43.8 m 7.6 h

a The Cunningham correction factor (see equation 3.44) is an
empirically derived correction for smaller sized particles (below 1
µm). The factor is approximately unity for micron-sized particles
and larger.

b t1/2 is a measure of the time taken for the initial concentration to
decrease by half its number.

is valid for all size regimes: free molecular (Kn > 10), transition (1 < Kn ≤ 10)

and continuum (Kn ≤ 1) [much of this coagulation theory is taken from Pirjola

and Kulmala (1998) and references therein, in particular Fuchs (1964)]:

Ki,j =
KB

C
Rij

Rij+σij
+

4Dij

cijRij

, (3.41)

where,

KB
C = 4π(Ri + Rj)(Di + Dj), (3.42)

Rij = Ri + Rj is the contact distance for particles in section i and j (radii Ri

and Rj). The binary diffusion coefficient, assuming particles do not interfere with

each others motion, can be expressed as Dij = Di + Dj.

Di =
kBTCC

6πµviscRi

, (3.43)

where the Cunningham correction factor is given by the following semi-empirical

formula:

CC = 1 + Kn(α1 + α2 exp(−α3/Kn)), (3.44)
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with the values, α1 = 1.142, α2 = 0.558 and α3 = 0.999 (Pirjola and Kulmala,

1998); µvisc is the gas dynamic viscosity for air. The mean relative thermal

velocity between particles is:

cij =
√

c2
i + c2

j , (3.45)

and:

ci =

√
8kBT

πMi

, (3.46)

is the mean velocity for a particle of class i and mass Mi. The two fluxes are

matched at a distance given by:

σij =
√

ω2
ij + ω2

ji, (3.47)

where:

ωij =
(Rij + γi)

3 − (R2
ij + γ2

i )
3/2

3Rijγi

−Rij. (3.48)

The final equation is expressed as:

γi =
8Di

πci

(3.49)

Table 3.2 gives numerical values for the coagulation coefficient, Ki,j, for a selection

of particle sizes. It can be seen that the coagulation coefficient is greater between

particles with a greater size difference; for instance a collision of a 0.001 µm and a

1.0 µm particle is more likely, given the coefficient of 2.8×10−10, than a collision

with another 0.001 µm particle (the coefficient is 4.0×10−16 in this case).

These equations give a reasonably accurate simulation of the coagulation mech-

anism, when applied to an aerosol box-model with only Brownian motion under

consideration and neglecting wind shear and turbulence.
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Table 3.2: Coagulation coefficient, described by equation 3.41, for various particle
diameters. This coefficient is dependent, amongst other parameters, on the size
of the two incident particles. To model the TTL environment during convective
outflow, the calculations used the following parameters: a temperature of 222 K,
a pressure of 200 hPa and a sulphuric acid concentration of 1.3×108 cm−3. Ki,j

is expressed in standard units of m3s−1.

r (µm) 0.0005 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0

0.0005 4.0×10−16 8.5×10−16 4.8×10−14 8.3×10−13 4.8×10−12 8.8×10−11 2.8×10−10

0.001 8.5×10−16 6.2×10−16 1.4×10−14 2.3×10−13 1.3×10−12 2.4×10−11 7.6×10−11

0.01 4.8×10−14 1.4×10−14 2.0×10−15 1.0×10−14 4.6×10−14 7.4×10−13 2.3×10−12

0.05 8.3×10−13 2.3×10−13 1.0×10−14 4.2×10−15 8.8×10−15 9.5×10−14 2.8×10−13

0.1 4.8×10−12 1.3×10−12 4.6×10−14 8.8×10−15 6.4×10−15 3.2×10−14 8.6×10−14

0.5 8.8×10−11 2.4×10−11 7.4×10−13 9.5×10−14 3.2×10−14 1.3×10−14 2.0×10−14

1.0 2.8×10−10 7.6×10−11 2.3×10−12 2.8×10−13 8.6×10−14 2.0×10−14 1.8×10−14

3.4.3 Numerical estimation of the derivative

In order to calculate a time derivative numerically, iterative methods must be em-

ployed. There are many such techniques in the mathematical field of numerical

analysis, for example, Runge-Kutta, Crank-Nicholson, Euler differencing, Jacobi

method, etc. (see for example, Press (2007)). Each have advantages and draw-

backs and the selection of one over the other can have major implications for

the ease of implementation, programme speed, stability, truncation errors and

accuracy.

We can rewrite the differential equation (3.32) as follows,

dNi(t)

dt
= F (t), (3.50)

where F (t) represents the right-hand side of equation 3.32. Using a finite element

approach, we have,

∆Ni(t)

∆t
= F (t). (3.51)

If we expand the ∆Ni(t) term, we find,

Nnew
i (t)−N old

i (t) = F (t)∆t. (3.52)

It can be seen that the derivation of the new value for Ni(t) is dependent on the
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old value and an incremental change in the differential equation, given by F (t),

and calculated at a time ∆t. F (t) could be calculated at time −∆t, +∆t or some

complex implicit combination of the variables in equation 3.52; this determines

the nature and properties of the numerical methodology employed. Two of the

more simple techniques are referred to as the forward Euler and the backward

Euler methods. These use respectively the F (t) value at the start of the time-step

and at the end of the time-step. Therefore equation 3.52 becomes, for a forward

differencing methodology,

Nnew
i (t) = N old

i (t) + F old(t)∆t, (3.53)

and for backward differencing,

Nnew
i (t) = N old

i (t) + F new(t)∆t. (3.54)

So as the time increment, ∆t, is increased the calculation of F (t) takes place at the

start or at the end of the time change, depending on the particular Euler technique

used. Despite their simplicity and similarity, there are inherent advantages and

disadvantages between the two: forward differencing is easy to implement (since

it is an explicit equation), however it is only first-order in ∆t and suffers from

stability issues that restrict the time-step; backward differencing has no such

problems with time-step choice but also has problems with accuracy due to the

first-order nature of ∆t. Backward differencing also has a much more problematic

implementation because of its implicit nature.

Eulerian forward differencing is a non-implicit methodology that is easier to im-

plement and it was for this reason that it was employed in the numerical solver.

Due to the time-step stability issues, the solver was run using a variety of time

increments and the results were examined visually for signs of divergence. Also,

into the Fortran programme, were written implicit accuracy, or tolerance, levels

that caused a run-time error if the solver began to diverge. For these reasons,

the required time-step for stability was easily determined – it was found that a

time increment of 0.01 s produced a stable solver that did not adversely affect

the run-time (see chapter 9 for model run outcomes).



Chapter 4

Climatology and Meteorology

4.1 The Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) near

Darwin

The climatology and meteorology in the Darwin region were well documented

and analysed so that the ACTIVE dataset had a solid foundation. Because of

the fast transport of Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) air into the UT/TTL by

tropical convection, it was necessary to examine composition of the PBL in de-

tail. Uplifted aerosols and trace gases affect the constitution and chemistry of

the UT/TTL (Dessler, 2002), which ultimately influences the cloud formation in

the UT and the ozone levels in the stratosphere – all of which have important

consequences for the radiative forcing on global climate. The ACTIVE campaign

used a wide range of instrumentation (see the NERC Dornier aircraft descrip-

tion, section 5.2.3) with which to catalogue the aerosols and gas species in the

PBL (Allen et al., 2008) and measure atmospheric conditions [e.g., ozonesondes

to profile the atmosphere – Allen et al. (2008); Vaughan et al. (2008); Heyes et al.

(2009)].

Six distinct climatological regimes were encountered during the two ACTIVE

campaigns, 10 November to 10 December 2005 and 14 January to 14 February

2006. The campaign began during the dry season with a period of biomass burn-

ing.

82
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Table 4.1: Distinct periods of climatology during ACTIVE, with relevant flights

Period Prevailing Dornier Egrett
Influence Flights Flights

13 - 19 Nov biomass burning TD02-SD05 AE03-AE06
+ 25 - 30 Nov + AD08-AD09
20 - 24 Nov mini-monsoon SD06-SD07 –
1 - 11 Dec premonsoon AD10-AD12 AE07-AE13

+ SE14
14 - 24 Jan active monsoon TD13-AD15 AE17-AE19

25 Jan - 3 Feb inactive monsoon AD16-SD18 AE20-AE21
+ SE24

4 - 14 Feb monsoon break AD23-AD28 AE25-AE30

The biomass burning took place between 13 and 19 November and then again

between 25 and 30 November. The biomass plumes were produced by dry grass

and bush fires that had been ignited through lightning strikes or land clearance

by local farmers; these fires were visible with the Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument on NASA’s TERRA satellite and were

widespread in the Northern Territory (NT) and Queensland (Allen et al., 2008).

The low level winds were dominated by easterly flow at 700 mb (convective steer-

ing level) with wind speeds between 12 and 20 ms−1 (Allen et al., 2008). Sea

breeze circulations at the surface generated convection, individual thunderstorms

and squall lines (∼ 100 km in size). Back trajectories analysis showed air parcels

tracking over areas of biomass burning; these polluted air masses were then intro-

duced into the Darwin area by the predominant easterly winds – biomass burning

pollution was also sampled by the Dornier. In this period there was an enhanced

level of gases and particles associated with biomass burning. CO concentrations

were higher on average than at any point in the ACTIVE campaign; CO is com-

monly used as a marker for combustion and related emissions (hydrocarbons,

etc.) – it is ideally suited to this role due to its long lifetime of ∼ 2 months and

its associated release during biomass and fossil fuel combustion (Flocke et al.,

1999; Edwards et al., 2006; Lopez et al., 2006). Organic compounds, such as

ethyl benzene, monoterpenes, OVOCs, were detected in direct correlation with

CO, suggesting a common source from biomass burning emissions. Furthermore,
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the fine aerosols, defined as size 0.2 to 2.5 µm in Allen et al. (2008), were mea-

sured in greater number concentrations during the biomass period, with higher

organic mass percentage and CO correlation. This high organic content in the

atmosphere dropped steadily throughout the remainder of the two ACTIVE cam-

paigns (it reached a low point during the active monsoon).

Between the two main biomass burning episodes, there was a period, 20 to 22

November, of intense convective activity named the ‘mini-monsoon’. ‘It was so

named because of a deep westerly flow from 700 mb to 200 mb coincident with

widespread oceanic convection. This reversal in the prevailing winds was associ-

ated with an unusually strong northward undulation of the subtropical jet stream

and a significant westerly momentum injection to the free troposphere associated

with a breaking Rossby wave,’ (Allen et al., 2008, 2009). The descending air acted

as a pseudo-frontal system and enabled convective uplift to occur in the Darwin

area without the presence of sea breeze circulation.

After the passing of the Rossby wave, the wind return to its prevalent easterly

flow, with the meteorology following the same general pattern as before. There

was however a reduction in the number of biomass fires detected by the MODIS

system (Allen et al., 2008); this naturally resulted in a reduced atmospheric

burden of trace gases, black soot particles and organic aerosols associated with

biomass burning. However, the black carbon concentration remained steady with

median mass concentrations between 0.2 and 0.3 µg m−3 (although the mass

concentration was much more variable throughout the biomass burning period,

with a maximum of about 1 µg m−3); it accounted for about 6 % of the total

organic mass throughout the biomass burning and premonsoon phases.

The active monsoon began on the 14 January during the second campaign when a

monsoon trough formed to the south of Darwin, bring northwesterly air flow into

the Top End of the Northern Territory (NT), between 300 mb and the surface. 5

day back trajectories confirmed that the flow into the Top End was dominated by

maritime air. This triggered widespread maritime convection that was as deep as

in the first campaign, reaching as high as the tropopause. This regime persisted

until the 22 January when a monsoon low formed to the north of Darwin and then

moved south to central Northern Territory. During this period of maritime air
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flow there was a marked shift away from the organic, biomass burning, influences

towards a sulphate dominated aerosol composition (59 % of total mass of the

internally mix was sulphate).

The inactive monsoon occurred due to the monsoon low centred in the NT; the

wind become stable and westerly across the Top End, suppressing deep convection

and reducing storm cloud top heights to less than 10 km – this lasted until 3

February 2006. The air continued to have a low organic content, as in the active

monsoon, and retained a high internal mix of sulphates, 57 %.

After 3 February 2006, the monsoon low disappeared and there was a return to

the deep easterly flow, initially at 700 mb but descending to the surface, that

was seen in the premonsoon period – this was termed the monsoon break period.

This was marked by a reappearance of single-cellular deep convection, occurring

first on the Tiwi Islands as Hector storms, but then spreading to mainland NT.

The convection was similar to that seen in the premonsoon but the single-celled

storms became more organised throughout the remainder of February until the

end of the campaign on the 14 February. With the breaking of the monsoon

wind circulation, there was a reduction in the maritime influence on the PBL air

composition and with it a steady increase in the internal organic content of the

aerosol population.

Furthermore, the nitrate and ammonium burden in the PBL was low for the du-

ration of the two ACTIVE campaigns; although, the ammonium concentrations,

when compared to the sulphate after averaging, indicated that the aerosols were

mostly pH-neutral. Nitrate and ammonium are important atmospheric gases due

to their influential role in aerosol production and growth, through homogeneous

ternary nucleation (see section 2.3.3). A low level nitrate concentration in the

Darwin area would have a major impact on the aerosol processing, or lack thereof,

that took place during the ACTIVE campaign. This a factor that had to be con-

sidered when making any conclusions concerning the aerosol dataset in the TTL

and the influence of precursor gases.
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Figure 4.1: Submicron mass fraction, of the four main constituents (sulphate,
nitrates, organics and ammonium) measured by the Dornier’s AMS. The black
carbon content is measured by the PSAP instrument. Data and figure from Allen
et al. (2008).
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4.2 Storm Dynamics and Microphysics

As mentioned earlier, the premonsoon and monsoon break periods were meteo-

rologically dominated by single-cell storms, some of which were deep (up to the

TTL ∼ 18 km) and with intense rainfalls. The active monsoon was a period

of widespread convection, both inland continental and maritime in origin, that

were typically less intense and shorter lived than the premonsoon/break regimes

(May and Ballinger, 2007) – monsoon convection did however produce greater

rainfall totals of any phase. One of the ACTIVE objectives was to find the effect

of uplifted aerosols and chemicals on the storm intensity, lifetime and extent and

the also on the small-scale cloud microphysics (such as ice crystal habits and

crystal concentrations (for example, Gallagher et al., 2005)). This was primarily

to improve the state of current cloud models and in particularly the climatol-

ogy/meteorology forecasting in the tropics where intense convection has a high

impact on the global cloud cover.

To achieve this – together with the aircraft mounted instruments – there were

ground based radar stations strategically placed to observe convective activity

in the NT; regular sonde launches, from Darwin airport and 5 others around

the NT, measured the vertical thermodynamic and moisture profile of the atmo-

sphere. While most of the other instruments were well suited to characterizing the

environmental conditions, radar is an ideal technique for describing convection

(see May et al. (2008) for a full description of the ACTIVE/TWP-ICE experi-

ment and the categorization of the observed convection).

The sounding data were analysed routinely by the Australian Bureau of Meteo-

rology operational forecasters to give estimates of Convective Available Potential

Energy (CAPE) and Convective Inhibition (CIN). These two parameters are often

very good indicators of storm intensity and uplift and the likelihood of convection

taking place at all. CIN can act as a ‘lid’ on convective uplift; CIN is typically a

result of a temperature inversion in the lower/mid (. 700 hPa) troposphere (e.g.

Beringer et al., 2001; Browning et al., 2007). The strength is determined by the

CAPE; when a CIN lid is involved, the CAPE can build up like a pressure cooker

and produce more vigourous and deeper convection. The Hector storms that form
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on the Tiwi Islands have been investigated previously using modelling techniques

(Golding, 1993; Crook, 1996; Keenan et al., 2000; Beringer et al., 2001). Using

simulation and observed data from MCTEX 1995, Crook (1996) found that the

surface wind speed and moisture content were the most important parameters in

Hector generation, with gentler breezes being more conducive for deep convec-

tion. Convection was also found to form on the downwind coast of the islands

(Keenan et al., 2000; Beringer et al., 2001). Storm initiation was confined to

areas of boundary layer convergence lines (sea breeze or gust fronts) that were in-

tensified more if there were interacting with non-precipitating cumulus clouds or

degenerating thunderstorms – initiation could be delayed and even suppressed by

strong shear winds, which prevent buoyant air from reaching the free troposphere

(Keenan et al., 2000; Beringer et al., 2001). The dissipation of Hector occurred

if it moved westwards over the ocean or occasionally inland over areas cooled by

earlier storms. Keenan et al. (2000) and Beringer et al. (2001) described Hec-

tor suppression, low CAPE, as being caused by previous convective disturbances

such as monsoon lows and squall lines; this was seen during the inactive phase

of ACTIVE when a monsoon low formed in the central NT and strong westerlies

cut off convection across the whole region. Higher CAPE did produce earlier and

more intense storms during the computer simulations but the observations were

not well correlated to CAPE – there were however slight increases in size and the

maximum strength Crook (1996).

The radar has a C-pol 5.5 cm wavelength scanning polarimetric weather radar

system located at Gunn Point (12.25◦ S, 131.04◦ E). The radar provided mea-

surements of the reflectivity, differential reflectivity, absolute differential phase on

propagation as well as its derivative in range, the Specific Differential Phase; and

finally the correlation of the signals at the two polarisations. The polarimetric

radar had two major advantages over conventional radar: firstly, it can resolve

rainfall much better than using reflectivity alone; secondly, it had the capability

to distinguish hydrometeor species. The radar’s rain detecting and hydrometeor

categorisation capabilities provided a method for defining storm size and inten-

sity. May et al. (2008) used these data to analyse convection that was encountered

during the second ACTIVE campaign (alongside TWP-ICE) and then to statis-

tically classify the storms.
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There was a clear signal found in the high CAPE cases: high CAPE average

produced larger areas of rain, convection, wider anvils and more intense cells,

albeit with a considerable spread in the data (May et al., 2008). Low CIN pro-

duced storms of higher rain and anvil area; convection which originated from

high CIN conditions were found to have delayed initiation but more intense cells

– the convective area was independent in this case. This increased intensity is

a result of the ‘lid’ effect above the PBL allowing potential energy to build up

before its release. The amount of forcing required to trigger convection during

high CIN might also add to the overall strength of the storm. The maximum

convective area in the low CIN cases were only marginally higher but the high

CIN examples were significantly delayed in reaching their maximum. Finally, the

last thermodynamic consideration in May et al. (2008) – wind shear – showed a

strong suppression of storm activity and intensity with increased shear, in agree-

ment with Keenan et al. (2000) and Beringer et al. (2001). As a result, the low

shear cases produced substantially more rain than the high. Shear was also found

to affect the organisation of storm lines; in Hector cases however, its main effect

is to change the sea breeze orientation into shear perpendicular squall line con-

figurations in the mature storm system phase (May et al., 2008).

4.3 CO profiles and convective influence on the

UT/TTL

CO is a useful marker for pollution and air mass history. CO has a fairly long

lifetime (of the order of 1 month) in the entire troposphere, allowing it to survive

uplift in convection and long-range transportation. It is particularly useful as a

convective tracer in areas with high gradients between the PBL and the back-

ground concentrations at the outflow. In this situation enhanced concentration

spikes in the convective anvil are much more noticeable (Heyes et al., 2009) and

have been detected in-cloud during convective research campaigns (Strom et al.,

1999).

The CO analyser on the Egrett was used to produce profiles of the troposphere,

including the UT (see chapter 5 for details of the instrumentation and quality
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control). Only the take-off, ascent and UT/TTL sections of flight were used,

since the descent data at times produced spurious readings. This was due to the

evaporation and sublimation of water and other volatile compounds in instrument

cavities and inlets during atmospheric warming on descent.
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Figure 4.2: Egrett flights and their associated CO profiles, for 5 climatological
phases.

The profiles are shown for the 5 phases that had concurrent Egrett flights (figure
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Figure 4.3: Egrett flight’s CO profiles summarised for the 2 campaigns.

4.2). The profiles are categorised into 2 campaigns in figure 4.3. The CO profiles

in the first campaign (in particular, the biomass and premonsoon periods) seem

to follow the idealised shape that is useful for convection tracing: a high surface

concentration and lower background levels in the UT. This suggests that areas

of enhanced CO in the UT/TTL are due to convective uplift. The high altitude

Geophysica research aircraft also showed this decreasing CO trend continued up

to the tropopause and beyond into the stratosphere (Vaughan et al., 2008); CO

concentrations ranging between 40 and 60 pptv were typically detected beyond

the tropopause, during flights on the 23 and 30 November 2005. This is confirmed

by higher CO being found in anvil cloud than in cloud-free air. The background

CO concentrations in the UT/TTL were studied by Heyes et al. (2009) and were

found to be mainly influenced by long-range transport from Indonesia (high con-

centrations) and the Tropical Warm Pool to the west (lower concentrations).

The UT/TTL air with convective influences had a variety of origins, including

the PBL around Darwin and from entrainment (Mari et al., 2000). The premon-

soon showed a steady decrease in mean CO gradient with altitude; the standard

deviation is remarkably similar throughout the troposphere. The relatively wide

variability in the CO concentration would suggest that there were a number of

influences on the constitution on the UT/TTL, including local convection. The

second campaign showed a marked change in the local climatology as the mon-

soon began. During this time the profiles showed lower, or very similar, surface

CO concentrations compared to the UT/TTL (particularly between 10 to 14 km).
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Figure 4.4: These plots show the mean profile for the biomass burning and pre-
monsoon phases, with the standard deviation given as error bars. These occurred
during the first ACTIVE campaign.

The lower surface CO concentrations reflected the cleansing effect of the monsoon

winds on the biomass burning pollution that had previously dominated the lo-

cal Darwin PBL. The low-level concentrations in the active monsoon were found

by back trajectories to be of local, maritime origin (Allen et al., 2008; Heyes

et al., 2009). The UT/TTL CO was also found to have a stronger convective

influence, shown by the remarkable constant mean concentration profiles in the

active monsoon (figures 4.2 and 4.5). However, due to the high variability in

the UT/TTL values (see standard deviations in profile plots) during the second

campaign and low surface concentrations, there was still a significant impact from
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transportation of long-range sources on the UT/TTL composition (also, Heyes

et al., 2009). The inactive monsoon returns to a more complex average profile

with a large standard deviation throughout the troposphere. It should be men-

tioned that this phase included flight SE24 which flew a northern flight plan that

took it close to the chemical boundary with Northern Hemisphere influenced pol-

lution (see Dornier flight discussion: detection of the northern plume, figure 6.6).

The effect of the pollution plume would be expected to produce high variability

in the profiles. However, the high variance exists throughout the troposphere and

indicates that there must have been a number of sources with possibly long-range

origins. Furthermore, since this was the inactive monsoon there was an almost

complete halt in convective activity in the local Darwin area; air masses would

have been transported from other regions by long-range transportation in order

to produce the disperse CO background levels encountered.

The monsoon break shows very little variation in CO concentration up to 10

km, at the same time as the mean CO gradient increases. Again this would

suggest that local convection would not be the major influence on the UT/TTL

composition. This phase showed a return to the isolated storm cells, such as

Hector, that were prevalent in the premonsoon. Convection was occurring locally

but the overall composition of the UT/TTL could not have been determined by

this convection; the higher mean and variability in the UT/TTL would not have

been possible with such low and invariable CO concentrations in the PBL. It

appeared that the CO concentrations in the troposphere were just beginning to

recover after the low of the monsoon and the impact of local convection was only

slowly having an influence, after the inactive monsoon.
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Figure 4.5: These plots show the mean profile for the active monsoon, inactive
monsoon and the monsoon break, with the standard deviation given as error bars.
These occurred during the second ACTIVE campaign.



Chapter 5

The ACTIVE Experiment

5.1 ACTIVE

The Aerosol and Chemical Transport in tropIcal conVEction [ACTIVE] took

place over two campaigns in the tropics of the Northern Territory (NT), Australia

(Vaughan et al., 2008; May et al., 2008). The northern sector of the Northern

Territory, referred to as the Top End, was the region of climatological and mete-

orological interest for the ACTIVE campaign. Figure 5.1 shows the general focus

of the ACTIVE campaign in the area around Darwin and the Tiwi Islands.

The focus of the campaign, as the title suggests, was to find the influence of

tropical convection (through cumulonimbus thunderstorms) on the aerosol and

chemical content of the TTL (between 14 and 18 km) and the cirrus cloud cover

in the area. The base of the operation was Darwin (12.47◦S, 130.85◦E); the Tiwi

Islands, 100 km, to the north were the focus of the campaign, due to their regular

storms – called Hector. Hectors occured during the premonsoon and monsoon

break climatological regimes – see chapter 4. The two campaigns took place dur-

ing the 2005/2006 wet season (November February) after a period of considerable

biomass burning (Allen et al., 2008). This area is very convectively active and

is also influenced in the summer by monsoon winds and precipitation; a number

of previous studies (both campaigns and models) have taken place in the Dar-

win area or focused on the climatology of the area (Golding, 1993; Crook, 1996;

Keenan et al., 2000; Beringer et al., 2001; May and Ballinger, 2007). This is a

96
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Figure 5.1: left : Map of northern Australia and the surrounding tropical warm
pool. The Top End is the geographical name for the northernmost peninsula
region of the Northern Territory. The blue dashed box indicates the area enlarged
in the righthand image. right : The main focus of the ACTIVE campaign: the
Tiwi Islands, Darwin, the surrounding seas and the Top End in general.

very coupled system with many aerosol processes (condensation growth, freezing,

etc.) taking place inside cloud. The strength of the convection is also expected

to be influenced by the aerosol and chemical loading in the PBL; for example,

aerosol size, composition and number concentration can have an effect on the

convective intensity and cloud formation (Wang, 2005a,b). This campaign was

preceded by the EMERALD-I and II campaign in 2001 and 2004 respectively

– undertaken by some of the participants of ACTIVE – it collected interesting

data concerning cloud formation and chemical species in the area – EMERALD-I

and II (Whiteway et al., 2004; Gallagher et al., 2005) found elevated ozone lev-

els in anvils which could have been due to lightning NOx production, but was

ultimately unexplained. The campaigns also gathered, through particle imaging

technology (Cloud Particle Imager, CPI), extensive data about ice crystal habits

and their growth. In terms of the the scope and planning required to study thun-

derstorms in the Darwin area, the campaigns provided an invaluable background

for the ACTIVE experiment. It provided an insight into the role aerosols play in

cirrus generation but it did not specifically focus on the aerosol population in the

TTL – ACTIVE aimed to build on the EMERALD dataset and also improve the

aerosol data.
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The campaign used a wide variety of aircraft and instrumentation in the bound-

ary layer, mid-troposphere and upper troposphere/lower stratosphere in order to

make as thorough an examination of the tropical region as possible. This thesis

will reveal the characteristics of the aerosols dataset from the northern Aus-

tralian tropics. It will aim to improve the understanding of aerosol and chemical

transport, aerosol number concentrations, mechanisms for aerosol formation from

precursors and lifetimes for aerosols in the UT/TTL. These are areas that are

still not fully understood but are believed to have a very direct impact on the

global cloud cover and hence the Earth’s radiative budget. There has already

been a number of publications that analyse and interpret the abundant ACTIVE

dataset (e.g. Allen et al., 2008; Vaughan et al., 2008; Chemel et al., 2009; Heyes

et al., 2009; Labrador et al., 2009; May et al., 2009).

5.1.1 SCOUT-O3 and TWP-ICE

ACTIVE was one part of a wider consortium that involved two other campaigns:

the StratosphericClimate Links with Emphasis on the Upper Troposphere and

Lower Stratosphere (SCOUT-O3), between 10 November 2005 and 10 December

2005, and the Tropical Warm Pool International Cloud Experiment (TWP-ICE),

between 21 January and 14 February 2006.

SCOUT-O3 is a European integrated campaign that took place in the premon-

soon season when single-cellular convection was more common. The focus of

SCOUT-O3 was the effect of tropical convection on the chemistry, water vapour

and aerosol content in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS),

with an emphasis on ozone and climate change. Three objectives were outlined

for the campaign: to better understand (1) the transport of trace gases through

the TTL and into the stratosphere, (2) the role of deep convection in this pro-

cess, and (3) dehydration processes in close to the TTL (Brunner et al., 2009).

SCOUT-O3 made use of four main aircraft (figure 5.2) with remote sensing and

in situ instrumentation; vertical profile measurements came from ozonesondes

launches. There was a wide network of ground-based stations, including polari-

metric weather radars and a lightning interferometer network. A more thorough
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introduction to SCOUT-O3 is given by Vaughan et al. (2008) and Brunner et al.

(2009); numerous papers have already been published and more are being pre-

pared concerning SCOUT-O3 data (e.g. Corti et al., 2008; Spang et al., 2008;

Ferretti and Gentile, 2009; Huntrieser et al., 2009).

TWP-ICE (May et al., 2008) focused on the cloud properties and their aerosol

processing in the Darwin area, from 21 January to 14 February 2006, alongside

the second ACTIVE campaign. It included a ship, five aircraft and numerous

soundings. The improved accuracy of cloud resolving models was one of the main

aims for the TWP-ICE campaign; cloud models and general circulation models

(GCM) are a vital tool for forecasting in the convectively active tropics. To meet

this task, the network of sounding stations were arranged to fit a typical GCM

grid; a high temporal resolution was also achieved with 3-hourly balloon launches.

Together with the aircraft and soundings, there were ground-based polarimetric

weather radars that allowed the storm size, intensity and possible composition

to be inferred. May et al. (2008) list the main directives for TWP-ICE. In brief,

the campaign sought to quantify the effect of convectively uplifted aerosols and

gases on the evolution, composition, microphysics and structure of cumulonimbus

cloud. The ice crystal microphysics can affect the reflectivity of the cloud in the

TTL. Ice crystal structure and composition can therefore influence the radiative

forcing on the climate. Other objectives for TWP-ICE included the improvement

of satellite and ground-based retrieval systems and possible detection of dynamic

phenomena such as gravity waves. Again publications have already been released

that use the ACTIVE/TWP-ICE dataset and more are planned (e.g. Frederick

and Schumacher, 2008; May et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009).

In summary, the ACTIVE/SCOUT-O3/TWP-ICE conglomerate shared a com-

mon objective to improve the understanding of the tropical climate system; co-

operation was crucial in producing this extensive dataset.
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5.2 Aircraft and Instrumentation

Figure 5.2 shows the aircraft that were used during the ACTIVE project. The

two principle datasets used during this study came from the NERC Dornier-228

and the ARA Grob 520T Egrett (hereafter referred to as simply the Dornier and

Egrett). The M-55 Geophysica, from SCOUT-O3, and the Twin Otter, from the

TWP-ICE consortium (May et al., 2008), datasets were used to a lesser degree.

The Dornier is light twin-engine aircraft with an interior cabin modified to har-

bour a scientific payload. Ambient air was sampled through a purpose-built

stainless steel, forward-facing, passive, isokinetic inlet positioned over the centre

of the cockpit (Allen et al., 2008). This was directed to the cabin payload cabin

payload; this included a CPC and three optical particle spectrometers for measur-

ing particles of diameter > 200 nm. The aerosol inlet did not transmit particles

greater than 2 µm diameter; however these were measured using an FSSP (for-

ward scattering spectrometer probe) mounted on the wing. Also wing-mounted,

was an AVENTECH AIMMS-20 meteorological probe. Full details of the Dornier

payload may be found in Allen et al. (2008) and summarised in table 5.3. The

Dornier has a ceiling of 4 km and was used to survey the PBL and the inflow

climatology into convective storms.

The ARA Grob 520T Egrett is a single propeller-engined aircraft, capable of high-

altitude work (ceiling of 15 km), that has been modified to carry instrumentation

for atmospheric research. It can carry up to 750 kg of scientific equipment and

has an endurance of 6 hours. The Egrett aircraft was used for measurements in

the anvil outflow at 1214 km. Typical air speeds on science runs were 100 ms−1.

The equipment (see table 5.1) was fitted into fuselage bays and exposed wing py-

lons (port and starboard). The fuselage was augmented with removable U-bays

that could be used as changeable instrument platforms. Of particular relevance

to this work were two Condensation Particle Counters (CPC, see below) in the

fuselage and cloud probes on the wings. The fuselage instrumentation drew air

from a transportation pipe connected to the isokinetic inlet, which was mounted

on the port wing pylon (see below for inlet details).
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Figure 5.2: Montage of aircraft used in ACTIVE/SCOUT-O3 with a brief de-
scription of each. Figure from Vaughan et al. (2008).
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5.2.1 Egrett payload

Table 5.1: Instrumentation payload for the ARA Egrett

Instrument Description
Basic meteorology Pressure, temperature,
and position wind, GPS (1 Hz)
DMT Single Particle Aerosol particle size distribution
Soot Photometer (SP-2)∗ (0.2 - 1.0 µm), light absorbing

fraction (LAP), carbon
mass, metal.

2 x TSI-3010 Condensation Par-
ticle Counters (CPC)

(1) Total particles > 10 nm (10
nm has 50% detection efficiency)
(2) 3 diffusion disks: > 41 nm;
50% efficiency increases to 100
nm at 200 hPa

DMT Cloud, Aerosol Cloud droplet spectrum,
& Precipitation Spectrometer aerosol/small particle
(CAPS) asymmetry, aerosol refractive in-

dex,
(0.3 < Dp < 2000 µm),
Total Liquid Water Content

DMT Cloud Droplet Probe Particle size distribution
(CDP) (2 < Dp < 62 µm)
SPEC Cloud Particle Cloud particle/ice CCD images,
Imager CPI-230 (10 < Dp < 2,300 µm)
Julich CO analyser High precision (± 2 ppb),

fast response (10 Hz) CO
Cambridge Miniature Halocarbons (Cl, Br, I),
Gas-Chromatograph 3-6 min, ± 5%
Buck Research CR-2 frost Temperature, dew/ice point,
point hygrometer 20 s, ± 0.1◦

2x Tunable diode laser Water vapour, 1 Hz,
Hygrometer (SpectraSensors) ± 1 ppmv precision
TE-49C UV Ozone sensor Ozone concentration

(± 2 ppbv, 10 seconds)
Adsorbent tube carbon trap C4-C9 nonmethane hydrocar-

bons, monoterpenes, OVOCs,
aliphatics, acetone

NO and NO2 chemiluminescent ± 200 ppt @ 10 Hz; ± 30 ppt
detector∗ with 4 s integration

∗Alternate usage, only one flown at any time
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5.2.2 Egrett missions

Table 5.2: Summary of Egrett flights

Flight

Number

Date Description

First Campaign

AE04 16 November

2005

Biomass burning: Hector sampling

AE06 30 November Biomass burning: Hector outflow sam-

pling to the east of Melville Island

AE07 1 December Premonsoon: Hector sampling

AE08 3 December Premonsoon: Hector storm on

Bathurst Island - flight to the west of

island

AE09 4 December Premonsoon: Hector outflow sampled,

to the south of Bathurst Island

AE10 5 December Premonsoon: Intercomparison with

AD12. Then sampled aged cirrus cloud

between Melville island and Coburg

peninsula

AE11 6 December Premonsoon: Large cirrus outflow sam-

pled south of Bathurst and Melville Is-

lands and west of Cape Gambier

AE12 8 December Premonsoon: A sample of the large

storm anvil remaining from the previ-

ous night

AE13 9 December Premonsoon: Anvil spreading west

from Bathurst Island. Egrett transects

anvil at increasing distance from the

core
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SE14 10 December Premonsoon: A sample flight during a

Hector. This involved long straight legs

of flight circumnavigating the whole

Tiwi and Top End area. Aim to mea-

sure background conditions and make

use of SP2 instrument

Flight

Number

Date Description

Second Campaign

AE17 20 January 2006 Active Monsoon: Flight to investigate

squall line progressing across the Tiwis

and coast

AE18 22 January Active Monsoon: Investigating a mon-

soon storm to the south of Darwin

AE19 23 January Active Monsoon: Flight in Timor sea

area to sample dissipating anvil

AE20 25 January Inactive Monsoon: Egrett flew into

aged cirrus anvil that drifted from

mesoscale system in central NT

AE21 27 January Inactive Monsoon: Again, aged cirrus

anvil was sampled

SE24 3 February Inactive Monsoon: No convection

around Tiwi Islands for about 5 days.

The Egrett does a sample flight with

long level sections

AE25 6 February Monsoon break: Flight into detached

Hector anvil north and west of Melville

Island

AE27 10 February Monsoon break: A large Hector is

formed - sampled by the Egrett

AE28 12 February Monsoon break

AE29 13 February Monsoon break
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AE30 14 February Monsoon break: intercomparison flight

with AD28 in the lower 4 km tropo-

sphere around Darwin/Tiwi Islands
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5.2.3 Dornier Payload

Table 5.3: Instrumentation payload for the NERC Dornier

Instrument Description
Aventech AIMMS-20 probe GPS position, pressure,

temperature, relative humidity,
winds, 1 Hz

Aerodyne aerosol Aerosol size and
mass spectrometer composition (30-2000∗ nm)
TSI-3010 condensation Total particles
particle Counter (CPC) > 10 nm (10 nm has 50% detec-

tion efficiency), 1 Hz
Grimm optical particle Aerosol size distribution,
counter model 1.108 (0.3-2∗ µm, bins

0.10.2 µm, 0.16 Hz)
Ultra-high-sensitivity Aerosol size distribution
aerosol spectrometer (0.1-0.8 µm,

7.5-nm bins, 1 Hz)
DMT aerosol spectrometer Aerosol size distribution
probe ASP-100 (0.2-2∗ µm, bins

0.03-0.5 µm, 0.1 Hz)
Forward scattering Aerosol and cloud-droplet
spectrometer probe size distribution
(FSSP) (0.5-32 µm, bin 0.8 µm, 0.1 Hz)
Particle soot absorption Black carbon
spectrometer (PSAP) concentration (aerosol)

(± 1 µg m−3, 0.2 Hz)
Filters Coarse aerosol composition,

whole flight accumulation
2B technologies model 202 Ozone concentration
ozone monitor (± 2 ppbv, 0.1 Hz)
Aerolaser AL5003 Carbon monoxide concentration

(± 1 ppbv, 1 Hz)
Automatic tube sampler (ATS),
15 samples per flight

C4-C9 nonmethane hydrocar-
bons, monoterpenes, oxygenated
volatile organic compounds
OVOCs

Chemiluminescence/catalysis NO/NOx/NOy

Miniature gas chromatograph Halocarbons
(Cl, Br, I; 36 min, ± 5%)

∗Upper bound limited by inlet efficiency (see e.g. Allen et al. (2008))
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5.3 Condensation Particle Counter (CPC)

5.3.1 Basic Operation of the TSI 3010 CPC

The aerosol measurements reported here are primarily based on TSI 3010 con-

densation particle counters (CPCs) (Sem, 2002), two of which were flown on the

Egrett and one on the Dornier. The latter, and one of the Egrett CPCs, operated

with a lower cut-off of 10 nm in particle diameter (this is the 50% point on the

instrument detection efficiency curve).

Figure 5.3: left : Schematic of the CPC operation, showing the saturator, con-
denser and photodetection system. right : The left-hand curve shows the efficiency
of the TSI 3010 CPC (blue curve) against particle diameter.

The CPC has an operational flow rate of 1 litre/minute. Air passes through a

heated saturator where alcohol is vapourised and allowed to diffuse into the sam-

pled air, saturating it with alcohol vapour. The air/alcohol mixture then moves

to a cooling condenser. As the air cools the alcohol becomes supersaturated (the

partial pressure being greater than the equilibrium vapour pressure) in the air,

therefore, the alcohol condenses onto the aerosol particles (which act as conden-

sation nuclei, as in cloud droplet formation). The droplets grow, with further

alcohol condensing onto the aerosol, until the droplets can be optically resolved.

The CPC must maintain a steady and constant temperature difference between

the saturator and the condenser, for the system to work as expected (17◦C for a

lower cut-off of 10 nm). The optical detection system is provided by a laser diode,
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Figure 5.4: Efficiency curves for a TSI 3010 CPC fitted with 3 diffusion screens
and running at a 1 litre/minute intake rate. The curves show theoretical particle
penetration against particle size for various ambient pressures; the data points
are taken from experiment. Work and figure taken from Feldpausch et al. (2006).

lenses, and photodetector set-up [see TSI. (2002) for full operational instructions;

figure 5.3 shows the operation of the CPC and the efficiency curve].

The efficiency curve was described mathematically by Mertes et al. (1995), with

the following formulae:

ηcpc1 = 1− a
(
1 + exp(Dp−D1)/D2

)−1
,

Dp ≥ D0,

ηcpc1 = 1 Dp < D0,

D0 = D2 ln(a− 1) + D1.

(5.1)

ηcpc1 yields a factor from 0 to 1 for the CPC detection efficiency. These for-

mulae were used in the later modelling section to determine the point of initial

CPC detection as an aerosol population increases in modal size (see chapter 9).

Parameters of ηcpc1 were determined by comparison with the measured particle

detection efficiency of the TSI-3010 CPC (Mertes et al., 1995). For a temperature

difference of 17◦C between saturator and condenser, parameters were: a = 1.4,

D1 = 8.9 and D2 = 2.9.

The second CPC used on the Egrett was fitted with 3 diffusion disks. Diffusion
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disks (Knutson, 1999; Baron and Willeke, 2001; Feldpausch et al., 2006) are fine

meshed screens that are fitted to the inlet of a CPC. The disks increase the lower

cut-off point of the CPC by removing smaller aerosol from the flow. The disks

work on the principle of deposition of aerosol (Baron and Willeke, 2001) on to

the mesh screens; the more disk that are added, the higher the lower cut-off. In

this case, there were 3 disks fitted, to give a lower cut-off, for the second CPC,

of 40 nm at 1013 hPa (Feldpausch et al., 2006).

5.3.2 Quality assurance and control

The successful and reliable operation of an instrument is vital for the validity of

the conclusions. In order to assess the quality of CPC data and to apply any

quality controls, a thorough laboratory inspection was undertaken. The exact

two CPCs that were present on the Egrett aircraft were run in parallel, under

laboratory conditions, to check for consistent performance. The experiments

allowed the two CPCs’ efficiency curves to be derived and compared with the

expected performance in the literature. The method used a Differential Mobility

Particle Sizer (DMPS) set-up which contains the Differential Mobility Analyser

(DMA) to select a monodisperse particle population and the CPCs to count the

number density (Williams, 1999). A schematic of the experiment can be seen in

figure 5.5 and the laboratory layout is shown in figure 5.6.

The set-up included a nebuliser to generate a polydisperse aerosol population,

using butanol and an airflow to create aerosols via spray and surface bubble pro-

cesses. This airflow was then dried using ammonium nitrate dissicate; next it was

ionised using a radioactive source placed around a section of the flow pipes. The

polydisperse aerosol population then enters the DMA in order to be size selected.

A DMA separates charged particles due to their electrical mobility. Electrically

charged particles move in the electrical field according to their electrical mobility.

The DMA is a cylindrical capacitor consisting of an inner electrode (HV-Rod)

and an outer electrode. The incoming sample flow containing the polydisperse

aerosol was directed, together with laminar particle-free sheath air, parallel to the

HV-Rod. Depending on their polarity the particles are accelerated either to the

outer or the inner electrode. The particles whose deposition (at a certain voltage,
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Figure 5.5: Schematic set-up for the CPC calibration experiment

i.e. electrical mobility) matched the position of the gap at the outlet of the DMA,

pass through, and were therefore size classified. Following this, the monodisperse

aerosol population exited the DMA and was then transported towards the CPCs.

The air pressure at this stage is not usually sufficient to provide the 1 litre/minute

needed for CPC usage. To augment the airflow an external air cylinder was used

to increase the pressure. It was first cleaned using a HEPA filter and was then

joined to the aerosol flow with a metal junction. A valve tap allowed the pressure

of the external air source to be adjusted until the correct overall flow rate was

achieved. The inflow was split into two branches: for the first CPC (CPC1) and

the second, diffusion disk, CPC (CPC2) – the CPCs’ exhausts were driven by a

pump. The CPC particle count was then recorded on computer and the relevant

flow rate was used to convert the count into a concentration per unit volume.

For a given size selection, the experiment was run for a minimum of 10 minutes

in order to gain an average result and to reduce the standard deviation. For

the smaller sizes (below ∼ 30 nm), this was complicated due to very low particle

production rates from the nebuliser. The standard deviation was therefore higher

in the lower particle sizes (below ∼ 30 nm). The average was taken for each

size selection and then the ratio of the CPC1 average to the CPC2 average was

calculated, together with the standard deviation. Figure 5.7 shows the data for
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Figure 5.6: DMPA set-up experimental set-up. Left : Equipment used for aerosol
generation including the DMA used for particle size selection. Right : Set-up of
the two TSI 3010 CPCs during experimental tests.

the two CPCs when run in identical operation mode with no diffusion disks fitted

(to CPC2).

This initial experiment demonstrates that the two CPCs were operating con-

sistently throughout the 10 to 700 nm size range. The only divergence occurs

towards 10 nm (50% detection efficiency for TSI 3010 CPC models) with on ap-

proximate 20% offset but with a very large experimental variance it is difficult to

conclude that this is due to an intrinsic instrumentation offset.

Measuring the performance of the diffusion disks, in comparison to standard

operation mode (no disks), was of vital importance for the ACTIVE dataset.

The literature (Knutson, 1999; Baron and Willeke, 2001; Feldpausch et al., 2006)

provided a value of 41 nm for the lower detection limit (50% efficiency) and is was

necessary to replicate this in the laboratory for reliable subsequent data analysis.

Figure 5.8 shows the experimental effect of adding 3 diffusion disks to the second

CPC - the ratio of CPC2 to CPC1 is shown as a function of particle size. The

red dashed line indicates 41 nm, the expected lower (50% efficiency) detection

limit, for standard temperature and pressure (1013 hPa, 297 K). It can be seen
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Figure 5.7: Plots from the CPC comparison laboratory experiments. Note that
the two CPCs were run in identical operation mode: CPC2 was not fitted with
3 diffusion disks. Left : The ratio of measured CPC1 concentration to measured
CPC2 concentration against size particle selection. Right : A more detailed ex-
amination of the lower sized particles (below 30 nm).
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Figure 5.8: Plots from the CPC comparison laboratory experiments. In this case,
CPC2 was fitted with 3 diffusion disks. The plot shows the ratio of measured
CPC2 concentration to measured CPC1 concentration against size particle selec-
tion. The dashed red line shows 41 nm where the 50% detection efficiency level
is expected (Knutson, 1999; Baron and Willeke, 2001; Feldpausch et al., 2006).
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that the experimental data agreed well with the literature data (e.g. Feldpausch

et al., 2006).

5.3.3 Pressure Correction

Low pressure, low temperatures and variability of moisture are all factors at

high altitude that can affect the reliability of the CPC. Seifert et al. (2004b)

conducted pressure chamber (AIDA) experiment to determine a count correction

for the CPC, to account for low pressure efficiency loss:

count efficiency, η = 1− a exp(−bp/p0) (5.2)

where, a = 1.627, b = 16.215, p0 = 1013 hPa, p (hPa) - is the ambient pres-

sure. This formula is applicable over a pressure range of 100 to 1000 hPa with

a precision of ±2%. This expression (Seifert et al., 2004b) has been applied to

the Egrett data and the pressure was derived from the Egrett positional data. It

should be noted that for a typical UT/TTL pressure of 200 hPa, the CPC still

works with a relatively high efficiency of ∼ 93% compared to 1013 hPa operation.

For the second CPC, three diffusion disks were attached to increase the lower

cut-off point of the CPC by removing smaller aerosol from the flow. At 1013 mb

this cut-off was 41 nm Feldpausch et al. (2006), but it increased with reducing

ambient pressure, and a value of 100 nm was used here for the Egrett operating

altitude (150 - 200 hPa). This was determined from the 200 hPa efficiency curve

presented in Feldpausch et al. (2006) (figure 5.4).

5.4 Egrett Inlet

The Egrett aerosol inlet (figures 5.10 and 5.11) was mounted on the port wing of

the aeroplane, protruding forward into the flow. It was built to a similar design to

that used in the German CARIBIC experiment (Hermann et al., 2001), to provide

isokinetic sampling (the flow speed inside the inlet tip matches the undisturbed

flow past the inlet housing). All inlet systems suffer from some form of gas and
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Figure 5.9: Schematic showing typical mechanisms of particle loss during flow in
a pipe (Note: not representative of the inlet and pipe layout used on the Egrett
during ACTIVE – see later figures 5.10 and 5.11). Figure from von der Weiden
et al. (2009)

particle losses during intake; inlet designers must carefully consider the particle

dynamics for the desired size range, to reduce the particle losses. Computational

fluid dynamics [CFD] and laboratory studies are often used to optimise particle

transport through the inlet.

There are various ways in which particles may be ’lost’ during transportation

and much research is focused on reducing losses. The design of the inlet and the

transportation piping can have a large impact on the degree of particle losses

and hence the potential for underestimating the particle population. The flow

regime inside the tubing, whether laminar or turbulent, can also have an effect on

particle losses. Laminar flow is usually found below a Reynolds number of 2000.

The Reynolds number is given by, Re = Ud/ν, where U is the flow speed, d is

the characteristic length – in this case the tube diameter – and ν is the kinematic

viscosity [of air]. Above Re = 4000, flow typically becomes more turbulent with

the generation of eddies in the stream – this can enhance some of the particle loss

mechanisms. Typical loss mechanisms for particles in tubes include laminar or

turbulent diffusion, turbulent inertial deposition, inertial deposition in bends and

gravitational sedimentation (e.g. Hermann et al., 2001; von der Weiden et al.,

2009). Figure 5.9 shows a schematic of the some of the common particle loss

mechanisms that occur in inlet and piping systems.
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Figure 5.10: Cross-section of the Egrett Inlet (mm units); the CPCs drew air
from this supply.

Gravitational settling of particles can be an important loss process for larger par-

ticles. For the two CPCs used during ACTIVE, where only submicron particles

were investigated, gravitational settling can be neglected. The reduction in su-

permicron particles due to settling (and inertial deposition) allowed the upper

detection limit to be more confidently defined as 1 µm, which was desired for the

subsequent data analysis. Diffusive deposition (laminar or turbulent) is always

present in tube flow systems. As the tube walls act as particle sinks, a radial

concentration gradient is established inside the tube which results in a particle

flux toward the walls through the action of Brownian motion (Hermann et al.,

2001). A turbulent regime results in an increase in diffusional losses for larger

sized particles. The turbulent inertial deposition is the inertial deposition loss of

large particles due to the curved streamlines (eddies) in a turbulent flow. Inertial

deposition losses manifest themselves at piping bends and contractions as a re-

sult of the straighter streamlines followed by larger particles. The larger particles

continue on a straight trajectory and are deposited on the pipe walls at bends

in the flow. A similar effect is also observed in turbulent inertial deposition. In

this example, larger particles are unable to follow the curved streamlines of the

flow eddies and are therefore deposited on the walls of the pipe (von der Weiden

et al., 2009).
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Figure 5.11: Port pylon of the Egrett. In the foreground is the CAS probe; to
the rear and left (as viewed) is the aerosol inlet.

Figure 5.12: Egrett and Dornier CPC data on the intercomparison flight. left :
time line for the two CPCs right : scatter plot, showing the offset between the
two more clearly.

There was, however, a further 7 m of stainless steel piping leading from the inlet

to the fuselage of the aircraft where the CPCs were mounted, and it is possible

that some of the aerosol sample would have been lost via deposition to the walls in

transit through this piping. An estimate of the severity of this loss was obtained

by an intercomparison flight between the Egrett and the identical CPC on the

Dornier, where the pipework was only 2 m (for details of the Dornier aerosol

inlet, see Allen et al. (2008)). The two aircraft were flown ‘wing-tip-to-wing-

tip’ to allow sampling of similar air mass; matching instrumentation from each

aircraft should provided statistically identical results. The intercomparison flight

took place on the 5th December 2005 (see figure 5.12). Despite the increased inlet
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length, the Egrett instrument in fact measured a slightly higher concentration

than the Dornier’s; the scatter seems to suggest that it was a constant offset,

which would indicate a slight instrumental difference between the two CPCs.

These results point to minimal impact on the Egrett CPC measurement of the

long pipe run. Furthermore, theoretically based calculations were made to find

the expected efficiency of such an inlet and transportation system (see following

section).

Examination of the data also showed that there were no spurious data spikes

when the aircraft was in cirrus cloud, so we can conclude that ice shattering on

the inlet, was not a significant source of particles in the 10 - 1000 nm range – this

is certainly an issue for large particle detectors with Rosemount design (McFar-

quhar et al., 2007). However, the IAGOS D4.5 study (Petzold, priv. comm. 2009)

clearly demonstrated, for DLR isokinetic and Rosemount inlet comparisons, that

there were no contamination issues as a result of passage through cirrus cloud for

the isokinetic set-up.

5.4.1 Inlet efficiency calculations

A particle loss calculator was used to find the efficiency of the sampling probe and

the transportation piping through the Egrett. These calculations were based on

a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program by von der Weiden et al. (2009).

The program allows implementation of non-isoaxial and non-isokinetic aerosol

sampling (but in this study, the sampling probe was known to be of isokinetic

design), aerosol diffusion, sedimentation, turbulent inertial deposition and inertial

deposition in bends and contractions of tubing.

The design and layout of the Egrett sampling system were inputted into the

particle loss calculator in order to determine a total transportation efficiency for

particles. Based on schematics of the inlet and aircraft, such as in figures 5.10

and 5.11, the dimensions and orientations of the tubing system were entered

into the calculator. The piping had a 6 mm diameter and contained four bends

with an overall length of approximately 7 m; the aspiration of the inlet was

0◦ to the horizontal (iosaxial) for the majority of the flight time (the Egrett

performed ascents and descents relatively quickly and was assumed level for this
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Figure 5.13: Penetration efficiency against particle diameter for the inlet and
piping set-up, which transported particles to the CPC onboard the Egrett.

calculation). The flow rate in the sampling system was 10 l min−1, from which

the CPC drew its air supply of 1 l min−1. The particle losses were calculated

using this information and, incorporating the loss mechanisms described above,

the overall particle efficiency for the inlet was found.

Figure 5.13 shows the penetration efficiency for the Egrett inlet and the trans-

portation piping that leads to the CPC holding bay in the fuselage. The lower

diameter particles (10 nm) have a penetration of approximately 82% with the

main loss mechanism being diffusion losses to the walls; the efficiency of the in-

let soon recovers as the particle size increases. Beyond 1 µm, penetration again

decreases due to the effect of inertial deposition: larger particles tend to follow

straight line streamlines due to inertia, resulting in wall impaction at bends and

contractions. Therefore the data recorded by the two CPCs (measuring 10 to 1000

nm and 100 to 1000 nm) suffered an error of between 18% to 1% and 1% to 4%,

respectively. Due to lack of a detailed size distribution across the size range, it

was not possible to define the exact particle distribution. Thus it was not known

where in the distribution the greatest particle loss occurred. However, there was
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a relatively broad range of high efficiency seen in the inlet system (greater than

90% for most of the particle size range – 10 to 1000 nm). Ultimately, the CPC

derived data (i.e. particle number concentration) had a possible particle loss error

of between 1% and 18%.

5.5 Presentation of data

5.5.1 Data quality

The data in ACTIVE were analysed and inspected to check for anomalies and

for general compatibility. The CPC data were standardised into digital format;

a statistical method was used if data were recorded in analogue (the majority of

data were recorded in both formats and only a few early flights had only analogue

data: AE04, AE06, AE07). Flight data which included both analogue and digital

CPC data were used to find an average offset factor (the mean of the analogue –

serial difference was 0.099 ± 0.006). The offset was also tested to confirm that

there was no correlation with temperature (during pressure-altitude changes in-

flight). Figure 5.14 shows the affect of altitude on the offset. There was seen to

be no systematic error in the offset as the instrumentation changed altitude (thus

temperature and pressure) and a very low correlation coefficient. It can be seen

that the offset variance was greatest beyond ∼11 km. It were data from these

higher altitudes that helped to push the correction factor towards the ∼10% seen

in this analysis. Therefore, the data analysis was continued with the correction

factor found earlier (0.099) and the CPC aerosol dataset was standardised to the

digital format.

The data were also corrected for the universal offset that exists between Coordi-

nated Universal Time (UTC) and Global Positioning System (GPS) since data

were recorded using both systems. There were two data loggers on the Egrett:

one was fitted in the left fuselage the other in the right. UTC is a time standard

based on International Atomic Time (TAI) with leap seconds added at irregu-

lar intervals to compensate for the Earth’s slowing rotation; the GPS satellite

system does not correct the time offset due to the earth’s rotation. Therefore,

since their inception, these two time standards have contained an offset (GPS

was set to match UTC in 1980 but has since diverged). The right fuselage logger
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Figure 5.14: A scatter plot for the concentration offset between the analogue data
and the digital (serial) data, against the altitude of the aircraft. The pearson
correlation coefficient for offset and altitude was shown to be very low, -0.03.
The offset was thus concluded to be uncorrelated.

recorded GPS position and velocity, attitude data (pitch, roll, etc.), analogue

data (temperature, pressure, etc.) from the right wing pylon and CPCs, CR-2

and O3 data, from the fuselage bays. The right fuselage logger recorded GPS data

from 27 November and the TSI serial data. The two TSI CPCs that were used

during the campaign had analogue data recorded by the right fuselage logger and

serial data recorded by the left fuselage. The loggers sent 1 Hz character strings

to the TSIs and the TSIs returned an ASCII string; this was then given a time

stamp by the logger. The left logger used GPS satellite time and the right logger

used UTC. There was a time difference of -13 seconds in 2005 and -14 seconds in

2006, between GPS and UTC time (that is, the GPS time is ahead of the UTC

time) – serial data were always used where possible. This was confirmed by the

intercomparison flights (see figure 5.12); the time logging difference and the addi-

tional inlet transport time were visible in the scatter plot correlation calculations

(section 5.4).

During analysis, data error codes (usually defined as ‘Not-a-Number’ – NaN –

in electronics and computing) were discarded. The codes are generated by the

software involved in the data collection process and indicate when some part of the

collection system is malfunctioning. The error codes could have their own channel

(like an own attribute) or they could come as a part of the ordinary data. In
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some instrumentation, the error codes were recorded as continuous out-of-bound

values, such as negative measurements for particle concentrations. Flights AE04,

AE06 and AE07 were flights that were particularly affected by excessive error

codes. In these cases, sections of non-error corrupt data were extracted, if it were

continuous for at least 30 minutes. This data quality assessment was undertaken

with a combination of programmed algorithms and visual inspection.

5.5.2 Data presentation

Egrett data

All the particle data in this experiment were adjusted to standard temperature

pressure (STP) units (equivalent to ground level measurements, 1013 hPa and

297 K) and are presented as number.cm−3 concentrations.

The aerosol data from the Egrett’s first CPC worked in standard (referred to as

CPC1 hereafter) operation and measured particles number concentrations for 10

nm at 50% efficiency (see figure 5.3) – the number concentration cm−3 (STP) will

also be referred to by N10. The second CPC (referred to as CPC2) measured 100

nm at 50% efficiency (figure 5.4) – these data concentrations cm−3 (STP) will

also be referred to by N100. The two CPCs have a theoretical upper limit of 3

µm but the CPCs were taken to have a more realistic upper detection of 1000 nm

(see efficiency curve, figure 5.13). This was due to the effect of the isokinetic inlet

and curved piping that were expected to have very low transportation efficiency

for supermicron particles (Hermann et al., 2001). It is important to consider the

wide efficiency curve of CPC2 (3 diffusion disks – see figure 5.4) and the fact that

there will be some overlap with the data of CPC1 because of this – a factor that

will be discussed during the analysis. The significant transport time, 7 seconds,

for air to travel through the inlet and pipework was taken into account and the

data time stamps were adjusted for this offset to make it compatible to other

datasets.

The Cloud Particle Imager (CPI) was flown on the Egrett to detect a wide size

range of cloud particles (5 - 875 µm). The CPI captures images of ice crystals

(Lawson et al., 1998) and delivers a size measurement based on the image. In this
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investigation, CPI number concentrations > 0.05 particle cm−3 in the 15 - 55 µm

size range was used to define when the aircraft was in cloud. The concentration

of cloud particles were also adjusted to STP conditions and were given in number

cm−3 – the concentration herein is referred to as Ncloud.

Carbon monoxide was measured on the Egrett using resonance fluorescence (Volz

and Kley, 1985; Gerbig et al., 1999). The instrument deployed in ACTIVE was

custom-built around the fluorescence block of an AERO-Laser, Model 502. The

instrument was regularly calibrated, both on the ground and during flight. Data

were collected at a frequency of 1 Hz with a precision of ±2 ppbv and an accuracy

of ±3 ppbv (5% at mixing ratios > 60 ppb).

Dornier data

As with Egrett data, the Dornier concentration data were also adjusted to STP

levels and given in particles.cm−3.

The single CPC on the Dornier worked in standard operation: 50% efficiency

at 10 nm. The ASP size-binned data were used to define concentrations for the

larger accumulation sized particles, 0.2 to 1.0 µm, referred to by N200−1000. The

ASP data were also used to curtail the CPC data to 200 nm; the Dornier CPC

therefore defined particle concentrations for a size range of 10 to 200 nm, referred

to by N10−200. The Dornier and Egrett CPCs were seen to measure concentra-

tion data consistently during the intercomparison flight AE10 versus AD12 (see

section 5.4 and figure 5.12).

The Dornier FSSP (Pinnick et al., 1981; Cerni, 1983) was used to define areas of

cloud during the flight. A size range of 10 - 50 µm was used to define cloud parti-

cles and concentrations above 0.05 cm−3 were deemed to be cloud regions. These

data were used to extract only aerosol data that were gathered in cloud-free air.
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5.5.3 Statistical analysis

A range of statistical methods were used to analysis the data. In particular

averaging and statistical dispersion (minimum, maximum, range, quartiles, etc.)

were measured with box-whisker plots and histograms. Histograms are useful for

giving a visual representation of the population distribution; box-whisker plots

summarise many of the statistical descriptors of a distribution in a straightforward

and direct manner. The median was the preferred averaging technique due to the

potentially unsymmetrical (non-normal distribution) nature of in-situ geophysical

data. The median gives a truer representation of the ’middle’ value in cases where

data spikes might occur (for whatever reason: real measurements that are short-

lived and unrepresentative of the population, instrumentation artifacts, etc.) The

histograms were analysed to verify the degree to which they fit normal (Gaussian)

distributions. This was done with a number of methodologies, such as skewness,

kurtosis, KolmogorovSmirnov test, etc. Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry

of the probability distribution of a real-valued random variable. A negative skew

indicates that the ‘tail’ on the left side of the probability density function is longer

than the right side and the bulk of the values (including the median) lie to the

right of the mean. A positive skew indicates that the tail on the right side is

longer than the left side and the bulk of the values lie to the left of the mean. A

zero value indicates that the values are relatively evenly distributed on both sides

of the mean, typically but not necessarily implying a symmetric distribution. In

probability theory and statistics, kurtosis is a measure of the‘peakedness’ of the

probability distribution of a real-valued random variable. Higher kurtosis means

more of the variance is the result of infrequent extreme deviations, as opposed to

frequent modestly sized deviations.

The instrumentation was also smoothed depending on the time resolution of data

retrieval and the degree of noise. Some instruments, such as the CO analyser,

underwent regular calibration tests during the flight, resulting in spurious, peri-

odic, spikes in the data. A moving average (median) of 20 seconds was used to

smooth the data from the CO analyser, CPI and CAS instruments. These data

were found to have noisy outputs at times, particularly in the case of the cloud

probes at low particle concentrations. A smaller median smoothing time than

that of the instruments’ resolution was avoided during this study.

Furthermore, when analysing the data from the Egrett, the data were stratified
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in order to extract only data obtained above an altitude of 10 km. During the

analysis of Egrett data (chapters 7 and 8) and the statistical discussion and

summary, all data that is termed UT/TTL is taken from 10 km and above.

For the cloud and cloud-free discussion in the Egrett data chapter (7), the data

were sorted using a threshold concentration taken from the cloud probe CPI. A

particle number density greater than 0.05 particle.cm−3 (STP) in the 15 - 55 µm

size range was used to define when the aircraft was in cloud. The concentration of

cloud particles are also adjusted to STP conditions and are given in number.cm−3

– the concentration will be referred to as Ncloud. This form of threshold sorting

was done using a 50 second block median averaging (see section 5.5.4 below). All

UT/TTL data were block averaged and then the median CPI cloud particle con-

centration was used to determine whether the ‘data block’ was in-cloud [≥ than

0.05 particle cm−3 (STP)] or out-of-cloud [less than 0.05 particle cm−3 (STP)].

These median data blocks were then extracted for subsequent statistical analysis,

blocks that included the median concentrations of N10, N100, CO, cloud particles,

etc.

5.5.4 Median smoothing – wind data

During the nucleation investigation in chapter 8, wind data were an important

part of the analysis due to its ability to define the trajectory of the air mass that

was being sampled. The wind was recorded with a 1 second resolution by the

Egrett’s basic instrumentation set. Since wind strongly fluctuates over short space

and times, due to turbulent small-scale eddies, the data were median smoothed

in order reduce the short time period variations while still retaining the overall

trend. The median smoothing operation required the specification of range over

which to average. Similar to the definition of Knudsen number, Kn = λ/L, where

λ defines the small-scale nature of the ‘medium’ in which the analysis is being

done (in fluid dynamics, this would be the mean free path, of water or air, for

instance) and L is the dimension of the ‘object’ in the medium (in fluid dynamics,

this could be an aircraft aerofoil). Using this analogy for the data smoothing,

the medium would be the resolution of the wind data (how much the data were

smoothed) converted into a length using the aircraft flight speed; the Egrett had

a typical cruising speed of 100 ms−1 – therefore, a 50 second smoothing would
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be the equivalent of a 5 km length. The object of interest would, in this case, be

the dimension of a typical anvil cloud. The aim of the Knudsen number is to find

a compromise between too low and too high a number (λ ¿ Kn ¿ L), that is,

neither too close to the small-scale structure of the medium nor on a scale of the

object under investigation (this would lose much of the finer detail of the data).
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Figure 5.15: Plot (red data) showing the pearson correlation coefficient for un-
smoothed U-wind data (1 sec) against the median smoothed U-wind data. The
coefficient is plotted against changing median range; median points indicates how
many points, either side of a data point, were involved in the median calculation.
For example, a median points value of 25 would indicate that a data point would
be averaged with 25 values below and 25 values above, making 50 in total. The
ratio of the median smoothing (converted from time into length, using the Egrett
flight speed of 100 ms−1) against a typical ACTIVE storm anvil, 200 km, is shown
by the blue plot.

The east-west wind data (U-wind) from the Egrett’s AE19 flight were used to

investigate the effect of median smoothing and to determine how much to add

to the data during the wind trajectory analysis, in chapter 8. Figure 5.15 shows

the wind data analysis: pearson correlation for smoothed U-wind data against

unsmoothed (1 sec) data. The x-axis is the degree of median averaging applied

to each data point; the value is the number of data points either side of a given

point, over which the averaging took place. The second plot (blue) is the ra-

tio between the smoothing ‘length’ (the median smoothing value converted to a

length, using the Egrett flight speed of 100 ms−1) and the length scale of the

system under investigation: the convective anvils encountered during ACTIVE –

typically ∼ 200 km. This pseudo-Knudsen number gives some idea of how the in-

creased smoothing gradually reduces the fine detail of the data; as the smoothing
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length approaches 1000 seconds, the data approaches a 0.5 ratio with the storm

dimension – this is far too coarse to study the details of the storm. A desirable

median smoothing range should retain a pearson correlation coefficient close to

unity while also reducing the small-scale turbulent structure of 1 second wind

data. A median smoothing range between 20 and 50 seconds appears to be the

greatest possible whilst still preserving a pearson coefficient of almost unity; this

should be sufficiently large to remove some of the unwanted small-scale fluctu-

ations while still be significantly smaller than the length scale of an convective

storm (almost two orders of magnitude: a ratio of ∼ 0.01 to 0.05). A median

average of 50 seconds (25 either side), or 5 km in spatial length, was used during

the wind projection analysis of chapter 8; all data that were investigate using

wind trajectories as part of the analysis were also averaged into 50 second blocks.
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Figure 5.16: Scatter plot of the unsmoothed U-wind data (1 second) against the
50 second median smoothed U-wind data. The line of best fit is shown in black
together with its linear equation.

Figure 5.16 shows the scatter plot for the unsmoothed U-wind data (1 second)

against the 50 second median smoothed U-wind data, together with the best-fit

line. It can be seen that the smoothed data is very well correlated with the

unsmoothed data (∼ 0.98).

Figure 5.17 shows the effect of the 50 second median smoothing when applied to

an arbitrary section of U-wind data. The section is 500 seconds long and taken

from flight AE19. It can be seen that the unsmoothed data had a lot of detail
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Figure 5.17: The effect of smoothing U-wind data is demonstrated by these two
images. Top: shows a 500 second section of data from flight AE19 with no
smoothing applied (1 second resolution). Bottom: the same 500 second section
but with a 50 second median smoothing applied.

that was not particularly relevant to the study of the freestream outflow from

large convective anvils: the turbulent fluctuations were unwanted characteristics

that can be smoothed away. The smoothing procedure removed much of the finer

detail that lasted for only seconds or tens of seconds whilst the main trend of the

data was retained.



Chapter 6

Results from the PBL

6.1 Aerosol in the PBL

As convection takes place, the PBL air undergoes significant uplift into the free

troposphere and beyond to the UT/TTL. This uplift can carry many aerosols

and trace gases; this was discussed in detail in Allen et al. (2008) and chapter 4.

It is these constituents that can play an important role in the evolution of the

convective storm and the cloud particles that form. Further to the study by Allen

et al. (2008), this section will present the data from the Dornier’s single CPC;

the CPC measures from 10 nm and above (up to ∼ 3 µm) but data from the ASP

were used to curtail the data range from 10 to 200 nm. The data are presented

to show the typical PBL aerosol loading (data were only taken between 0.5 and 2

km) throughout the ACTIVE campaign, during the six identified climatic phases.

This allowed comparisons to be made with the aerosol concentrations in the TTL.

In particular, any significant changes from PBL to TTL would possibly indicate

some mechanism at work. However, the simplistic view of PBL uplift transporting

only the lower few kilometres of the local atmosphere to the UT/TTL is not

strictly true. There is believed to be a series of levels and periods in convective

generation when entrainment/detrainment occur; this can happen at all levels

through the PBL and into the free troposphere. This implies that there would

be a much more varied air loading signature in the UT/TTL than that expected

from the local PBL alone (Mari et al., 2000; Heyes et al., 2009). Back trajectory

analysis showed considerable long-range transport occurs in the free troposphere

128
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– on an almost hemispheric scale (Allen et al., 2008; Froyd et al., 2009).

Figure 6.1 shows Dornier CPC data summarised for the six ACTIVE phases.

The Dornier data were taken from the lower 2 km of the troposphere in cloud-

free sections of sky – the FSSP data were used to denote cloud regions and

concentration (STP) below 0.05 particles.cm−3 were deemed as cloud-free. These

clear-sky regions were divided into 5 km (approximately 60 seconds of flight) for

smoothing and averaging purposes. These sections were then median averaged

and used in the general statistical analysis for the Dornier. The size range was

taken to be 10 to 200 nm, by the fact that the CPC 50% efficiency detection size

was 10 nm, and measured theoretically as high as 3 µm; the ASP size-binned

data were then used to cut the CPC data down to a maximum detection size of

200 nm.

The histogram analysis for the mini-monsoon, premonsoon, inactive monsoon

and monsoon break show the mean concentrations to be between 500 and 1000

particles cm−3, with probability dropping rapidly for higher concentrations. Two

notable exceptions during ACTIVE were the biomass burning period and the ac-

tive monsoon. In these cases, there was a spread of the distribution into as high

a concentrations as 1000 to 2000 cm−3 with probabilities up to 10%. It would

be expected that there were an abundance of small aerosols present during the

biomass burning period as a result of combustion by-products. Both primary and

secondary aerosol can be readily released and formed due to the wide variety of

organic compounds that are present during biomass burning (McMeeking et al.,

2009). In the active monsoon the mean concentration was shifted towards 1000

cm−3; the distribution also showed a much greater variability than any other

phase besides the biomass period. The active monsoon has been analysed chemi-

cally and the aerosol composition has been found to be sulphate dominated with

a low organic mass fraction (see figure 4.1 and Allen et al. (2008)). This sug-

gested to Allen et al. (2008), due to the maritime wind direction, that the aerosol

population in the active monsoon PBL was influenced by oceanic mechanisms

such as sea spray production, DMS, cloud processing and sedimentation, and

possibly coastal nucleation due to iodine and bromine compounds. The spread

in the concentration distribution could reflect the range of maritime mechanism

and the higher mean could be as a result of higher production rates for these
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Table 6.1: Statistics for the Dornier CPC data during the six climatological
phases. Aerosol size range: 10 to 200 nm. See figure 6.1 for histograms.

Period Meana Mediana Standard Skew Kurtosis K-S test b

Deviationa D value Critical

Biomass burning 1040 714 700 2.7 10.1 0.19 0.08
Mini-monsoon 823 609 756 4.4 24.5 0.34 0.12
Premonsoon 598 518 259 3.9 26.9 0.19 0.07
Active monsoon 1240 1024 1013 5.4 47.7 0.15 0.08
Inactive monsoon 431 360 341 7.4 87.0 0.26 0.07
Monsoon break 669 492 775 6.7 56.0 0.32 0.04
a units are standard particles cm−3.
b ‘Kolmogorov-Smirnov test’ conducted in order to test the hypothesis that the data are
normally distributed. A ‘D value’ large than the ‘critical value’ indicates that the
hypothesis should be rejected.

processes. The statistics (table 6.1) also confirm that the higher particle concen-

trations were detected in the biomass burning and active monsoon phases with

much higher mean concentrations. The skewness and kurtosis are seen to show a

general increase from the first campaign to the second. This suggests that there

were more frequent occurrences of extreme concentration measurements during

the final three phases (second campaign). This could have been due to sampling

differences between the first and second campaign or if it is a real reflection of

the climatology, it could reflect more varied sources of aerosols.

In figure 6.2 the 0.2 to 1.0 µm sized particles were analysed in histogram form.

The data were taken from the Dornier ASP instrument that had a size range

between 0.2 and 2.0 µm and adjustable size bins for categorization; the analy-

sis was based on the same method as that used for the CPC data: 5 km size

sections were median averaged. The size range 0.2 to 1.0 µm was used because

it represents the typical Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) range. These data

therefore represented the PBL distribution for cloud forming nuclei that could be

uplifted during convection – these particles are expected to play an important role

on cloud particle production in convective updraughts (Wang, 2005a,b). During

the first three phases (first campaign) the concentration distribution tended to

have a similar mean value of ∼ 100 cm−3 but with a greater variability in the

biomass burning phase – again, this probably reflects the variability in organic

compounds that are released during biomass combustion. The most dramatic
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Figure 6.1: Histograms for the six climatological phases during ACTIVE. Data
were taken from the Dornier CPC in the PBL (between 0.5 and 2 km); it is
grouped into 60 second (∼ 5 km) data bins and median averaged. These medians
are then plotted as a frequency distribution, for aerosol size range 10 to 200 nm.
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Table 6.2: Statistics for the Dornier APS data during the six climatological
phases. Aerosol size range: 0.2 to 1.0 µm. See figure 6.2 for histograms.

Period Meana Mediana Standard Skew Kurtosis K-S test b

Deviationa D value Critical

Biomass burning 131 90 108 2.0 4.4 0.16 0.08
Mini-monsoon 102 84 192 10 104 0.39 0.12
Premonsoon 92 90 30 0.15 -0.28 0.03 0.07
Active monsoon 44 39 21 1.6 2.4 0.22 0.08
Inactive monsoon 23 20 15 1.1 1.7 0.12 0.07
Monsoon break 51 46 26 0.7 0.4 0.08 0.04
a units are standard particles cm−3.
b ‘Kolmogorov-Smirnov test’ conducted in order to test the hypothesis that the data are
normally distributed. A ‘D value’ large than the ‘critical value’ indicates that the
hypothesis should be rejected.

effect is the drop in mean concentration during the second campaign (final three

phases – note the reduced x-axis scale). This would suggest that the origin of

the particles was connected to continental sources, such as biomass burning, and

the maritime winds in the monsoon season brought ‘cleaner’ air, in terms of 0.2

to 1.0 µm sized particles, into the Darwin area. Interestingly, this hypothesis

(see also Allen et al. (2008)) is reinforced by the apparent recovery of the size

mode during the monsoon break as the wind regime returns to a more conti-

nental influence. The statistics show that this size range had the larger mean

concentrations, reflecting the biomass burning influence on particle production.

Skewness and kurtosis are generally quite low, suggesting a normal distribution in

the particle production and emission mechanisms. Furthermore, this unimodal-

ity reinforce the hypothesis that a single source dominates the population in the

Darwin area: biomass burning.
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Figure 6.2: Histograms for the six climatological phases during ACTIVE. Data
were taken from the Dornier APS in the PBL (between 0.5 and 2 km); it is
grouped into 60 second (∼ 5 km) data bins and median averaged. These medians
are then plotted as a frequency distribution, for aerosol size range 0.2 to 1.0 µm.
Note the reduced x-axis for the last 3 plots (second campaign).
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Figure 6.3: Summary for the six climatological phases averaged over the two
ACTIVE campaigns. Data were taken from the Dornier CPC (10 - 200 nm) and
APS (0.2 - 1.0 µm) in the PBL (between 0.5 and 2 km); it is grouped into 60
second (∼ 5 km) data bins and median averaged. These medians are then plotted
as a frequency distribution. Note the much reduced x-axis for the righthand plots
(0.2 - 1.0 µm).

The two campaigns are summarised in figure 6.3; campaign 1 contains the data

from the biomass burning phase, the mini-monsoon and the premonsoon; cam-

paign two includes the data from the active monsoon, inactive monsoon and the

monsoon break. It can be seen that on average there was little difference between

the 10 - 200 nm particle mean and median concentrations in the two campaigns;

most of the distinguishing features have been averaged out – in particular, the

spread in the biomass burning and active monsoon data provide a similar effect

when viewed over the whole of their respective campaigns. There was however a
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clear spread in the data of the first campaign in the 0.2 to 1.0 µm size range; the

average concentration, ∼ 100 cm−3, was also seen to be higher throughout the

first campaign. This was a result of the biomass burning and the accompanying

release of aerosols and organic compounds. The organic content decreased after

the biomass burning period throughout the mini-monsoon and premonsoon but

organic compounds were still detected in the aerosol mass fraction and at a higher

level to that seen in any of the subsequent phases of campaign 2. The reduced

concentration average in the second campaign is a sign that the maritime aerosol

net flux was lower for this size range than the net biomass flux.

The two box-whisker plots in figure 6.4 summarise the statistical data nicely: the

high N10−200 concentrations in the active monsoon period can clearly be seen and

the high overall dominance of the N200−1000 during the first campaign due to the

biomass combustion. The greater spread of concentrations were also observed for

the N10−200 in the biomass burning phase and particularly the active monsoon,

with values as high as 1500 to 2000 cm−3 and a large spread between the 50th

and the 90th percentile. The biomass period can also be seen to contain greater

aerosol concentrations more regularly. This reinforces the hypothesis that there

is much more aerosol production occurring during the burning phase and many

potential mechanisms and sources. There was also a large concentration range

in the N200−1000 data from the biomass burning period, shown by the high 75th

and 90th percentiles; this variability drops considerably during the subsequent

phases as combustion was suppressed – none of the other periods produced a

concentration spread as great as that seen during the biomass burning phase.

During 1 - 2 February 2006 there occurred an inland flight to the centrally lo-

cated town of Alice Springs (23.7◦ S, 133.87◦ E); at the time, a monsoon trough

was located over the central NT region. The data from the inland flight and the

return flight to Darwin are displayed in histogram form (figure 6.5). These flights

occurred at a time of inactive monsoon in the Top End region and the data shows

a similar distribution: the average N10−200 was ∼ 500 cm−3 and N200−1000 was ∼
40 cm−3. There was no noticeable effect of the inland continental environment

on the PBL aerosol burden, suggesting the air mass was of the same origin and

composition as the maritime influenced Darwin PBL. The statistics (table 6.3)
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show that there was not a great change in mean and median concentrations (CPC

data) between the inactive monsoon data around Darwin and the data obtained

during the flights inland to Alice Springs. On the other hand, there is a signifi-

cant reduction in skewness and kurtosis in the Alice Spring data. Furthermore, a

t-test∗ between the two datasets (Alice Springs and Inactive monsoon, 10 to 200

nm size range) a large enough t-value (5.38) to suggest that they were different

(beyond the possibility of chance). This might be a sign of a more normal uni-

modal particle distribution in the inland area and hence a singular particle source

or mechanism, but different distributions overall, in the case of the Alice Springs’

and Darwin’s (Inactive Monsoon) datasets. At first sight, the N200−1000 particle

concentrations appear to have similar mean and median with small skewness and

kurtosis the statistics point to a normally, symmetrically, distributed population

with a single mode of production. However, the statistical t-test again rejects

the hypothesis that these datasets are ‘similar’ and they should be considered

different (with a t-value of 4.65).

∗ The t-test assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically different from each other.
The formula for the t-test is a ratio. The top part of the ratio is just the difference between
the two means or averages. The bottom part is a measure of the variability or dispersion of
the data. This t-value gives an indication of the similarity or difference between the two data.
The acceptance level is -1.96 to 1.96, which is the area between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles on
the Student’s t distribution. If the t-test value is within this range, there is a 95% certainty (or
level of significance) that the hypothesis (in this case, the two data distributions being related)
is correct. Outside this range the hypothesis is null, with only a 5% chance of the hypothesis
being wrong. In this case the distributions were deemed to be significantly different.
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Figure 6.4: box-whisker plots for the two size ranges: 10 - 200 nm and 0.2 - 1.0
µm. The centre line is the median, the upper whisker is the 90th percentile, the
upper box is the 75th percentile, the lower box the 25th percentile and the lower
whisker is the 10th percentile.
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Table 6.3: Statistics for the Dornier data during the inland flight to Alice
Springs (1-2 February 2006). See figure 6.5 for histograms.

Size Range Meana Mediana Standard Skew Kurtosis K-S test b

Deviationa D value Critical

10-200 nm 539 538 174 0.6 3.1 0.06 0.09
0.2-1.0 µm 31 23 24 2.3 6.6 0.26 0.09
a units are standard particles cm−3.
b ‘Kolmogorov-Smirnov test’ conducted in order to test the hypothesis that the data
are normally distributed. A ‘D value’ large than the ‘critical value’ indicates that
the hypothesis should be rejected.
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Figure 6.5: Histograms for the inland flight to Alice Springs (1-2 February 2006) in
the central region of Australia where a large storm formed. Data were taken from
the Dornier CPC (10 - 200 nm) and APS (0.2 - 1.0 µm) in the PBL (between 0.5
and 2 km); it is grouped into 60 second (∼ 5 km) data bins and median averaged.
These medians are then plotted as a frequency distribution.

Another set of exploratory flights towards Indonesia occurred on the 30 January

and 3 February to investigate the possible influence of the northern hemisphere on

the southern hemispheric air mass. The objective of these flights was to answer

a number of important questions: were there any traces of Northern Hemisphere

pollution in the southern hemisphere, to what degree did the air masses contrast

and where might the chemical boundary be? These flights found that there were

major influences from the more polluted northern hemisphere on the southern

hemisphere and a chemical boundary existed to the south of the equator. The

histograms (figure 6.6) show the effect of the northern pollution plume on the
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Table 6.4: Statistics for the Dornier data during the northward flights (30
January and 3 February 2006). See figure 6.6 for histograms.

Size Range Meana Mediana Standard Skew Kurtosis K-S test b

Deviationa D value Critical

10-200 nm 1009 921 768 1.3 2.6 0.12 0.07
0.2-1.0 µm 43 31 39 1.4 1.2 0.20 0.07
a units are standard particles cm−3.
b ‘Kolmogorov-Smirnov test’ conducted in order to test the hypothesis that the data
are normally distributed. A ‘D value’ large than the ‘critical value’ indicates that
the hypothesis should be rejected.

aerosol loading in the PBL. The concentration average is significantly higher

than that in the Darwin area, with a mean between 1000 - 1500 cm−3 for N10−200

however the skewness and kurtosis are lower in the northern plume data, meaning

the distribution looks symmetric about the mean. This however does not tell

the full story: the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (see table 6.4) indicates that the

distribution is not normal and the t-test again shows that there is ‘significant

difference’ between the northern plume data and the data collected in the Darwin

locale at the same period. The distribution in fact shows signs of bimodality with

two peaks either side of the mean value. This could point to possible differing

air mass mixing, with various particle production mechanisms and sources. The

t-value was much higher than Alice Springs, at 13.8, highlighting the variability

between the Darwin climatology, inland climatology and the northern hemisphere

pollution plume.

The larger 200 - 1000 µm particles also show higher concentrations than that

found around Darwin during the inactive monsoon; the mean and median are

both higher and the variability is also greater in the northern plume – both con-

centration datasets are significantly non-normal (indicated by the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov tests in tables 6.2 and 6.4). With a t-value of 9.29, there is again little

statistical resemblance to the ‘inactive monsoon’, 200 to 1000 µm data.
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Figure 6.6: Histograms for northward flights (30 January and 3 February 2006)
across the ocean to assess the extent of the Northern Hemispheric pollution south
of the equator. Data were taken from the Dornier CPC (10 - 200 nm) and APS
(0.2 - 1.0 µm) in the PBL (between 0.5 and 2 km); it is grouped into 60 second
(∼ 5 km) data bins and median averaged. These medians are then plotted as a
frequency distribution.



Chapter 7

Results from the TTL

7.1 Aerosol in the UT/TTL

The Egrett flights were all unique in their aims and objectives and the results

show a wide range of phenomena at work. This section will attempt to describe

the UT/TTL data (taken from 10 km and above) that were observed during

ACTIVE in a more general sense; the thesis will move on to more specific cases

in later sections. However, to begin this section, an example of a specific flight will

be presented to give some impression of the mode of operation and data retrieval.

As an example of the data retrieved from ACTIVE, figure 7.2 shows the data

timeline for flight AE12, figure 7.1 indicates the flight track over the Darwin

area. This flight shows some of the very highest concentrations of N10 and N100

particles (10 to 1000 nm and 100 to 1000 nm, respectively). It can be seen that

higher aerosol concentrations tend to occur in lower cloud particle concentrations,

Ncloud, and vice versa. At approximately 16:00 LT there is a large peak in both

N10 and N100 during cloud-free conditions. These high concentrations were not

seen anywhere in the local Darwin PBL (see section 6.1) or even in the case of

the pollution plume flights towards the equator (figure 6.6). This could possibly

indicate in situ production of particles in the outflows: aerosol nucleation. There

are also spikes of CO that correlate with corresponding peaks of cloud particles

and aerosol particles. This tracer could indicate a possible origin for the high

particle concentrations – not necessarily local, as discussed in section 4.3. These

peaks would indicate elevated CO against the background and an influence of

141
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convection; this convection could have occurred in relatively distant regions with

varied sources (Heyes et al., 2009). The long lifetime of CO in the troposphere (∼
1 month) means there was significant timespan over which convective uplift could

have occurred and produced chemical tracer spikes in the background. However,

in places that are convectively active such as the Tropical Warm Pool and the

Northern Territory, one must take into account the effect of mixing, advection

and entrainment/detrainment at all levels; this makes the task of disentangling

the source region more difficult.

Figure 7.1: Flight AE12 took place on 8 December 2005 during the decay of a
large storm anvil that had been active throughout the previous night. The light
blue line indicates the flight track over the local topography.

There were other cases of extreme N10 concentrations detected in the UT/TTL

during ACTIVE. These flights typically coincided with very large storms. The

high N10 aerosol concentrations again occurred in the outflows of the convective

cells in cloud-free air. Figure 7.3 shows another example of high aerosol concen-

trations during the ACTIVE project. Flight AE19 (23 January 2006) and AE12

produced the largest median N10 concentrations during the whole experiment

and were closely linked with the outflows of very large and widespread convective

systems.

Figure 7.4 gives a general statistical overview of the whole 10 - 1000 nm, N10,

ACTIVE concentration dataset. A few of the flights, AE12, AE18 and AE19

stand out with particularly high concentration maxima and wide ranges. These
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 Altitude (km)
 10 - 1000 nm (N10)
 100 - 1000 nm (N100)
 Cloud Particles  (N cloud )
     (15 - 55 µm)
 CO [ppbv]     

Figure 7.2: A data time line for the flight AE12, showing aircraft altitude (km,
black), particle number concentration in number.cm−3 (STP) and carbon monox-
ide [ppbv].
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 Altitude (km)
 10 - 1000 nm (N10)
 100 - 1000 nm (N100)
 Cloud Particles  (N cloud )
     (15 - 55 µm)
 CO [ppbv]     

Figure 7.3: Showing aircraft altitude (km, black), particle number concentration
in number cm−3 (STP) and carbon monoxide. AE19, 23 January 2006. An
example of some of the high N10 and N100 concentrations encountered during
ACTIVE.
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three flights also show consistently higher concentrations throughout the flight,

demonstrated by their high median and interquartile values. The spread in data,

for individual flights, appears to reflect the generality of the statistical survey:

N10 data were taken from both cloud and cloud-free regions, regions with close

convective influence and others with more ‘background’ conditions. Nevertheless,

this plot shows that something significant happened in the flights: AE12, AE18

and AE19. This will be investigated in more detail later. It is worth mentioning,

however, that the storms that occurred during, or shortly before, these flights

were exceptionally large, with widespread convection taking place. Also the first

3 flights, AE04, AE06, AE07 were early in the campaign before widespread con-

tinental convection took place.
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Many of the ACTIVE data timelines showed a strong anticorrelation between

high Ncloud and high N10 and N100. As the aircraft enters cloud there is a sudden

reduction in the number of aerosol particles, both N10 and N100. Figure 7.5 shows

the scatter plots of CPC1 (N10) against cloud (Ncloud) concentration data. The

scatter shows that the majority of the high concentration N10 data lie in low Ncloud

concentrations regions; a few outliers however had significant N10 concentrations

whilst in cloud (Ncloud > 0.05 cm−3).

This anticorrelation suggests that the presence of high cloud particle concen-

trations is inhibitive to high aerosol concentrations. Scavenging of aerosols and

aerosol gas precursors by cloud particles has been seen in other campaigns (e.g.

Strom et al., 1999; Twohy et al., 2002) and model studies (e.g. Wang, 2005a,b).

The larger 100 to 1000 nm aerosols also show the anticorrelation (figure 7.6) be-

haviour that was seen in the N10 data; the N100 data seem to obey the hypothesis

more closely, with fewer outliers. This would suggest that it is increasingly more

difficult for larger aerosols to survive interstitially in cloud. It is known that the

Kelvin effect decreases (surface tension) as radii increases with an accompanying

increase in the probability of activation to CCN (cloud condensation nuclei). This

in effect removes the aerosols from their population; as their size increases, they

become cloud droplets (supermicron). This is the most likely scavenging mecha-

nism for the accumulation mode (∼ 100 to 1000 nm); for the smaller Aitken mode

deposition through Brownian motion onto larger aerosols and cloud particles is a

quite effective mechanism for reducing the number concentration (approximately

10 to 100 nm).
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7.2 Satellite data

Satellite data become integral to the analysis of the ACTIVE dataset, proving

to be an invaluable resource for the project in general. For this investigation,

infrared data become an important aid in determining the meteorological and

convective conditions in the vicinity of the aircraft and the larger picture across

Darwin and the Tropical Warm Pool. Infrared (IR) data exists in a range that

makes it temperature dependent; this provides a useful method for detecting

cloud particles and in particular rising convective columns. The Infrared data

were provided by the Multifunctional Transport Satellite (MTSAT). This collects

hourly data from most of the Indian Ocean and western Pacific, including all of

Australia. It should be noted that the satellite scan-records data, from the north-

pole to the south-pole, and therefore takes an additional 20 minutes, from the

file’s time stamp, to reach the Darwin area. There are three Infrared bands: 1)

measuring 10.3 - 11.3 µm, 2) 11.5 - 12.5 µm and 3) 6.5 - 7.0 µm, and a visible

wavelength band; the MTSAT has a resolution of 4 km at sub-satellite point.

Figure 7.7 shows an example of MTSAT data overlaid with an Egrett fight track

and aerosol data from the earlier AE12 example (8 December 2005 – timeline

given by figure 7.2). The AE12 flight track is colour-coded to the Egrett N10 data,

overlaid onto the MTSAT channel 2 data, represented with grayscale. Since the

typical cloud droplet has a diameter of > 10 µm, the radiation will be related

to cloud particle emissions. Infrared radiation is temperature dependent and can

provide information about cloud top temperature and cloud height (basically the

colder the temperature, the higher the cloud top). The IR data in this work

is grayscaled to give a visual indication of the cloud location and temperature.

Figure 7.7 also shows quite clearly the sections of flight that coincided with high

N10 particle number concentrations and there relation to the cloud. The cloud

clearing above Melville Island was seen to contain high particle concentrations,

supporting the hypothesis of out-of-cloud nucleation.

7.3 Cloud and aerosols

The distinction between low N10 in cloud regions (Ncloud > 0.05 cm−3) and high

N10 in cloud-free regions was commonly seen during ACTIVE flights, although
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exceptions did occur. The two flight timelines in figure 7.8 show the consecutive

bands of Ncloud peaks and then N10 peaks that were observed in much of the

recent convective data.

7.3.1 Cloud-free regions

Egrett data were collected into 5 km segments; the data were then median aver-

aged. This median Ncloud value was used to determine if the segment was cloud

or cloud-free, with > 0.05 cm−3 denoting cloud and < 0.05 cm−3 denoting cloud-

free air. These 5 km data segments were then separated in order to investigate

any differences that might exist between the 2 states. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show

box-whisker plots for N10 and N100 concentrations, respectively. Compared to the

complete dataset box-whisker for N10 (figure 7.4), it can be seen that the medi-

ans, 10th, 25th, 75th and 90th percentiles in general increase in the cloud-free

environment and the interquartile range is reduced, with few exceptions. This

again illustrates the higher aerosol concentrations found in out-of-cloud regions

and the possibility that aerosols were being generated in convective outflows.
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Figure 7.5: Scatter plot of CPC1 concentrations, N10, against cloud particle
concentrations, Ncloud. Each marker represents the median average of a 50 second
bin from the Egrett dataset. The two ACTIVE campaigns are shown separately
here.
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Figure 7.6: Scatter plot of CPC2 concentrations, N100, against cloud particle
concentrations, Ncloud. Each marker represents the median average of a 50 second
bin from the Egrett dataset. The whole ACTIVE campaign is shown in one plot
here.

Figure 7.7: Infrared satellite image, overlaid with a section of flight data. The
flight track is colour-coded with aerosol, N10, concentration data (see coloured
bar). Only flight data above 10 km is shown.
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 Altitude (km)
 10 - 1000 nm (N10)
 100 - 1000 nm (N100)
 Cloud Particles  (N cloud )
     (15 - 55 µm)
 CO [ppbv]     

Figure 7.8: Showing aircraft altitude (km, black), particle number concentration
in number cm−3 (STP) and carbon monoxide. Top: AE08, 3 December 2005,
bottom: AE13, 9 December 2005. An example of N10 and Ncloud anticorrelation
encountered during ACTIVE.
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7.3.2 Cloud and aerosol mixing?

The statistical data do show however that there were exceptions to the cloud and

aerosol anticorrelation. In a number of cases (for example AE13, AE18) very high

N10 were found in cloudy regions. Some hypotheses exist that suggest in-cloud

or interstitial nucleation (or aerosol survivability in cloud) is possible (Lee et al.,

2004; Kulmala et al., 2006b; Kazil et al., 2007); low uptake rates of precursor

gases by ice crystals (possibly SO2) are proposed as a possible mechanism. Kul-

mala et al. (2006b) suggested a role for insoluble organic compounds that exist

interstitially in cloud and act as aerosol nuclei.

A section of flight AE13 (9 December 2005) was analysed to determine the source

of the cloud and aerosol correlation (figure 7.11). The figure shows that there was

a maximum N10 concentration of ∼ 6000 cm−3 in very thick cloud (Ncloud ∼ 80

cm−3); furthermore, the 2 concentrations correlated. Wind and satellite data were

used to assess the possible origin of the high aerosol (see the following section).

There is some evidence to suggest that these correlation episodes occurred due to

mixing of air masses and in particular when the outflow of one storm is intercepted

by another anvil. This occurred quite commonly during the convectively active

periods: premonsoon, active monsoon and monsoon break. It would be possible

for nucleation to occur in the outflow of one storm which is then mixed into the

anvil or column of another storm. This was seen in the case of the AE13 flight

segment when the wind data were analysed (see figure 7.12) and an outflow from

an earlier storm (bottom, figure 7.12) was intercepted by a more recent storm to

the west of the Tiwi Islands (top, figure 7.12). The aerosol survivability in-cloud

would depend on its coagulation efficiency and this is determined by the size of the

particle. The presence of in-cloud nucleation could also be a contributing factor

to the interstitial aerosol concentrations. However, the theories are tentative and

require more investigation; insoluble organics (Kulmala et al., 2006b) are one of

the recent proposals for in cloud nucleation.
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 Altitude (km)
 10 - 1000 nm (N10)
 100 - 1000 nm (N100)
 Cloud Particles  (N cloud )
     (15 - 55 µm)
 CO [ppbv]     

Figure 7.11: A data time line for the flight AE13, showing aircraft altitude (km,
black), particle number concentration in number.cm−3 (STP) and carbon monox-
ide [ppbv]. This flight shows a section of cloud that contains significant numbers
of 10 - 1000 nm particles.
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Figure 7.12: Two satellite images showing the evolution of the AE13 flight section
shown in figure 7.11. Top: IR data at the time of flight, showing in-cloud con-
ditions bottom: IR data from 3 hours previously. The dashed lines also indicate
the wind projections and the origin of the air parcel 3 hours before.
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7.4 Air mass history

7.4.1 Local-scale wind projections

The ability to track an air parcel through time is a very powerful tool for deter-

mining its compositional evolution. The simplest technique involved using the

aircraft wind data; the aircraft three-way pitot tube provided 3-dimensional air

velocity data. A combination of the wind, aircraft GPS and satellite data allowed

air mass projections to be made into the past and hence the air mass history to

be determined. The wind data were found to be more accurate, without losing

too much detail, if they were median smoothed over 5 km regions – this is why

all the Dornier and Egrett data were median averaged over 5 km (50 seconds)

segments, for the purpose of uniformity throughout this investigation (see section

5.5.4 for wind smoothing discussion). The air mass spatial position could then

be ascertain for hourly points in the past. This technique was accurate back

to 10 hours; beyond this point the instantaneous wind measurements diverged

from the true global wind field due to the linear nature of the projection. For

longer back projections modelling calculations were necessary; based on networks

of wind measurements, 4-dimensional streamlines can to be constructed through-

out atmosphere. This techniques was used to assess the time since air exited the

cloud and how long had it been cloud-free; it is discussed in the case study of

AE19, in chapter 8.

7.4.2 Synoptic-scale back trajectories

Together with the MTSAT data, calculated back trajectories were employed in

order to assess air mass history. The combination of aircraft, satellite infrared and

back trajectory data allowed timescales to be determined, since the air was last

influenced by convective uplift. The method was similar to that used for the wind

projections: aircraft data were overlaid onto satellite data together with the rele-

vant back trajectory. Trajectories also allowed the probable climatic conditions to

be determined at the time of uplift. This was used in Allen et al. (2008) and Heyes

et al. (2009) to find if the air had a strong maritime or biomass burning influence,

for example. Heyes et al. (2009) used trajectories to explain the high CO and

ozone levels found over Darwin; the trajectories indicated a source that typically
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originated over Indonesia – areas that are either highly populated and polluted

or effected by forest and other biomass fires. The trajectories use convective

parameterisation in the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast-

ing (ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System model. The ECMWF operational

analyses, from the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS Cycle 29r2), outputs data

on a 2.5◦×2.5◦ grid, and were performed using the trajectory server at the British

Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC) using wind-fields derived from ECMWF op-

erational data. The validity of the results is to a large degree dependent on the

accuracy of the ECMWF wind fields. These were checked against wind measure-

ments aboard the Egrett and were found to agree (section 8.6.1 discusses the use

of both wind and trajectories in the same analysis). The background analysis

in the following section shows the example of SE24 and the application of back

trajectories to satellite data (see figure 7.13).

7.5 Background aerosol

Determining the background level of aerosol in the UT/TTL allowed the areas

of elevated aerosol concentration to be categorised and studied. However, since

the ACTIVE project took place in an area and at a time of intense convective

activity, it was difficult to find areas of cloud-free air that had been uninfluenced

by convection for over a day. The inactive monsoon offered a period in which air

was unperturbed for almost 5 days in the Darwin region. There were some large

storms over Indonesia and the monsoon trough over central NT (Alice Springs –

see figure 6.5) generated convection, with anvil cirrus reaching as far as Darwin

(flights AE20 and AE21 detected some of this aged cirrus as it reached the Top

End). The initial sections of flight SE24 provided data from air which had been

up to 4 days without any convective influence. This was determined from MTSAT

IR data over the previous 5 days. Figure 7.13 shows an example of the use of

back trajectories and regular MTSAT records to determine the history of the air

parcels in question. In this example, it can be seen that for the previous 24 hours

there had been no convective activity in the vicinity of the trajectories. Between

-36 and -48 hours there appeared a large system which intercepted the trajectories

at the same altitude as the trajectories. The cloud top temperature was used to

infer the cloud top height; this was then used to find the point of intersection with
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Figure 7.13: An example of combined Egrett, MTSAT infrared and back trajec-
tory data (coloured) in order to determine the period of last convective influence.
The plots progress in 12 hour intervals: top left: 0 hour (aircraft measurement),
top right: -12 hours, middle left: -24 hours, middle right: -36 hours, bottom left:
-48 hours.
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the trajectory (see chapter 8 for a case study example of an integrated trajectory

and satellite analysis to find cloud top heights and the point of outflow). This

would suggest that there passed approximately 36 to 48 hour since the air was

last influenced by convection. The winds also fluctuated significantly during the

course of the trajectories, indicating a higher possibility of mixing and dilution

in the air’s constitution.
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Figure 7.14: Histograms for background aerosol population measured during the
inactive monsoon on flight SE24. Data were grouped into 5 km sections and then
the data were median averaged. The top plot represents the N10 data and the
bottom, the N100 data.

The cloud-free regions that had at least 24 hours of non-contact with convective

activity were selected for analysis. These areas were grouped in to 5 km regions,
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as before, and then median averaged. These 5km segments were then statisti-

cally analysed with histograms (figure 7.14) and box-whisker plots (figure 7.15)

to give an impression of the typical background aerosol population. The data

suggests that there was a median N10 aerosol population of ∼ 4,500 cm−3. The

N100 concentrations are quite spread, with a median of about 100 cm−3 and an

interquartile range between 60 and 130 cm−3. An N100 concentration anywhere

between 50 and 150 cm−3 seems equally likely from this plot (90% probability).

These data were obtained after 1 - 4 days of convective inactivity and lack of

influence on the air mass. The spread of the data is typically between 3,000 and

6,000 cm−3 suggesting some inhomogeneity in the sources. Also some of the lower

aerosol concentrations found in the cloud-free data (see figure 7.9) were typically

between 3,000 and 6,000 cm−3, for example AE21, AE25 and AE29 which all oc-

curred at or near the inactive monsoon period. This data gives some indication

as which events are more exceptional than the norm and which might indicate

possible nucleation.
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Figure 7.15: Box-whisker plot for background aerosol population (N10, left and
N100, right) measured during the inactive monsoon on flight SE24. The centre
line is the median, the upper whisker is the 90th percentile, the upper box is the
75th percentile, the lower box the 25th percentile and the lower whisker is the
10th percentile.



Chapter 8

Nucleation - a case study

8.1 Nucleation in the Tropical Tropopause Layer

(TTL)

This case study aimed to find and quantify areas of suspected nucleation dur-

ing ACTIVE. It has been seen in earlier campaigns that high number densities

of aerosol have been seen in convective outflow (e.g. Strom et al., 1999; Twohy

et al., 2002); it was suspected by the authors that nucleation was occurring down-

stream of the storm anvil, in areas of high moisture and precursor gases (such as

SO2). The statistical survey of ACTIVE also pointed to a number of cases of very

elevated aerosol concentrations, in comparison to the PBL and the TTL back-

ground (see chapter 7); these flights, AE12, AE18, AE19 and AE29 all stood out

from the typical aerosol concentrations seen across the ACTIVE flight campaign

(compared with other flights – see figures 7.4, 7.9 and 7.10). This required further

investigation to determine the cause of the enhanced aerosol concentrations, N10

in particular, and to confirm if nucleation could have occurred in the UT/TTL

region. This investigation will focus on the flight of AE19 on the 23 January 2006

but the methodology was also transferable to other ACTIVE flights.

163
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Figure 8.1: AE19 flight track (blue line) as it passes over the Darwin topogra-
phy. The ship is the location of the regular sonde launches which were used for
temperature profiling.

8.2 Experimental details

The ACTIVE experiment is explained in detail in chapter 5. This case study

looks at the situation on the 23 January 2006 and the meteorology over the

preceding days. This study also uses data from the M-55 Geophysica aircraft

acquired during the concurrent SCOUT-O3 campaign in Darwin (Vaughan et al.,

2008). The flight of the 23 January 2006 took place during the dissipation of

a large monsoon system that spawned the previous day over central Northern

Territory and then moved to the coast (a large mesoscale convective system [MCS]

developed later in the day, as this storm decayed).

8.3 AE19 flight details

The Egrett flight of AE19 took place on the day a monsoon storm formed on the

coastal region of the Northern Territory. The storm cells then moved towards the

sea, where they intensified. The flight of the Egrett took place as the anvils were

beginning to dissipate; the anvil over the Cobourg peninsula, east of the Tiwis,
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Figure 8.2: Egrett flight is colour-coded with the local time. The MTSAT image
is mapped using the IR channel 2 (IR-2, 11.5 - 12.5 µm), scaled black-white. The
MTSAT image, over the Darwin area, was taken at approximately 13:20 local
time.

dissipated sooner than the Timor Sea storm, to the west of Bathurst Island. The

Egrett flight path is superimposed over a contemporaneous satellite image in

figure 8.2. After ascending to 10.7 km altitude to the north of Bathurst Island,

the plane flew south-west to 13.0◦ S, 129.4◦ W, then traced its path as far as

12.0◦ S, 130.1◦ W, before flying south to 13.3◦ S, 130.0◦ W, then returning via

12.5◦ S, 130.0◦ W to Darwin. The flight was designed to study the dissipating

anvil over the Timor Sea, beginning in clear air and flying into cloud.

8.4 SO2 measurements

There were SO2 measurements made in the first campaign as part of the SCOUT-

O3 campaign collaboration. The Falcon aircraft was able to operate up to an 11

km ceiling and contained a chemical ionization mass spectroscopy that could de-

tect SO2 (Speldel et al., 2007). There were not any SO2 measurements available

for the second campaign but General Circulation Models with chemical modules,

such as pTOMCAT – a three-dimensional [3-D] off-line chemical transport model
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[CTM] (Chipperfield, 2006) – were able to provide data for this period of AC-

TIVE. The model data were found to give similar values to those which were

measured directly during the first campaign.
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Figure 8.3: SO2 data from the first campaign, in the upper troposphere above
Darwin, presented in box-whisker format. The centre line is the median, the
upper whisker is the 90th percentile, the upper box is the 75th percentile, the
lower box the 25th percentile and the lower whisker is the 10th percentile.

The SO2 measurements from the first campaign are summarised in box-whisker

form in figure 8.3. The pTOMCAT models, performed as part of the ACTIVE

analysis, found the concentration minima to be 5 pptv, the median to be 10 pptv

and a 90th percentile of 40 pptv (personnel communications, Olivier Dessens,

University of Cambridge), for 23 January 2006 at 200 hPa. This range, together

with the first campaign data, meant there was some variability of SO2 in the con-

vective outflow region (∼ 10 km) above Darwin, during the ACTIVE period. This

could be a result of variability in convective activity or changes in the climatology,

in particular the boundary layer chemical burden (DMS, SO2, biomass burning

species, etc.). However, it can be seen that there was a trend towards lower SO2

concentrations (lower median and 90th percentiles) throughout the first campaign

and together with the model data for the 23 January 2006 it seems probable that

the SO2 concentrations (background) for January 2006 were below 50 pptv (90th

percentile).
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8.5 Aerosol measurements

Figure 8.4 shows a section of flight as the aircraft flew south-west from Bathurst

Island. The aerosol data show a distinct change in number concentration as

the flight progresses. A clear boundary is seen between a region of high Aitken

aerosol (N10, light blue line), in cloud-free air (< 0.05 cm−3 in the 15 - 55 µm

size range, green line), and a corresponding low particle number concentration

in more cloudy regions, in the latter section of flight. The accumulation mode

aerosol concentration is also noticeable higher in the cloud-free region, though

not as enhanced as the Aitken mode. This is consistent with the scavenging of

aerosols and precursor gases in cloud (Twohy et al., 2002). Note the change in

CO as the aircraft entered cloud, denoting a change in airmass - suggesting that

the contrast in particle concentrations might not be purely due to the edge of a

dissipating anvil. Nevertheless, the very high concentration of small particles do

suggest air that has recently been in cloud, followed by particle nucleation when

the cloud dissipated. Figure 8.5 shows the flight segment of figure 8.4 overlaid on

the satellite image of figure 8.2. The boundary between the high and low particle

number concentrations and their relation to the surrounding cloud can be clearly

seen in this image.

To identify possible nucleation events, sections of flight AE19 that were above 10

km and out of cloud were divided into 5 km sections. 5 km was chosen because the

BADC trajectory service had a limited resolution for initiation coordinate points.

5 km was approximately the greatest resolution possible with this ECMWF model

service. Furthermore, the Egrett wind data, which were used in concert with the

air mass trajectory service, were found to favour a 50 second, or 5 km, median

block averaging (see section 5.5.4). The criterion for identifying possible nucle-

ation event was taken to be at least 2000 Aitken mode particles cm−3; this latter

value exceeded boundary-layer measurements made by the Dornier during this

period thus excluding any possible boundary-layer source for the observed parti-

cles. The flight track was superimposed on to the nearest MTSAT satellite data

file (infrared channel 2, 11.5-12 µm), to within the nearest half hour (since MT-

SAT data was recorded hourly); the additional 20 minute MTSAT scanning time

required to reach Darwin was also taken into account.
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 Altitude (km)
 10 - 1000 nm (N10)
 100 - 1000 nm (N100)
 Cloud Particles  (N cloud )
     (15 - 55 µm)
 CO [ppbv]     

Figure 8.4: Showing aircraft altitude (km, black), particle number concentration
in number cm−3 (STP) and carbon monoxide. Note the dramatic fall in aerosol
concentration as the aircraft enters cloud (13.65 hr).
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Figure 8.5: Infrared satellite image, overlaid with a section of flight data, satellite
image is the same as in figure 8.2. The flight track is colour coded with aerosol
concentration data (see coloured bar), for the N10.

8.6 Interpretation of nucleation events

8.6.1 Applying trajectories to satellite imagery

Having identified a number of cases of recent nucleation events, we now turn

to the question of time scale - how long was it since the air was in cloud? To

answer this question we use wind data and back-trajectory analysis combined

with satellite images. The wind data and back trajectories were used separately

in order to assess the consistency of the 2 methods. The wind data were taken

from the Egrett 3-way pitot tube. The back-trajectories were calculated using the

British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC) trajectory server, based on ECMWF

analysis at a resolution of 2.5◦ × 2.5 ◦ - for further details see Allen et al. (2009).

The validity of the results is to a large degree dependent on the accuracy of the

ECMWF wind fields. These were checked against wind measurements aboard the

Egrett and were found to agree. The wind data were used for the AE19 case and

the back trajectories were used for AE12 and AE18, due to the longer timescales

and distances involved.

The wind projections were initiated at the centre of the 5 km segments and were a
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Figure 8.6: Wind data projections overlaid on to MTSAT satellite image; dashed
lines indicate the wind trajectory. The dotted lines are coloured to the same N10

colour-scale (see figure 8.5) found at their origin. This figure shows an example of
6 initiation points, whereas in reality there were many more 5 km sections. This
was done to show the method more clearly and to compare to the BADC back
trajectories, which used the same start points. This is the same AE19 section
seen in figures 8.4 and 8.5. The wind end points show the air mass location 4
hours previously; the MTSAT data also shows the conditions 4 hours before the
aircraft measurements were made.

median of the wind velocity within that segment. The wind data were then used

to project the air mass into the past; by making use of the hourly MTSAT data,

the location and origin of the air could be tracked retrospectively (see example

in figure 8.6).

Back-trajectories were initiated at 0600 UTC (15:30 local time) from the centre

of a selection of 5 km flight sections. The computations provided half hourly

information about the latitude, longitude, pressure level and temperature. This

information, together with the availability of hourly MTSAT data, allowed the

suspected nucleation events to be tracked onto earlier satellite images, as with

the wind projection method. An example of this method is shown in figure 8.7,

for the same section of flight AE19 shown above (figures 8.4 and 8.5). The flight
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Figure 8.7: Back trajectories overlaid on to MTSAT satellite image; dashed lines
indicate the trajectories. The dotted lines are coloured to the same N10 colour-
scale (see figure 8.5) found at their origin. Each dot shows the air’s location at
half hourly points. This is the same AE19 section seen in figures 8.4 and 8.5.
This example is 4 hours back.

track is coloured with the same N10 scale as above and the hourly regression

into the past is indicated by the dashed extension of the trajectories and earlier

MTSAT images (note that the colour of the trajectories merely indicates the N10

concentration at the back trajectory initiation point on the Egrett flight track).

It can be seen that the trajectories emanated from a convective cloud system 3

- 4 hours previously. The methodology was continued by taking IR temperature

(11.5 - 12.5 µm) medians, over a 5 km radius, at the end points of the trajectories.

This provided hourly data for the cloud IR temperature in the vertical plane of

the trajectory. Temperature and altitude were related using a radiosonde profile

measured from a ship located beneath the Egrett path at 14:27 LT.

Fig. 8.8 shows an example of the variation of cloud top temperature and height

derived along a trajectory. The time at which the air was last in cloud was

determined by the altitude of the Egrett - in this case 11.2 km, corresponding to

a time of around 2.4 hours since the air was last in cloud. This methodology was
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Figure 8.8: A trajectory taken from the above section (figure 8.5). The left-hand
plot shows the infrared temperature at the trajectory end-point against time.
The right-hand plot is for the same trajectory shown as the corresponding cloud
top height against time - the red dashed-line indicates the Egrett altitude and
the corresponding time.

applied to all the nucleation events.

8.6.2 Compatibility of cloud top temperature and MT-

SAT IR: Geophysica

The reliability of this method depends on the compatibility of cloud top temper-

ature and the remotely sensed satellite temperatures, which are inferred from IR

radiation. The altitude of the nucleation event, the pressure level of the trajec-

tory and its relation to cloud height must be investigated. Firstly, the use of back

trajectory data requires the calculated pressure level to be consistent with the

aircraft pressure level for the duration of the analysis. It was found on investiga-

tion that ECMWF calculated no significant descent (below a 10 km level), back

to 48 hours, for the all of the trajectories used in this ACTIVE study (AE12,

AE18, AE19 and SE24). Wind projections were regressed less in time so had

very little descent (wind data were used back to -12 hours). Therefore, the tra-

jectories and wind data have been assumed to have followed a constant pressure

level throughout the investigation. A further consideration was that the MTSAT

provided IR data calibrated to blackbody temperature distributions; these tem-

perature algorithms need to be tested for their ability to infer actual cloud top

temperatures. The high-altitude M-55 Geophysica (21 km ceiling) allowed the
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sampling of the highest of the cloud tops from convective storms.

The M-55 Geophysica flight and FSSP data (Vaughan et al., 2008) were used from

first campaign flights: 28, 29 and 30 November 2005. During these flights, the

Geophysica spent time investigating the cloud top boundary of convective storms

and the thinner cirrus that resulted from anvil dissipation. The Geophysica’s

high ceiling allowed it to circle above the storm anvil and then descend into the

cloud. The dispersing anvil cloud was very similar to that which was observed

during 23 January 2006 (AE19).

The Geophysica cloud and temperature data and MTSAT satellite IR tempera-

tures were combined in a similar method to that used in the aerosol data analysis.

Sections of Geophysica data that crossed the cloud top boundary – cloud marked

by concentrations of 0.05 cm−3 and greater – were first extracted. These data

points, including temperature, were overlaid onto the nearest contemporaneous

IR data map. The IR temperature was found by taking MTSAT data medians 5

km around the Geophysica data coordinates; this was done for all the extracted

data points on the cloud top boundary. The scatter plot (figure 8.9) shows the

IR channel 2 data plotted against Geophysica measured temperatures, at cloud

top. The straight line has been forced through at gradient 1. The R2 value

shows the correlation coefficient for the data. It can be seen that at very low

temperatures (high altitudes), about 180 K, the IR-2 measurements slightly un-

derestimate the true temperature. However, the overall correlation shows a good

correlation between the remote satellite retrieval method and the in situ mea-

surements. This allowed the MTSAT data to be used with some confidence when

remotely sampling cloud tops during the ACTIVE project.

Hourly radiosonde data, from an observation ship in the Timor Sea located at

approximately (12.2 S, 129.1 W), provide atmospheric temperature profiles. The

sondes produced altitude, temperature, latitude, longitude, etc. data. There was

a radiosonde released at 2:37 p.m. local time, at the approximate mid-point of

the AE19 flight (see figure 8.1). These date were then used to determine the

temperature with altitude for the cloud tops observed during this flight. The

equivalent IR temperature was converted into altitude using the sonde profile

data and was plotted hourly as in figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.9: Scatter of infrared temperature (MTSAT) against the Geophysica
measured temperature, for cloud tops. The line indicates a gradient of 1.
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8.6.3 Error analysis

For the case of the wind data, the propagation of errors were calculated by first

finding a standard deviation of the wind velocity vectors within the 5 km seg-

ments. Since the MTSAT satellite scanned hourly, a further error was considered

to be the time offset between the aircraft and IR data. The satellite data were

chosen so as to be only a maximum of 0.5 hour away from the Egrett measurement

but an unavoidable error occurred due to the time resolution available. The final

error propagation came from the Geophysica and IR-2 temperature calibration

(see section 8.6.2 and figure 8.9). The standard deviation was calculated from

the scatter calibration fit. These error were propagated to the final result and

expressed as an uncertainty in the outflow time.

The back trajectory error analysis was the same except for the calculation of

the trajectory variance. The BADC trajectories were initiated with clustering

enabled. This allowed every coordinate point (trajectory) to have a 4-point cluster

simultaneously defined at a set separation from the centre. The cluster separation

from the centre was chosen to be 5 km since this was the standard averaging region

used throughout this investigation. The divergence of the cluster trajectories

away from the centre (defined) trajectory was calculated for each hour and used

to calculate a standard deviation.

8.7 Results: Nucleation in the TTL

The sensitivity of the result was tested by adding a + 5 K and a - 5 K offset

to the temperature-altitude relationship and then recalculating the cloud outflow

time.

The Aitken mode aerosol (N10) reached a concentration of 25,000 cm−3 after 2

- 4 hours. The constraints of the available data and fitted sigmoid line seem

to suggest that the concentration stays at a maximum and does not decrease.

Loss mechanisms, such as coagulation, would be expected to reduce the aerosol

population with increasing time, as nucleation and sulphuric acid production

rates drop (Clement et al., 2002, 2006). The accumulation mode (N100) showed

a slower increase in number; the exponentially fitted trendlines indicated a more

rapid growth in number concentration between 3.8 - 6 hours, as the Aitken mode
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was reaching its maximum concentration.

The accumulation mode aerosol is expected to be produced by vapour deposition

and coagulation of Aitken mode particles. The almost exponential increase in ac-

cumulation mode number concentration could be a sign of increased coagulation

from an already highly populated Aitken size range. Ekman et al. (2006) found

that simulations of aerosol growth in the upper troposphere showed a preference

for coagulation growth, rather than H2SO4 deposition, particularly for the ac-

cumulation mode. It must be noted however that the efficiency curve of CPC2

(figure 5.4) is wide enough to overlap with the CPC1 efficiency and potentially

produce significant number of ‘double-counts’. The maximum N10 concentrations

were as high as 25,000 cm−3; as the nucleation mode (3 - 9 nm) particles grow

from 10 nm and beyond they begin to be detected by the CPC1. With continued

growth, it is plausible that the CPC2 will begin to detect particles in the CPC1

range – a 50 nm is detected by the CPC2 with 20% efficiency. Tellingly, the

efficiency curve (between approximately 0 and 50%) resembles an exponential

curve, as seen in the 8.10. This might point to an overlaying of the two datasets

as one efficiency curve convolves with the other. Nevertheless, the CPC1 data

still strongly supports the production of large numbers of Aitken mode aerosols,

of the order of 10 nm.

In the present hypothesis, the storm anvil outgassed SO2 (from the PBL and/or

entrained in the mid and upper troposphere) which was oxidised by radicals

such as OH (Ekman et al., 2004) and further reacted with water and oxygen to

produce sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid and water molecules then form clusters

that begin the aerosol nucleation process; some models suggest TTL conditions

are conducive to almost barrierless sulphuric acid nucleation (Kulmala et al.,

1998; Clement et al., 2002).

Clement et al. (2006) showed that numbers of aerosol produced in TTL simula-

tions, were typically 103 - 104 cm−3, for sizes above 20 nm, with the total aerosol

concentration (sized over 3 nm) between 104 - 106 cm−3 - this was from a H2SO4

production rate of 105 cm−3s−1. Both the current study and the Clement et al.

(2006) study showed a sudden increase in the aerosol concentration (for the lowest

size range in each: N10 in this study and > 20 nm in Clement et al. (2006)) that

then levelled out. The simulation also showed that the maximum was attained

at about 4 - 5 hours, similar to this study. Due to the constraints of the data,
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it was not possible to reproduce the slow decrease in the aerosol concentration

with time, after approximately 5 - 6 hours in Clement et al. (2006). However, it

is believed that their simulation included a dry deposition factor for the bound-

ary layer. The relevance of this is debatable considering the height of the data

obtained (above 10 km) and the roughness factor used in the model (e.g. grass,

marine, concrete) (Schack et al., 1985). On the other hand, it is expected that the

aerosol concentration would decrease with time as coagulation of aerosol takes

effect. However, at these altitudes coagulation is not as effective as at higher

temperatures (see chapter 3).

In comparing measurement and model, consideration must be given to the likely

H2SO4 production rate in the Darwin area. SO2 concentrations were measured

during the SCOUT-O3 campaign on the Falcon aircraft using Chemical Ionisation

mass spectrometry (Speldel et al., 2007). In the outflow of a large storm in the

TTL on the 30 November 2005 (see Vaughan et al. (2008) for more details) this

measured a median of 15 pptv of SO2. For OH, we take the median upper

troposphere OH concentration of 0.85 pptv, taken from pTOMCAT simulations

for the 23 January 2006. Using the H2SO4 production rate of Clement et al.

(2006):

P = 10−18[OH][SO2]m
−3s−1,

with 0.23 pptv OH and 15 pptv of SO2 at a pressure of 200 hPa and temperature

of 223 K gives P = 5.29 × 108 m−3s−1, or P = 529 cm−3s−1. This is of the order

of 2 magnitudes lower than that of Clement et al. (2006) due to the much lower

SO2 detected over Darwin compared to Twohy et al. (2002).

The expression for P also provides an estimate of the SO2 photochemical lifetime

in the TTL which is of order 1 day (the actual lifetime is longer as OH is not

present in the dark).

A further test of the results can be made by considering the number of sulphur

atoms required to produce the maximum concentration, 2.5 × 104 cm−3 (STP),

of Aitken mode aerosol. The STP data must first be converted back into in situ

data:

N = 0.27N(stp cm−3), (8.1)
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for a pressure of 200 hPa and temperature of 215 K. This gives an approximate

ACTIVE maximum of 6,750 cm−3.

To simplify the analysis and provide an upper limit, the Aitken mode (N10) will

be taken as monodisperse with a diameter, Dp, of 10 nm. The aerosol will be

modelled as spherical and containing purely H2SO4 – not strictly realistic, but it

provides an upper limit on the level of sulphur required,

mass/cm3 =
4

3
π

(
Dp

3

)
ρN,

where ρ is the density of sulphuric acid, 1830.5 kg m−3, and N is the number of

particles cm−3. Using the mass of a single sulphur atom, 5.31 × 10−26 kg, the

total number of required sulphur is:

1.22× 108atoms of S cm−3.

Using an SO2 concentration of 15 pptv, produces 9.66 × 107 S atoms cm−3, which

is slightly lower than the required value. This simple calculation involves a num-

ber of assumptions, such as, one SO2 molecule yields one H2SO4 molecule and

that the aerosol is 100% sulphuric acid. The uncertainty in the assumptions and

the SO2 measurements are probably sufficient to explain the small discrepancy.

However, a more detailed numerical method, introduced in chapter 3 will be pre-

sented later to test the hypothesis further. This leaves open the possibility that

there was some other compound(s) involved, such organics. The lower organic

loading, compared to the first campaign (see chapter 4 and figure 4.1), would seem

to discount this possibility for the case of flight AE19 – however, there were still

many potential sources of organics, such as long-range transport from Indone-

sia. Ion assisted nucleation could be an influence, especially in the photoactive

TTL. The possible deficit in SO2 would still pose the question of which chemical

species were involved in the aerosol production. As Clement et al. (2006) stated

in their study, the final aerosol concentration was independent of the initial nu-

cleation number but depended on the production rate of acid – i.e. the presence

of sufficient condensable material is the most important factor.
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8.8 Summary of nucleation events

This study has found that convective storms, in the tropics, populate the TTL

with aerosol, with much higher concentrations observed in the TTL than the

boundary layer. In-cloud and cloud-free data showed large differences in aerosol

population: in-cloud, N10 concentrations were < 100 cm−3; out-cloud, levels were

as high as 25,000 cm−3. This suggests that nucleation occurred readily in the

cloud outflow: wind projections and BADC back trajectories showed that these

nucleation bursts had originated from convective uplift regions. The common hy-

pothesis is of convective storms outgassing SO2 (from the PBL and entrained by

the storm from the free troposphere) which is then oxidised to H2SO4; sulphuric

acid and water then act as the primary nucleation precursors. Cold TTL temper-

atures, and a clean cloud-free environment – as outgassed air is generally low in

pre-existing aerosol (Perry and Hobbs, 1994; Clement et al., 2002; Twohy et al.,

2002) – allowed for ideal nucleation conditions. However, the SO2 concentrations

in the Darwin TTL were not exceptional (8 - 15 pptv median) and were possibly

too low to produce such high numbers of Aitken mode particles. This leaves open

the possibility of organic nucleation/growth and ion recombination as methods

of aerosol production in the TTL.

The upper troposphere CARIBIC study (Heintzenberg et al., 2003) found con-

centrations of aerosol of diameter, 4 to 12 nm, between 10,000 and 30,000 cm−3

(STP) and 12 to 18 nm of 9000 cm−3 (STP). Twohy et al. (2002) found lev-

els of nucleation that reached 45,000 cm−3 (aerosol ≥ 20 nm), downwind of a

mid-latitude mesoscale storm. The present study found aerosol concentrations

intermediate between these two: Aitken mode (10 - 100 nm) up to 25,000 /cm3

(STP) and accumulation mode (100 - 1000 nm) up to ∼ 220 /cm3 (STP).

A time frame of 2 - 4 hours is deduced for the Aitken aerosol to reach population

levels approaching 25,000 cm−3 (STP) - similar to the Clement et al. (2006)

simulation study; the accumulation mode reaches values of ∼ 220 cm−3 (STP)

after 5 - 6 hours but with the likelihood being that, due to the wide efficiency

curve, the CPC2 is in fact detecting particles smaller than 100 nm. Interestingly,

the sigmoid fit-line shows remarkable similarity to the aerosol concentration time-

lines in the Clement et al. (2006) paper.
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8.9 Nucleation: further cases

This methodology was also applied to two other cases with suspected nucleation

events – flights that showed very enhanced aerosol concentrations: AE12 and

AE18. It was found that in these two cases the outflow from the storms oc-

curred earlier than 12 hours back; as a consequence, only BADC calculated back

trajectories were used, for accuracy.

The N10 data seems to show similar behaviour across the 3 cases, with a sudden

increase in concentration (within 1 - 4 hours) up to a maximum of order 104

particles.cm−3. The N100 data again shows the exponential type increase which

could be a sign of data convolution (CPC2 counting CPC1 data as it grows into

detectable range). The Aitken mode, N10, shows that small aerosol particles

could be quite persistent. Aitken sized (10 - 100 nm) particles could remain

in UT/TTL for considerable time, provided scavenging was not a problem – i.e.

reduced convection and limited mixing with moist anvil cloud would allow aerosols

to survive (Ekman et al., 2006). This appeared to be the case in AE12; air was

transported for a considerable length of time and distance without contact with

further convection.
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Figure 8.10: These show the particle number concentration (STP) for the Aitken
mode, N10 (upper plot) and the accumulation mode aerosol, N100, (lower plot),
against the time since cloud outflow – this was calculated using wind data. The
markers indicate the median particle number concentration for the 5 km flight
sections. The cloud evaporation threshold was tested with a ± 5 K sensitivity;
these are shown with the dashed lines. Note that the upper plot has a log-scale
y-axis and the lower has a linear scale.
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Figure 8.11: These show the particle number concentration (STP) for the Aitken
mode, N10 (upper plot) and the accumulation mode aerosol, N100, (lower plot),
against the time since cloud outflow – this was calculated using BADC back
trajectories. The markers indicate the median particle number concentration for
the 5 km flight sections. The cloud evaporation threshold was tested with a ± 5
K sensitivity; these are shown with the dashed lines. Note that the upper plot
has a log-scale y-axis and the lower has a linear scale.
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Chapter 9

Nucleation model

This modelling exercise was undertaken in order to investigate the nucleation

and growth hypothesis presented throughout this study. If freshly nucleated

particles, which grow into observable sizes, were to be produced in convective

outflow there would need to be a sufficient source of condensable material in the

storm region. SO2 is one of the prime candidates for aerosol precursor gases;

via oxidation to H2SO4, and together with water, it is believed to form stable

aerosol nuclei through the binary nucleation mechanism (see section 2.3 for a

background discussion and chapter 3 for the theoretical approach). The following

model study allowed an assessment of the required concentration of SO2 to be

made; furthermore, if SO2 were not present in sufficient amounts, it can give a

constraint on the necessary concentration of another, unknown, condensable (for

example, the role of organic gases is not fully known and could play a part in the

ACTIVE climatology and aerosol production mechanism). Chapter 3 explains

the numerical model and the theory and parameterisations that were used. The

SO2 data that were obtained during the first campaign are presented in section

8.4; figure 8.3 shows the box-whisker plot for the first campaign data and clearly

shows a trend towards lower concentrations: below 50 pptv (90th percentile).

The only available SO2 data for the second campaign (the period in which the

ACTIVE aerosol nucleation data were analysed [chapter 8]) were produced by the

pTOMCAT model. The 23 January model run produced a minimum of 5 pptv,

a 10 pptv median and a 90th percentile of 40 pptv. However, this data tends

to describe the average background level rather than the concentrations in storm

outflow. This is also a factor with the first campaign Falcon data because the

184
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aircraft was not primarily tasked with outflow sampling. This uncertainty factor,

in SO2 concentration, could temper any conclusions that were derived from the

ACTIVE nucleation study. Nevertheless, the first campaign aircraft data and

the model data for the 23 January 2006 gave some limits to the possible SO2

concentrations above Darwin during ACTIVE.

Simulations were made using an AEROFOR based model (Pirjola and Kulmala,

1998), with some slight adjustments to some of the parameterisations (to reflect

more recent work, for example, Kuuluvainen et al. (2010)). The model is a 27

section representation of an aerosol distribution, from 0.5×10−9 m to 1.0×10−6

m. The model fully represents nucleation, condensational growth and coagulation

and uses sulphuric acid as the primary condensable.

Runs were performed with both constant acid production rate and with a semi-

sinusoidal variation to model daylight hours and variability of the Sun’s intensity.

Simulations were made with varying levels of background SO2 to find the sensitiv-

ity of binary nucleation to the precursor gases. The UT pressure level was chosen

to be 200 hPa and a corresponding temperature of 220 K; H2O mixing ration was

set to 30 ppmv, as a typical ACTIVE moisture level. Table 9.1 summarises the

model runs that were performed for this study, together with their initialisation

parameters.

Figure 9.1 shows the base test, where an SO2 concentration of 1 ppbv was used,

as in Clement et al. (2006). The results from Clement et al. (2006) are shown

in figure 2.6 and the 25 nm and greater aerosol data are extracted and overlaid

onto the current data (shown as a green line in figure 9.1). With the information

available in Clement et al. (2006), it was not possible to run an exact replica.

Parameterisations and some initialisations are expected to be different during

the two simulations, such as the H2O concentrations/relative humidity, chemical

scheme and also the lack of deposition loses in the present model. However,

it can be seen that the two simulations produce consistent results, with 25 nm

particle production rates of the same magnitude and within approximately ±
2 hours of each other. The Clement et al. (2006) result does show the result

of including deposition in the model and the rate of particle loss; this was not

included in the current study because the prime motivation for the experiment

was to simulated the nucleation and growth of submicron particles [deposition

losses could be included at a possible future investigation]. The similarities in
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Figure 9.1: left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp. The
background SO2 concentration was set at 1 ppbv (1000 pptv) and the acid pro-
duction was semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight hours. Concentration
is adjusted to STP units. Right: Concentrations calculated numerically as func-
tions of time for molecular sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above
0.5 nm), and aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm. For com-
parison, the data for 25 nm aerosols and greater from (Clement et al., 2006) are
given by the green line.
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the comparison allowed the model to be used with confidence in the following

aerosol nucleation simulations.
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Figure 9.2: left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp. The
background SO2 concentration was set at 40 pptv and the acid production was
semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight hours. Concentration is adjusted
to STP units. Right: Concentrations calculated numerically as functions of time
for molecular sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above 0.5 nm), and
aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm.

Figure 9.2 shows an example using the upper limit of the Falcon detected and

pTOMCAT calculated SO2 concentration: 40 pptv; the OH concentration was

also taken from pTOMCAT: 0.8 pptv. Sunlight intensity was modulated with

a semi-sinusoidal function to replicate daylight hours; the simulation was com-

menced 6 hours after sunrise – most convective activity intensified around noon

local time. It can be seen that the sulphuric acid and total aerosol concentration

(> 0.5 nm) increase rapidly to a maximum within 2 - 4 hours (right, figure 9.2),

as nucleation begins. The sulphuric acid concentration then drops as the rate

of condensation increases onto the ever larger population of particles; the total

particle concentration also decreases due to the coagulation of smaller particles
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into larger. A large nucleation mode exists up to 5 hours (see 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 hour

curves); the effect of particle coagulation can be seen at 8 hours and beyond, as

a ‘shoulder’ appears in the size distribution. This simulation demonstrates that

there is some inconsistency between the measured data and the simulated data,

using an SO2 value that has been measured and predicted (40 pptv – maximum).

Particles greater than 9 nm do not reach significant figures until 5 hours and then,

only of the order of 102. The Aitken mode (> 10 nm) does not grow into the

order of 104 until 15 hours – this was commonly encountered during a number of

exceptional ACTIVE flights (AE12, AE18 and AE19). Possible causes could be

uncertainty in the SO2 measurements or an increased H2SO4 production rate via

other pathways – however this seems unlikely since all currently known chemical

pathways involve SO2 as the precusor. If the H2SO4 production rate is correct

then there might have been a different mechanism involved, such as an ion recom-

bination, organic nucleation and growth or association of other unknown species.

The dashed black line indicates how CPC1 would behave if it were detecting

this aerosol population in real-time; the curve is based on the CPC1 efficiency

equations that were discussed in section 5.3.1 (see also equation 5.1).

Figure 9.3 shows the situation if a higher SO2 concentration of 100 pptv were

used in the model. The 100 pptv value was measured in the Darwin UT/TTL

only at the 90th percentile in the early biomass burning period (early November

2005), but the likelihood of an SO2 concentration of 100 pptv decreases through-

out the first campaign (see figure 8.3) and into the second campaign (from the

pTOMCAT model). During this simulation the aerosol grew much more rapidly

into higher size ranges, although the sudden peak in the nucleation mode and

the sulphuric acid occurred in a similarly short time frame. The Aitken mode

approaches concentrations of the order 104, found during AE12, AE18 and AE19,

sooner (∼ 12 hours) than the previous simulation but not to the degree found in

the ACTIVE analysis (see chapter 8). Again this reinforces the conclusion that

there was either other condensable species present or a different mechanism was

involved: some unknown binary or ternary process, organic nucleation/growth

and/or ion recombination.

Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show the model run for an SO2 of 200 pptv and 300 pptv

respectively. The H2SO4 production rate is again modulated by daylight hours;

the simulation is initiated 6 hours after sunrise. It can be seen that the aerosol
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Figure 9.3: left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp. The
background SO2 concentration was set at 100 pptv and the acid production was
semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight hours. Concentration is adjusted
to STP units. Right: Concentrations calculated numerically as functions of time
for molecular sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above 0.5 nm), and
aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm.

concentrations and production rates are now beginning to approach that seen

during the ACTIVE field campaign (see section 8.7 for the ACTIVE aerosol nu-

cleation data). However, this level of SO2 was unlikely to have been present in the

Darwin area during ACTIVE. The analysis in section 8.4 has already revealed

that SO2 was higher in November 2005, during the first campaign, coinciding

with the biomass burning phase. Even the higher SO2 concentrations of the first

campaign only registered a 90th percentile of ∼ 170 pptv. Furthermore the in-

terquartile range was typically less than 50 pptv, demonstrating SO2 levels were

quite homogeneous throughout the Darwin area and few, if any, exceptionally

high concentrations (above 200 pptv). This leads to a conclusion that there was

still insufficient SO2 to explain the aerosol population seen in convective outflows.

However, this study does give some indication of the necessary condensable con-

centration required: 300 pptv or higher. What this condensable was remains a
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Figure 9.4: left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp. The
background SO2 concentration was set at 200 pptv and the acid production was
semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight hours. Concentration is adjusted
to STP units. Right: Concentrations calculated numerically as functions of time
for molecular sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above 0.5 nm), and
aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm.

mystery. There were possible candidates in the biomass compounds that were

seen in the first campaign (e.g. Allen et al., 2008) and the long-range transport

of organic compounds from further afield. Long-range transport of certain trace

gases (ozone, CO, etc.) was confirmed in the Darwin region, during ACTIVE, by

air mass back trajectory calculations (Allen et al., 2008; Heyes et al., 2009). In

conclusion, there could still be a role for binary nucleation of H2SO4-H2O, with the

involvement of some other condensable (organic compounds – for example, alpha-

pinene, isoprene, toluene, alkanes and aromatics). Additional processes, such as

ternary nucleation, organic nucleation/growth or ion recombination/nucleation

could also play a role in the overall aerosol population generation. Despite these
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Figure 9.5: left: Aerosol size distribution as a function of wet diameter, Dp. The
background SO2 concentration was set at 300 pptv and the acid production was
semi-sinusoidally varied to replicate daylight hours. Concentration is adjusted
to STP units. Right: Concentrations calculated numerically as functions of time
for molecular sulphuric acid (H2SO4), total aerosol number (above 0.5 nm), and
aerosol numbers with diameters over 10 nm and 25 nm.

possibilities, there is still uncertainty in any potential theory for organic com-

pounds role in nucleation and growth and ion mediated nucleation. Much of the

literature is contradictory in terms of results and conclusions and the ability for

unknown compounds to provide such large vapour masses concentrations, with

which to produce high numbers of observable aerosols, is debatable. This does

however provide motivation for future research.



Chapter 10

Discussion and conclusions

ACTIVE was a major success, with a large range of quality data collected from

aircraft, sondes and ground-based systems. Many phenomena were observed in

the data and a number of publications have resulted from it (e.g. Allen et al.,

2008; Vaughan et al., 2008; Chemel et al., 2009; Heyes et al., 2009; Labrador

et al., 2009; May et al., 2009). This experiment has undoubtedly increased the

knowledge of the tropics and the influence it has on global climatology.

This research project has provided some important additions to the understanding

of atmospheric aerosol and the origin of aerosol particles. Some of the notable

research topics covered by this PhD and presented in this thesis include:

• A detailed description of the instrumentation used and a thorough quality

assessment and control for all the data used. Data reliability was proved

statistically.

• Climatological discussion of the Darwin region during the ACTIVE project

of 2005/2006, including trace gas (CO) analysis and relevance to convection

and long-range transport in the tropics.

• Presented extensive aerosol data for the PBL around Darwin and farther

afield. Data were presented in a comprehensive statistical analysis. Data

will be of great value for the atmospheric study of tropical climatology.

• The TTL data were analysed and assessed in order to find overall trends,

which were presented in statistical plots, and unique events. Large aerosol

populations were identified and were proven to originate from convective

193
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anvil clouds. These events were investigated and were found to nucleate

over a certain timescale that was determined from wind data. This provided

a unique result that will be of great importance for the theoretical and

modelling studies of aerosol nucleation and growth.

• A complete aerosol nucleation and growth model was written in order to

investigate the ACTIVE aerosol populations detected. SO2 (which is a

sulphuric acid, H2SO4, precursor) measurements from ACTIVE indicated a

range of between 5 and 150 pptv. The modelling exercise proved a binary

mechanism of sulphuric acid and water nucleation to be insufficient for the

production of the large particle concentrations seen in the ACTIVE data.

Alternatives, such as organic compounds and ion mediation, were discussed.

The prime motivation for this thesis was to find the influence of tropical convec-

tion on the aerosol population in the Tropical Tropopause layer (TTL). The TTL

is important due the exchange that exists between the tropopause and the strato-

sphere (see section 1.4), followed by possible transportation in the Brewer-Dobson

circulation. This circulation provides a link between the photochemically active

tropics and the cold polar regions; it was used to explain the higher than ex-

pected ozone levels in the polar troposphere (e.g. Holton et al., 1995; Fueglistaler

et al., 2009). Due to its global connectivity, it is of great importance to under-

stand the effect of tropical convection on the TTL’s chemical and particulate

composition. Furthermore, the intense convective activity in the tropics provide

a large percentage of the world’s overall cloud coverage – global cirrus coverage

is approximately 20% and 45% in the tropics (e.g. Hong et al., 2007). Cirrus,

like all cloud, has reflective properties in the visible wavelength; cirrus cloud can

also absorb and re-emit terrestrial infrared radiation, providing a significant ra-

diation forcing. The sign and magnitude of this forcing is not fully known but

it is believed to effect the global energy budget (IPCC, 2007). Aerosols ability

to act as Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) provides an important pathway for

cloud formation. Aerosols in the TTL can directly and indirectly (through cloud

formation) affect the radiative energy balance in the tropics and ultimately the

global energy budget.

The boundary layer around Darwin was surveyed with the Dornier aircraft. The

data were statistically analysed and presented in section 6.1. The influences

changed throughout the ACTIVE campaign: initially there was a prevalence of
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organic aerosols due to the biomass burning in November 2005. This gradually

decreased throughout the first campaign until it reached a low during the mon-

soon period of the second ACTIVE campaign. The monsoon winds introduced

a marine influence to the Darwin PBL which reduced the organic loading in the

region. The high sulphate percentage of the aerosol was the dominant feature of

the active monsoon period; the sulphate was likely a result of the marine influence

and biogenic breakdown, such as DMS, MSA and H2S.

Profile studies, including the work of Heyes et al. (2009), have shown the origin

of UT/TTL air to have a complex and varied number of sources. Despite regular

convective activity across the Darwin region, the TTL signature often indicated

long-range sources of origin. Darwin TTL was founded to have influences from

all across the Tropical Warm Pool region and in particular from the Indonesian

archipelagoes – where high biomass and pollution markers in the Darwin TTL

were traced back to this region (Heyes et al. (2009) used ozonesondes and back

trajectory analysis to reach this conclusion). The CO profiles also showed a tran-

sition from the first ACTIVE campaign to the second campaign. In the biomass

burning period there was a high concentration of CO, correlated with the com-

bustion, in the PBL of the Northern Territory. The concentration reduced with

altitude up to the TTL, which was found to have a background level influenced

by long-range transport rather than local sources. Air is also believed to be en-

trained and detrained at many levels within the convective storm (Mari et al.,

2000); therefore, the air can be lifted from throughout the free troposphere and

not solely from the surface. The high PBL to low TTL CO gradient continues

into the premonsoon (with slightly lower PBL concentrations compared to the

biomass burning phase); the variability of the TTL CO concentrations increased

during this phase indicating a number of possible influences on the UT/TTL

composition, including local convection. The transition occured when the active

monsoon period began, during the second campaign; the profiles showed little

change with altitude but much more variability above 10 km. The PBL con-

centration also showed the effect of the cessation of biomass combustion and a

cleansing of the PBL by maritime monsoon winds. A greater impact from local

convection seemed more evident in this period as the mean CO concentration was

similar throughout the troposphere. Long-range transport still had an effect on

the TTL composition, demonstrated by the high variability in the concentrations

(figure 4.5).
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The aerosol concentrations varied from flight to flight and even within each mis-

sion. Figure 7.4 shows the high degree of variability within the ACTIVE aerosol,

N10, dataset. The statistical surveys of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL sec-

tion 6.1) and the UT/TTL revealed a significant discrepancy between the two.

The Dornier PBL survey found median N10−200 values of between 500 - 1000 cm−3

and rarely any maxima higher than 2000 cm−3. The UT/TTL concentrations are

consistently higher than those found in the PBL, suggesting an origin of particles

other than direct uplift from the local boundary layer. Maxima as high as 25,000

particles cm−3 were seen during some missions (AE12 and AE19, for example);

minima as low as 1000 particles cm−3 were also seen in most flights but the me-

dians were typically larger than the PBL values. These low N10 concentrations

were commonly found in cloud , (Ncloud > 0.05 cm−3); this was a common theme

in the ACTIVE data: regions of cloud tended to have lower N10 and N100. Con-

versely, cloud regions, particularly ‘fresh’ cloud (from recent convection – within

∼ 4 hours) showed depletion of N10 and N100 (for example, see figures 7.5 and

7.6). This yielded another conclusion: cloud was indeed scavenging aerosol parti-

cles (by wet deposition or by aerosol ‘activation’ to cloud droplets) and depleting

their population stock (e.g. Clement et al., 2002; Twohy et al., 2002).

The cloud and aerosol anticorrelation effect was investigated with wind data and

back trajectories to see the origin of the effect. The low N10 and N100 were found

in convective anvil cloud, suggesting cloud scavenging of aerosols or at the least,

the suppression of aerosol nucleation in cloud. The high aerosol concentrations

(greater than 6000 cm−3) were also analysed for their evolution. As mentioned

previously, these high aerosol concentrations were found in cloud-free air (Ncloud

< 0.05 cm−3); wind projections found that the air emanated from convective

outflows. Namely, the air was at one time cloudy but then was outgassed into

cloud-free air – chapter 8 discusses this in detail for flight AE19. This study had

already found there to be very low aerosol concentrations in cloud (seen very

clearly during flight AE19), with contrasting areas of low N10 (. 1000 cm−3) and

high N10 concentrations (up to 25,000 cm−3). This points to a mechanism of

in situ aerosol production in storm outflow regions (for example, Twohy et al.,

2002). The background levels found in SE24 and other areas unperturbed by

convection showed concentrations between 2000 and 6000 cm−3 with an SE24

median of 4500 cm−3 after approximately 2 days in fluctuating winds (figure

7.13).
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Aerosol nucleation occurs through 4 possible mechanisms: binary, ternary, ion

recombination and organic nucleation (section 2.3). It is also possible that these

processes do not just work in isolation but can also aid or impede the other mech-

anisms. Organic compounds in particular are suspected of playing a varied role

in aerosol nucleation and growth (e.g. Laaksonen et al., 2008b; Kulmala et al.,

2006b). Organic nucleation is an area which requires continual investigation,

particularly in the UT/TTL, in order to find its significance to the high aerosol

number concentrations seen in field campaigns, such as ACTIVE.

The nucleation investigation (section 8.7 and chapter 9 discuss this in detail) be-

gan with the hypothesis that binary (H2O-H2SO4) would be the most likely can-

didate for aerosol production in the TTL (Clement and Ford, 1999a,b; Clement

et al., 2002; Twohy et al., 2002). The low temperatures and high moisture in

the outflow are considered to be ideal conditions for almost barrierless nucleation

to occur (Clement et al., 2002). Furthermore, the pollutant SO2, which oxidises

to H2SO4 in the UT/TTL, is commonly detected during atmospheric aircraft

campaigns in sufficient concentrations to initiate binary nucleation (1 ppbv was

detected by Clement et al. (2002) and Twohy et al. (2002)). SO2 is a pollutant

that is emitted in many industrial combustion processes and, due to its partial

solubility, it is able to reach the UT/TTL through convective uplift with an ap-

proximate 10% survivability (Clement et al., 2002). However, during pTOMCAT

simulations of the second campaign, there was only a maximum SO2 concentra-

tion of 40 pptv and a median of between 8 and 15 pptv in the UT/TTL above

Darwin. This range of SO2 was insufficient to produce the H2SO4 required for

N10 concentrations of the order 104 cm−3 – not for at least 15 hours (see chapter

9). The data available points to enough available SO2 for nucleation to occur

but not enough for the rapid and high Aitken, N10, concentrations seen during

ACTIVE – using the standard binary nucleation mechanism. There was the pos-

sibility of other chemical pathways to H2SO4 besides SO2; DMS and H2S are able

to oxidise to H2SO4 (e.g. Berglen et al., 2004). However, the role of DMS in

nucleation is still uncertain; a number of campaigns have come to opposite con-

clusions: Thornton et al. (1997) found that DMS, during the west Pacific Ocean

campaign (PEM-West), was not a high source of SO2 in the UT and the majority

of SO2 was due to volcanic emission and anthropogenic. Whereas, O’Dowd et al.

(2007) and Froyd et al. (2009) consider it to be an substantial factor in aerosol

nucleation, especially in maritime and coastal environments, which is relevant
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to the Darwin area. Marine boundary layer nucleation was found to be closely

correlated to DMS concentrations, by Pandis et al. (1994). Coastal nucleation is

also believed to be driven by VOC and/or alkyl halide derivatives (O’Dowd et al.,

1999); H2S ia also a natural (e.g. bacterial breakdown) and anthropogenic source

for H2SO4 (Berglen et al., 2004) – methanesulphonic acid (MSA) also plays a role

in the sulphur cycle.

Organic compounds (Kulmala et al., 2006b) and ion recombination could provide

mechanisms with which to produce the necessary aerosol concentrations seen

during ACTIVE. However, the lack of a suitable condensable vapour candidate

is still an obstacle to a complete explanation. The profile and trajectory work

(Allen et al., 2008; Heyes et al., 2009) showed there were widespread and long-

range origins for the TTL composition; Indonesia and the wider Tropical Warm

Pool were typical sources for the Darwin TTL. Forests cover much of Indonesia

and together with the many biomass fires (Allen et al., 2008), organic compounds

and aerosols would undoubtedly have been present in the TTL over Darwin due to

the long-range transport that exists (Heyes et al., 2009). Ion nucleation was also a

possibility, especially considering the photoactivity that exists in the stratosphere

and upper troposphere (Kazil et al., 2007). Unfortunately, the theories are still

uncertain and the data is still inadequate to assess the true impact on aerosol

nucleation and growth. This is an area of research that requires a lot more work

but could provide some high impact results: the origin of atmospheric aerosol.

10.1 Summary

This study has achieved a number of unique and original scientific results that

will be of importance to the atmospheric science community:

• The climatology of the tropical troposphere, in particular, the Planetary

Boundary Layer (PBL) and the Upper Troposphere/Tropical Troposphere

Layer (UT/TTL), was described in detail during important climatological

phases. This study revealed the particle and trace gas loadings during

distinct periods: biomass burning, a breaking Rossby wave, premonsoon,

active monsoon, inactive monsoon and the monsoon break. There are few

studies available with such a broad scoping and comprehensive dataset.
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These data were presented using a thorough graphical and tabular statistical

analysis, for ease of reference.

• The tropical PBL aerosol population was studied, using the low level Dornier

aircraft, and categorised using statistics and data visualisation. The trop-

ical PBL loading and climatology play a major role in determining the

nature of convective activity in the free tropopause and the clouds that

are formed in the UT. The 10 to 200 nm and 200 nm to 1000 nm aerosol

populations were presented in this thesis and the potential effect they had

on the tropical climatology and meteorology. Again, this is vital additional

literature for the study of tropical climate and its wider implications for the

globe; an unprecedented quantity of data were collected and analysed for

this experiment.

• The UT/TTL was the focal point of the ACTIVE campaigns in order to

find the effect of tropical convection on the aerosol and chemical composi-

tion of the upper troposphere. This is an area where cloud cover is of great

importance to the global energy budget. Cloud production in the tropics

typically results in high altitude cirrus (above∼ 12 km), which have a strong

influence on upwelling and downwelling longwave and shortwave radiation

(IR and visible). The global energy budget is believed to be affected by this

radiation forcing from cirrus cloud. Therefore, a thorough investigation of

cirrus and the TTL environment was undertaken by ACTIVE, SCOUT-O3

and TWP-ICE in order to quantify and understand this vital region that

is insufficiently represented in the literature. ACTIVE and this project

yielded a wealth of aerosol data (10 to 1000 nm and 100 to 1000 nm) for

a broad period of the tropical premonsoon and monsoon seasons that is of

great value to UT/TTL understanding. This study presented solid evidence

for the relationship between high particle number concentrations and con-

vective activity. These high number density particle populations were found

to originate from convective anvils. Anvil cloud was also shown to suppress

large aerosol concentrations while out-of-cloud regions were conversely seen

to be the source of high particle number densities. Furthermore, this study

tested a hypothesis of aerosol nucleation occurring in the outflow of con-

vective anvils in regions of no-cloud. Wind and trajectory data were used

to confirm the origin of numerous high aerosol concentration events in the
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anvil. This led to the conclusion that aerosols were being nucleated in con-

vective outflow regions. This has been discussed in other papers but the

evidence is limited; this work provides compelling evidence to support the

theory of aerosol nucleation in the TTL due to convective activity.

• A nucleation time frame was derived from in-situ aerosol and wind data.

The wind data provided a timescale since the air mass exited the convective

anvil and the aerosol instrumentation (CPC) recorded the particle concen-

trations, allowing a relationship to be derived for TTL aerosol concentration

against time. This was quite a unique approach that will provide an im-

portant reference for theoretical studies and computational modelling of

aerosol generation and growth.

• A thorough modelling project was also undertaken to complement the in-

situ data. The model worked from a hypothesis of SO2 as the driver for

binary homogeneous nucleation. SO2 was measured in the Darwin region

during ACTIVE but was typically low in concentration: 10 to 150 pptv. Us-

ing the SO2 measurements available as the model’s initiation parameters, it

was found that there was insufficient SO2 to H2SO4 conversion for the re-

quired aerosol nucleation and growth rates. The lack of SO2 indicated that

there was potentially some other condensable and/or mechanism involved

in UT/TTL nucleation (e.g. organic nucleation, ion-ion nucleation). Or-

ganic compounds were found in the Darwin boundary layer and in the sur-

rounding Tropical Warm Pool (TWP) area (such as alpha-pinene, isoprene,

toluene, alkanes and aromatics). Long-range transport was also found to

be a major influence on the Darwin troposphere climatology (both PBL

and UT/TTL). Therefore, it was shown through the ACTIVE study that

there were both local and long-range influences on the aerosol and trace

gas loading in the Darwin region, with the potential to effect the particle

number and composition in UT/TTL. This project provided evidence for

the possible role of trace gases (SO2, inorganic and organic compounds) in

the tropospheric nucleation process in regions of convective activity. This

is an area of literature that has insufficient coverage and this study adds

valuable knowledge to the field of atmospheric and climate science.

There are a number of areas that would require further investigation. ACTIVE

was a major success, acquiring a great deal of data and furthering the knowledge
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of the tropics. However, there are still uncertainties about the mechanism of

nucleation in the TTL and of the composition of the aerosols. Future campaigns

need to continue analysing the TTL, the aerosol concentrations and their compo-

sition, in particular, organics in the TTL need to be studied in more detail, with

possible additions of mass spectrometers and chemical samplers to the aircraft

data. It would be ideal to have as many CPC as possible for this type of field

study; when nucleation is being investigated it would be of great benefit to have a

nucleation mode (< 9 nm) detector. A range of CPCs with varying diameter de-

tection cut-offs would be very useful for observing possible nucleation and particle

growth. Personally, it would have been nice to have had more time to test the

model more thoroughly and maybe improve it to include organic parameterisa-

tion. Modelling work would complement the ACTIVE aerosol data and possibly

help explain the nucleation mechanism and aerosol growth rates – it could be

pursued in the future as an expansion to the aerosol investigation herein.



Appendix A

Aerosol model – Fortran 90 code

PROGRAM Aerosol_nucl_cond_coag1

IMPLICIT NONE

double precision pi

parameter (pi = 3.141592653589793238462643d0)

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: QUAD = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(10,100)

!Constants

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Avo_N,Vw,Va,Diff_vol_acid,Diff_vol_air

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: mol_mass_acid

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: mol_mass_air,m_h2so4,m_h2o,mass_air

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: D_collision_air

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: k,R_gas,c_light,h_planck,Sun_temp,Sun_radius

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Sun_area

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Sun_dist,Sun_sphere,Day_length,a_factor_oh

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: E_R_oh

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: a_factor_o2,E_R_o2,a_factor_n2,E_R_n2

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_h2o_clusters

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: m_h2o_clusters,sticking,moler_volume_a,alpha1

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: alpha2

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: alpha3

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_test,t_max,exp_begin

!Variables

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: mu_coag

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: k0_hoso2

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: kinf_hoso2

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Temp,P,Altitude

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_air,m_air

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: mx_h2o,p_h2o

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Q,Q_m3,Q_max,mx_oh,mx_so2,n_oh,n_so2

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_so2_cm3,n_air_sq,m_air_cm3,n_air_cm3

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_h2o,n_h2o_cm3,n_h2so4,n_h2so4_cm3

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_h2so4_old,n_h2so4_old_cm3

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: p_h2o_sat,rh,hydrate_ratio

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: n_hydrates,n_hydrates_cm3

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: p_h2o_sat1,R_min,R_max

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: x_ini,x_end,x_grad

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: st_drop1,st_drop2,st_drop3

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: log_r1,drop_density1

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: day_sec,t_sec,power_coeff,day_num

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: RK_step1,RK_step2

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: p_h2so4,p_h2so4_sat,RA,x_h2o,x_h2so4
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REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: A11,A12,B11,B12,Log_act_w,Log_act_a

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Act_h2so4_co,Act_h2o_co,A_h2so4,A_h2o

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: p_a_sol,chem_potn_acid,sigma_tension_pt1

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: sigma_tension_pt2,sigma_tension,m_frac_h2so4

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: density_pt1,density_pt2,density,V_avg,R_crit

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: m_crit,N_crit_h2so4

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: F_molecules,B_a,B_w,B_h,Area_crit,growth_angle

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Z_factor,B_num,B_denom,B_AV,delta_G,exp_term,J_rate

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: Diffusion_coeff,mfp

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: cond_Acid_term,sum_acid,n_a_RK_adder

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: cond_part1,cond_part2,coag_part1,coag_part2,coag_part3,i_term

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: sum_coag1,sum_coag2,sum_coag3,pop_ini,pop_end,pop_grad, p_i_real

REAL(KIND=QUAD) :: t_step,t_float

INTEGER :: Q_choice,n_bin

INTEGER :: b_i,c_i,c_j,c_k,RK,count,i_acid,d_i,p_i

INTEGER*4 :: t_number,t,t_print,t_10min

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: N,N_cm3,N_old,log_R,R_size,drop_x_frac

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: drop_density,s_tension_drop,mass

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: N_acid_drop

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: Cond_denom1,Cond_denom2 !coagulation and condensation terms

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: kron_delta_I1,kron_delta_I2

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: Coag_coeffs_I1,Coag_coeffs_I2

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: Knudsen,beta_factor,cond_coeff,p_kelvin

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: D_1,c_rms,gamma_coag,cunningham

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27) :: N_RK_adder

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27,27) :: k_coag,kcb,R_coag,c_coag,D_coag,omega_coag

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27,27) :: sigma_coag,K_denom1,K_denom2

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27,27,27) :: kron_delta1,kron_delta2,kron_delta3

!kronecker deltas for coagulation terms

REAL(KIND=QUAD), DIMENSION(27,27,27) :: Coag_coeffs1,Coag_coeffs2,Coag_coeffs3

!Constants

Avo_N = 6.022142D23 !Avogadro’s number

Vw = 8.8032D-31 !volume of water molecule! taken from arm dimensions

Va = 8.844D-29 !volume of sulphuric acid molecule, taken from density considerations

Diff_vol_acid = 51.66D0

Diff_vol_air = 19.7D0 !diffusion volume - Kuuluvainen 2009

mol_mass_acid = 98.0D0

mol_mass_air = 28.97D0

m_h2so4 = 0.098/Avo_N !mass of a single sulphuric acid molecule

m_h2o = 0.018/Avo_N !mass of a single water molecule

mass_air = 0.02897/Avo_N !average mass of an air molecule

D_collision_air = 3.69D-10 !collisional diameter of average air molecule

k = 1.3806503D-23 !Boltzmann constant

R_gas = 8.314472D0 !Universal Gas constant

c_light = 2.99792D8 !speed of light

h_planck = 6.626D-34 !Planck’s constant

Sun_temp = 5778.0 !Sun’s temperature

Sun_radius = 6.955D8

Sun_area = 4.*pi*(Sun_radius**2) !surface area of the Sun

Sun_dist = 1.496D11 !average Sun-Earth distance

Sun_sphere = 4.*pi*(Sun_dist**2) !surface area of Sun-Earth sphere

Day_length = 12.72 !Length of time (h) of a day, Darwin (23/01/06)

!Sunrise:0637, Sunset: 1920

a_factor_oh = 1.63D-10 !A-factor OH production JPL k derivation

E_R_oh = -60. !E/R OH

a_factor_o2 = 3.3D-11 !A_factor O(1D) de-excited by O2
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E_R_o2 = - 110 !E/R O(1D) by O2

a_factor_n2 = 2.15D-11 !A_factor O(1D) de-excited by N2

E_R_n2 = -110 !E/R O(1D) by N2

n_h2o_clusters = 2 !number of water molecules in hydrates - may change to test - typically no more than 10

m_h2o_clusters = m_h2so4 + n_h2o_clusters*m_h2o

sticking = 1 !sticking coefficient for condensation assumed 1 here, may change

moler_volume_a = 5.3261D-5 !molar volume of LIQUID sulphuric acid - MAY INVESTIGATE

!- used in Kelvin pressure calculation

alpha1 = 1.142

alpha2 = 0.558

alpha3 = 0.999 !Constants used to find Cunningham correction factor

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!enter some of the environmental variables

print *, ’Enter the temperature (K)’

read *, Temp

print *,’Enter the pressure (hPa)’

read *, P

P = 100*P !convert hPa to Pa

Altitude = -(Temp - 324.23)/8.15 !in km; this is taken from

!23/01/06 AE19 ship sonde data - change for other flights

m_air = P*1./(R_gas*Temp) !number of moles of air, in 1 m^3

n_air = m_air*Avo_N !number of molecules of air, in 1 m^3

print *, ’Enter the initial molar ratio of water vapour, in ppmv’

read *, mx_h2o

mx_h2o = mx_h2o*1D-6

p_h2o = mx_h2o*P !xi = pi/P; the molar fraction is ratio of partial pressure to total pressure

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!gas dynamic viscosity - used in coagulation section

mu_coag =(18.27D-6*(291.15D0+120.D0)/(Temp+120.D0))*(Temp/291.15D0)**1.5

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!factors used in hoso2 production

k0_hoso2 = 3D-31*(Temp/300)**(-3.3)

kinf_hoso2 = 1.5D-12

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!Find the sulphuric acid concentration

print *,’Choose the sulphuric acid production/loss mechanism ’

print *,’and rate (1) Define a steady rate, self defined; (2) Use’

print *,’P = k1[oh][so2]; (3) as before but with sinusoidal’

print *,’variability’

!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

read *, Q_choice

!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

select case(Q_choice)

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

case(1)

print *, ’Choose a rate, Q (m-3.s-1)’

read *, Q_m3

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

case(2)
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print *, ’Input oh and so2 molar ratios (pptv): ’

read *, mx_oh, mx_so2 !this is molar/volume ratio

mx_oh = mx_oh*1D-12

mx_so2 = mx_so2*1D-12

n_oh = n_air*mx_oh !change to concentration m^-3

n_so2 = n_air*mx_so2

!In CM^-3

n_so2_cm3 = n_so2/1D6

n_air_sq = (n_air)**2

Q_m3 = (1.296D-18*mx_oh*mx_so2)*n_air_sq !production rate, m^-3, from Berglen et al. 2004

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

case(3)

print *,’Input oh and so2 molar ratios (pptv): ’

read *, mx_oh, mx_so2 !this is molar/volume ratio

mx_oh = mx_oh*1D-12

mx_so2 = mx_so2*1D-12

n_oh = n_air*mx_oh !change to concentration m^-3

n_so2 = n_air*mx_so2

!In CM^-3

n_so2_cm3 = n_so2/1D6

n_air_sq = (n_air)**2

Q_max = (1.296D-18)*mx_oh*mx_so2*n_air_sq !production rate, m^-3, from Berglen et al. 2004

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

end select

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

! Common variables

m_air_cm3 = m_air/1D6 !number air moles per cm^3

n_air_cm3 = n_air/1D6 !number of air molecules per cm^3

n_h2o = n_air*mx_h2o !in m^-3

n_h2o_cm3 = n_h2o/1.D6 !number of H2O molecules per cm^3

!--------------------------------------

!initial H2SO4

n_h2so4 = 1D6 !m^-3 arbitrary initial value

n_h2so4_cm3 = n_h2so4/1D6

n_h2so4_old = 0.

n_h2so4_old_cm3 = 0. !used in Runke-Kutta method

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

p_h2o_sat1=77.3449-(7235.4247/Temp)-8.2*LOG(Temp)+Temp*5.7113D-3

p_h2o_sat=exp(p_h2o_sat1) !saturation pressure of water

!parameterized from Kulmala et al. 1998

rh = p_h2o/p_h2o_sat !relative humidity

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!print *, ’The number of water molecules and relative humidity: ’

!print *, n_h2o_cm3, rh
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!print *, ’Enter the fraction of which are hydrates ’

!print *, ’(0.001 for example) it is higher for higher RH ’

!print *,’For example 50% to 100% is an almost 10^2 higher number.’

!print *, ’Suggest 1D-6 - 1D-8. Enter: ’

!read *, hydrate_ratio

hydrate_ratio = 1.D-6

n_hydrates = hydrate_ratio*n_h2o

n_hydrates_cm3 = hydrate_ratio*n_h2o_cm3 !the number of hydrate clusters

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!Set up the initial values of variables

! - Common to all cases - vary if want to investigate other cases

n_bin=27

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!set up population for drops

!pop_ini = 1D10

!pop_end = 1D1 !arbitrary h2so4 fractions initially (r_min) and at end (r_max)

!pop_grad = (pop_end - pop_ini)/(n_bin)

!N(1) = pop_ini

!N(n_bin) = pop_end

!DO p_i = 2, n_bin-1

!p_i_real = real(p_i)

!N(p_i) = pop_ini + pop_grad*p_i_real

!END DO

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

N = 0.D0

N_cm3 = N/1.D6

!**************************************************************************

!For full programme - from Pirjola 1999

R_min = 0.5D-9

R_max = 1.0D-6 !Use for full equation

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DO b_i = 1, n_bin

log_R1 = ((LOG10(R_max)-LOG10(R_min))/(n_bin-1))*(b_i-1)

log_R(b_i)=LOG10(R_min)+ log_R1

R_size(b_i) = 10**(log_R(b_i)) !lower bound of bin

!drop_x_frac(b_i) = x_grad*R_size(b_i) + x_ini

drop_x_frac(b_i) = 1.D0

drop_density1 = ((1.0-drop_x_frac(b_i))*1000.)

drop_density(b_i) = (drop_x_frac(b_i)*1830.5)+drop_density1

st_drop1 = 3.7628*LOG(drop_x_frac(b_i)+0.1)

st_drop2 = 4.51915*((LOG(drop_x_frac(b_i)+0.1))**2)

st_drop3 = 2.93893*((LOG(drop_x_frac(b_i)+0.1))**3)

s_tension_drop(b_i) = 1D-3*(51.777-st_drop1-st_drop2-st_drop3)

!This is parameterization from Hoppel 1987, may change mole fraction
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END DO !end of lower bound calculator

!************************************************************************************

mass = ((4/3.)*pi*R_size**3)*drop_density !mass of a particle in a given size bin

N_acid_drop = (4/3.)*pi*(R_size**3)*drop_x_frac*1830.5/m_h2so4

!the number of acid molecules in a drop, each bin size

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!now for the kronecker deltas and coefficients used in the coagulation equations

DO c_i =1, n_bin

DO c_j=1, n_bin

DO c_k = 1, n_bin

if (c_j == c_k) then

kron_delta1(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 1

else

kron_delta1(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 0

endif

Coag_coeffs1(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 1/(1.+ kron_delta1(c_i, c_j, c_k))

END DO !end c_k loop

END DO !end c_j loop

END DO !end c_i loop

!first loop covers all i, 1 -> n

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!second loop doesn’t require 1st bin

kron_delta2(1, :, :) = 0.

Coag_coeffs2(1, :, :) = 0.

Cond_denom1(1) = 1./N_acid_drop(1)

DO c_i =2, n_bin

Cond_denom1(c_i) = 1./(N_acid_drop(c_i) - N_acid_drop(c_i-1))

DO c_j=1, n_bin

DO c_k = 1, n_bin

n_test = N_acid_drop(c_j) + N_acid_drop(c_k)

if ((n_test > N_acid_drop(c_i-1)).and.(n_test <= N_acid_drop(c_i))) then

kron_delta2(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 1

else

kron_delta2(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 0

endif

Coag_coeffs2(c_i, c_j, c_k) = (n_test - N_acid_drop(c_i-1))/(N_acid_drop(c_i)-N_acid_drop(c_i-1))*kron_delta2(c_i, c_j, c_k)

END DO !end c_k loop

END DO !end c_j loop

END DO !end c_i loop

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!third loop doesn’t require last bin

kron_delta3(n_bin, :, :) = 0.

Coag_coeffs3(n_bin, :, :) = 0.

Cond_denom2(n_bin) = -1./N_acid_drop(n_bin)

DO c_i=1, n_bin-1

Cond_denom2(c_i) = 1./(N_acid_drop(c_i+1) - N_acid_drop(c_i))

DO c_j=1, n_bin

DO c_k =1, n_bin

n_test = N_acid_drop(c_j) + N_acid_drop(c_k)
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if ((n_test > N_acid_drop(c_i)).and.(n_test <= N_acid_drop(c_i+1))) then

kron_delta3(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 1

else

kron_delta3(c_i, c_j, c_k) = 0

endif

Coag_coeffs3(c_i, c_j, c_k) = (N_acid_drop(c_i+1) - n_test)/(N_acid_drop(c_i+1)-N_acid_drop(c_i))*kron_delta3(c_i, c_j, c_k)

END DO !end c_k loop

END DO !end c_j loop

END DO !end c_i loop

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

print *, ’Choose the time step, in seconds: ’

read *, t_step

print *, ’Choose the end time, in HOURS: ’

read *, t_max

t_number = ceiling(t_max/(t_step/3600D0)) !finds the number of iterations the code will produce

t_print = ceiling(600/t_step)

print *, ’What time after Sunrise (0000) to begin experiment, in hours: ’

read *, exp_begin

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!open a file for saving data

OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE=’Aerosol_nucl_cond_coag1.dat’)

WRITE(10,*) ’Time steps (s): ’, t_step

WRITE(10,*) ’End time in hours: ’, t_max

WRITE(10,*) ’Time after Sunrise at which experiment began: ’, exp_begin

WRITE(10,*) ’Temperature: ’, Temp

WRITE(10,*) ’Pressure (hPa): ’, P

WRITE(10,*) ’H2O conc (ppmv): ’, mx_h2o*1D6

WRITE(10,*) ’OH conc (pptv): ’, mx_oh*1D12

WRITE(10,*) ’SO2 conc (pptv): ’, mx_so2*1D12

WRITE(10,*)

WRITE(10,*)’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------’

WRITE(10,*) ’Radii (m): ’

WRITE(10,99) R_size

99 FORMAT(27(E18.11,1x))

WRITE(10,*) ’time elapsed (s), h2so4 (cm^-3), N (CM^-3)’

WRITE(10,*)’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------’

WRITE(10,102) 0,n_h2so4_cm3,N_cm3 !print initial, 0 time, values

102 FORMAT(I10,1x,E18.11,1x,27(E18.11,1x)) !print format

!______________________________________________________________________________________________

!Iterative

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

DO t=1, t_number !++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++MAIN LOOP

N_old = N

n_h2so4_old = n_h2so4

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Find Q for sinusoidal Earth rotation

day_sec = Day_length*3600.D0 !now use sunrise/set to define daylight

!*******************************************************************************************
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if (q_choice == 3) then !***********************************************************Q=3

t_sec = t*t_step !convert step into a time (s)

day_num = FLOOR(t_sec/86400) !find number of days passed

t_sec = t_sec + exp_begin*3600.

Power_coeff = 0.

if ((t_sec > day_num*86400).and.(t_sec < ((day_num*86400)+day_sec))) then

Power_coeff = SIN((PI/180.)*(180./day_sec)*t_sec) !sin wt only for daylight times

endif

Q_m3 = Power_coeff*Q_max

endif !*******************************************************************Q=3

!*******************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

p_h2so4_sat = exp(27.7849D0 - 10156.D0/Temp)

!saturation pressure of sulphuric acid - parameterized from Kulmala 1998

p_h2so4 = (n_h2so4/n_air)*P !find molar fraction of acid, then times by ambient pressure

!to find partial pressure

ra = p_h2so4/p_h2so4_sat !Relative acidity

x_h2so4 = 1.2233 - (0.0154D0*ra/(ra + rh)) + 0.0102D0*LOG(n_h2so4_cm3) - 0.0415D0*LOG(n_h2o_cm3) + 0.0016D0*Temp

!Parameterized from Kulmala et al. 1998; acid molar fraction

!if finite(x_h2so4) ne 1 then x_h2so4 = 1.D

!if (x_h2so4 lt 0.D) then x_h2so4 = 0.D

!if (x_h2so4 gt 1.D) then x_h2so4 = 1.D

x_h2o = 1.D0 - x_h2so4 !water molar fraction in critical cluster

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Evaluate Activities and chemical potential difference

A11 = 2.989D3 - (2.147D6/Temp) + (2.33D8/(Temp**2))

!2 activity parameters

A12 = 5.672D3 - (4.074D6/Temp) + (4.421D3/(Temp**2))

B11 = 0.527D0

B12 = 1.8975D0 !2 more parameters

Log_act_w = (A11*x_h2so4**2)/(((x_h2so4 + x_h2o*B11)**2)*Temp)

Log_act_a = (A12*x_h2o**2)/(((x_h2o + x_h2so4*B12)**2)*Temp)

Act_h2so4_co = 10**Log_act_a

Act_h2o_co = 10**Log_act_w !Activity coefficients

!Activity, A = A_coeff*molar_fraction

A_h2so4 = Act_h2so4_co*x_h2so4

A_h2o = Act_h2o_co*x_h2o !Activities for sulphuric acid and water

p_a_sol = A_h2so4*p_h2so4_sat !This pressure above mixed solution; needed for chemical potential

chem_potn_acid = -1.0D0*k*Temp*ALOG(p_h2so4/p_a_sol) !chemical potential for H2SO4

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Use parameterization to find surface tension and density - Kulmala et al. 1998
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if (x_h2so4 < 0.16D0) then

sigma_tension_pt1 = 74.00296 + 7.68634*x_h2so4 + (625.86132*x_h2so4**2) - & !parameters of surface tension

(5117.53488*x_h2so4**3) + (10646.24244*x_h2so4**4)

else

sigma_tension_pt1 = 77.04932 + 9.73321*x_h2so4 - (59.4238*x_h2so4**2) + &

(5.6594*x_h2so4**3) + (19.78486*x_h2so4**4)

endif

if (x_h2so4 < 0.25D0) then

sigma_tension_pt2 = 67.822 + 78.97377*x_h2so4 - (207.81448*x_h2so4**2) - &

(165.6474*x_h2so4**3) + (654.16827*x_h2so4**4)

else

sigma_tension_pt2 = 72.55489 + 32.99004*x_h2so4 - (115.88314*x_h2so4**2) + (62.0346*x_h2so4**3)

endif

sigma_tension = 0.001*sigma_tension_pt1 + (sigma_tension_pt2 - sigma_tension_pt1)*((Temp - 283.15)/40000.)

!Surface tension in N/m

!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++Density parameterization - Kulmala et al. 1998

m_frac_h2so4 = (x_h2so4*98)/((x_h2so4*98) + (x_h2o*18)) !Mass fraction of sulphuric acid in critical cluster

if (m_frac_h2so4 < 0.6D0) then

density_pt1 = 998.94 + 748.23*m_frac_h2so4 - (4.07622*m_frac_h2so4**2) + (317.88*m_frac_h2so4**3)

density_pt2 = 982.99 + 608.19*m_frac_h2so4 + (233.26*m_frac_h2so4**2) + (154.19*m_frac_h2so4**3)

else

density_pt1 = 473.52 + 4903.99*m_frac_h2so4 - (11916.5*m_frac_h2so4**2) + & !Parameters for density

(15057.6*m_frac_h2so4**3) - (6668.37*m_frac_h2so4**4)

density_pt2 = 250.52 + 5733.14*m_frac_h2so4 - (13138.14*m_frac_h2so4**2) + &

(15565.78*m_frac_h2so4**3) - (6618.7*m_frac_h2so4**4)

endif

density = density_pt1 + (density_pt2 - density_pt1)*((Temp-273.15)/60.) !density in kg/m3

!++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++Average molecular volume - Pirjola 1998

V_avg = x_h2so4*Va + x_h2o*Vw

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Find critical cluster size

R_crit = (-2.D0*sigma_tension*Va)/chem_potn_acid !critical radius from Kulmala et al. 1998

if (R_crit < (Va**(0.333D0))) then

R_crit = (Va**(0.333D0)) !if it is found to be less than 1 acid molecule

endif !then re-set to 1 acid molecule: barrierless

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Find number of acid molecules in critical cluster and mass of cluster - Pirjola 1998

m_crit = ((4/3.)*pi*(R_crit**3.)*density) !mass of cluster
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N_crit_h2so4 = ((4/3.)*pi*(R_crit**3.)*density)/(m_h2so4 + (x_h2o/x_h2so4)*m_h2o)

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Calculate the initiation Kronecker deltas - Pirjola 1999

kron_delta_I1(1) = 1

Coag_coeffs_I1(1) = N_crit_h2so4/N_acid_drop(1)

kron_delta_I2(n_bin) = 0 !initial and final bins

Coag_coeffs_I2(n_bin) = N_crit_h2so4/N_acid_drop(n_bin)

DO c_i = 2, n_bin

if ((N_crit_h2so4 > N_acid_drop(c_i-1)).and.(N_crit_h2so4 <= N_acid_drop(c_i))) then

kron_delta_I1(c_i) = 1

else

kron_delta_I1(c_i) = 0

endif

Coag_coeffs_I1(c_i) = ((N_crit_h2so4 - N_acid_drop(c_i-1))/(N_acid_drop(c_i) - N_acid_drop(c_i-1)))*kron_delta_I1(c_i)

END DO

DO c_i = 1, n_bin-1

if ((N_crit_h2so4 > N_acid_drop(c_i)).and.(N_crit_h2so4 <= N_acid_drop(c_i+1))) then

kron_delta_I2(c_i) = 1

else

kron_delta_I2(c_i) = 0

endif

Coag_coeffs_I2(c_i) = ((N_acid_drop(c_i+1) - N_crit_h2so4)/(N_acid_drop(c_i+1) - N_acid_drop(c_i)))*kron_delta_I2(c_i)

END DO

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Calculate nucleation rate - Kulmala et al. 1998 and Pirjola 1998

F_molecules = n_h2o !since water molecules conc. is much higher n_h2so4 and clusters are neglected

B_a = n_h2so4*sqrt(((k*Temp)/(2.D0*pi))*((1.D0/m_h2so4) - (1.D0/m_crit)) ) !acid parameter - Kulmala et al. 1998

B_w = n_h2o*sqrt(((k*Temp)/(2.D0*pi))*((1.D0/m_h2o) - (1.D0/m_crit)) ) !water parameter

B_h = n_hydrates*sqrt(((k*Temp)/(2.D0*pi))*((1.D0/m_h2o_clusters) - (1.D0/m_crit)) ) !hydrate parameter

Area_crit = 4.D0*pi*(R_crit)**2 !surface area of the nucleus

growth_angle = ATAN(x_h2so4/x_h2o) !growth angle of steepest descent on Gibbs free energy surface

Z_factor = sqrt(sigma_tension/(k*Temp))*(V_avg)/(2.D0*pi*R_crit**2) !Zeldovich factor

B_num = B_w*B_a - B_h**2

B_denom = (B_w*(sin(growth_angle))**2) + (B_a*(cos(growth_angle))**2) - 2.D0*B_h*sin(growth_angle)*cos(growth_angle)

B_AV = B_num/B_denom !average growth rate

delta_G = (1.333D0)*pi*(R_crit**2)*sigma_tension

exp_term = -1.0D0*delta_G/(K*Temp)

J_rate = F_molecules*Area_crit*B_AV*Z_factor*exp(exp_term)

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Calculate condensation rate - Pirjola 1998
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Diffusion_coeff = (0.00143*(Temp**(1.75))*sqrt((1.D0/mol_mass_air)+(1.D0/mol_mass_acid))/ &

((P/1.D5)*(((Diff_vol_acid)**(0.333D0)) + ((Diff_vol_acid)**(0.333D0)))**2))*1.D-4

!from Kuuluvainen 2009; Reid 1989

!D is in cm^2 s^-1; P is bars

!so 1D-4 is to convert to m^2 s^-1

mfp = ((pi*m_h2so4/(8.D0*k*Temp))**(0.333D0))*Diffusion_coeff !mean free path

DO count=1, n_bin

Knudsen(count) = mfp/R_size(count) !knudsen number: mfp/R

beta_factor(count) = (Knudsen(count)+1.D0)/((0.377D0*Knudsen(count)) & ! fuchs correction factor

+ 1.D0 + ((1.333D0)*(sticking**(-1.D0))*Knudsen(count)**2.D0) + ((1.333D0)*(sticking**(-1.D0))*Knudsen(count)))

cond_coeff(count) = (4.D0*pi*R_size(count)*beta_factor(count)*Diffusion_coeff) !condensation coefficient

!if (cond_coeff(count) == -1) then

! cond_coeff(count) = 0.D0 !Test for TRUE statement

!endif

END DO

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Calculate coagulation rate - Pirjola 1998

cunningham = 1.D0 + Knudsen*(alpha1 + alpha2*exp(-1.D0*alpha3/Knudsen))

D_1 = k*Temp*cunningham/(6.*pi*mu_coag*R_size)

c_rms = sqrt(8.*k*Temp/(pi*mass))

gamma_coag = 8.*D_1/(pi*c_rms)

DO c_i =1, n_bin

DO c_j=1, n_bin

D_coag(c_i, c_j) = D_1(c_i) + D_1(c_j)

R_coag(c_i, c_j) = R_size(c_i) + R_size(c_j)

c_coag(c_i, c_j) = sqrt((c_rms(c_i)**2) + (c_rms(c_j)**2))

omega_coag(c_i, c_j) = ( ( ( R_coag(c_i, c_j) + gamma_coag(c_i) )**3 - ( (R_coag(c_i, c_j))**2.D0 + &

(gamma_coag(c_i))**2)**(1.33D0))/(3.D0*(R_coag(c_i, c_j)*gamma_coag(c_i))) ) - R_coag(c_i, c_j)

kcb(c_i, c_j) = 4.D0*pi*R_coag(c_i, c_j)*D_coag(c_i, c_j)

END DO !end c_j loop

END DO !end c_i loop

DO c_i=1, n_bin

DO c_j=1, n_bin

sigma_coag(c_i, c_j) = sqrt(omega_coag(c_i, c_j)**2 + omega_coag(c_j, c_i)**2)

K_denom1(c_i, c_j) = R_coag(c_i, c_j)/(R_coag(c_i, c_j) + sigma_coag(c_i, c_j))

K_denom2(c_i, c_j) = 4.D0*D_coag(c_i, c_j)/(c_coag(c_i, c_j)*R_coag(c_i, c_j))

k_coag(c_i, c_j) = kcb(c_i, c_j)/(K_denom1(c_i, c_j) + K_denom2(c_i, c_j))

k_coag(c_i, c_j) = k_coag(c_i, c_j)

END DO !end c_j loop
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END DO !end c_i loop

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!*********************************************************************************************************

cond_Acid_term = 0.D0

DO i_acid = 1, n_bin

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sum_acid = (n_h2so4)*cond_coeff(i_acid)*N(i_acid)

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cond_acid_term = cond_acid_term + sum_acid

END DO

n_h2so4 = (Q_m3 - N_crit_h2so4*J_rate - cond_acid_term)

n_h2so4 = n_h2so4_old + t_step*n_h2so4

n_h2so4_cm3 = n_h2so4/1.D6

!*********************************************************************************************************

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!Reckon number of particles in each bin

DO c_i = 1, n_bin

cond_part1 = 0.D0

cond_part2 = 0.D0

coag_part1 = 0.D0

coag_part2 = 0.D0

coag_part3 = 0.D0

!-------------------------------------------------

DO c_j=1, c_i

DO c_k = c_j, c_i

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sum_coag1 = Coag_coeffs1(c_i, c_j, c_k)*k_coag(c_j, c_k)*N(c_j)*N(c_k)*Coag_coeffs2(c_i, c_j, c_k)

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sum_coag2 = Coag_coeffs1(c_i, c_j, c_k)*k_coag(c_j, c_k)*N(c_j)*N(c_k)*Coag_coeffs3(c_i, c_j, c_k)

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

coag_part1 = coag_part1 + sum_coag1

coag_part2 = coag_part2 + sum_coag2

!-------------------------------------------------

END DO !end c_k loop

END DO !end c_j loop

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

i_term = J_rate*Coag_coeffs_I1(c_i)*kron_delta_I1(c_i) + J_rate*Coag_coeffs_I2(c_i)*kron_delta_I2(c_i)

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

if (c_i == 1) then

cond_part1 = 0.D0

else

cond_part1 = Cond_denom1(c_i)*N(c_i-1)*(n_h2so4)*cond_coeff(c_i-1)

endif

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cond_part2 = Cond_denom2(c_i)*N(c_i)*(n_h2so4)*cond_coeff(c_i)

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DO c_j = 1, n_bin

sum_coag3 = k_coag(c_i, c_j)*N(c_j)

!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

coag_part3 = coag_part3 + sum_coag3

!coag_part3 = 0.D0 !JUST TO TEST EFFECT! REMOVE AFTER

!-------------------------------------------------

END DO !end of coag_coeff3 loop

N(c_i) = N_old(c_i) + t_step*(i_term + cond_part1 - cond_part2 + coag_part1 + coag_part2 - N(c_i)*coag_part3)

END DO !end of c_i loop - for all bins

N_cm3 = N/1.D6

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

t_float = t*t_step

if (mod(t,t_print) == 0) then !print, every 10 minutes

t_10min = ceiling(t_float)

WRITE(10,101) t_10min,n_h2so4_cm3, N_cm3

101 FORMAT(I10,1x,E18.11,1x,27(E18.11,1x)) !print format, if needs adjusting

endif

END DO !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++END MAIN LOOP

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

!+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CLOSE(UNIT=10)

END PROGRAM Aerosol_nucl_cond_coag1
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